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ABSTRACT

Learning-Based Approaches for Next-Generation Intelligent Networks

Liang Zhang

The next-generation (6G) networks promise to provide extended 5G capabilities

with enhanced performance at high data rates, low latency, low energy consumption,

and rapid adaptation. 6G networks are also expected to support the unprecedented

Internet of Everything (IoE) scenarios with highly diverse requirements. With the

emerging applications of autonomous driving, virtual reality, and mobile computing,

achieving better performance and fulfilling the diverse requirements of 6G networks

are becoming increasingly difficult due to the rapid proliferation of wireless data

and heterogeneous network structures. In this regard, learning-based algorithms are

naturally powerful tools to deal with the numerous data and are expected to impact

the evolution of communication networks.

This thesis employed learning-based approaches to enhance the performance and

fulfill the diverse requirements of the next-generation intelligent networks under vari-

ous network structures. Specifically, we design the trajectory of the unmanned aerial

vehicle (UAV) to provide energy-efficient, high data rate, and fair service for the Inter-

net of things (IoT) networks by employing on/off-policy reinforcement learning (RL).

Thereafter, we applied a deep RL-based approach for heterogeneous traffic offloading

in the space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) to cover the co-existing require-

ments of ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) traffic and enhanced

mobile broadband (eMBB) traffic. Precise traffic prediction can significantly improve

the performance of 6G networks in terms of intelligent network operations, such as

predictive network configuration control, traffic offloading, and communication re-

source allocation. Therefore, we investigate the wireless traffic prediction problem
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in edge networks by applying a federated meta-learning approach. Lastly, we design

an importance-oriented clustering-based high quality of service (QoS) system with

software-defined networking (SDN) by adopting unsupervised learning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis Statement and Motivation

While being deployed around the world, 5G cellular systems are continuously exposing

the inherent limitations of this system compared to its original premise as an enabler

for the Internet of Everything (IoE) applications [1]. These 5G drawbacks are spurring

efforts from industry and academia focused on defining the next-generation concep-

tualized 6G wireless system that can provide better performance in terms of high

data rates, low energy assumption, low latency, and rapid adaptation. In order to en-

hance the performance of 6G networks, various network structures and techniques can

be deployed, such as the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-assisted networks, space-air-

ground integrated network (SAGIN), edge networks, and software-defined networking

(SDN). In this regard, 6G networks are also expected to support unprecedented IoE

scenarios with highly diverse requirements and integrate terrestrial, aerial, and space

communications into a robust and intelligent network.

Aerial Networks, such as UAV-assisted or balloon-assisted networks, can provide

flexible and on-demand service, significantly improving network performance due to

the extra serving dimension. The aerial devices reduce the impact of the obstruc-

tions, such as buildings and mountains, leading to emerging applications in areas

where terrestrial networks are not available or limited in performance, such as rural

areas and post-disaster areas. We investigate the information and communications

technology (ICT) statistics statistics in rural and urban areas. The deployment of
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aerial communication devices can be affected by various factors. Lessons learned from

the commercial failure of project loon for 6G research roadmap design are attached

in Appendix A. The trajectory optimization of the UAV significantly impacts the

data rate and the serving performance of 6G networks. Moreover, the obstacles such

as energy constraints and the high dynamic status of the ground users increase the

complexity of the network optimization problem.

Despite various potential benefits, UAV-assisted networks, especially single-UAV-

assisted networks, have limited coverage and communication resource, which may

depress the performance of 6G networks. Then it naturally triggers the integration

of multi-UAVs and satellites to assist the terrestrial communication networks. This

development brings the problem of UAV access selection management and bandwidth

allocation for SAGIN. On the other hand, connecting millions of people and billions

of machines yields a radical paradigm shift from enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB)

services toward ultra-reliable, low latency communications (URLLC). URLLC traffic

requires exceptionally high reliability and low latency, while eMBB traffic requires

high channel capability. Making traffic offloading decisions to satisfy the co-existing

requirements of eMBB traffic and URLLC traffic in SAGIN remains rather challeng-

ing.

Wireless traffic prediction plays a vital role in improving the performance of high

dynamic and low latency communication networks, especially in 6G wireless networks.

The trajectory design, traffic offloading, and resource allocation benefit from accurate

traffic prediction since the volumes of the data are knowable in advance. However,

traffic prediction in large scale-edge networks is not an easy task. The challenges come

from the isolation of the local dataset, the overhead of data transmission, and data

privacy concerns. The recent upsurge of diversified mobile applications requires data

collecting and computing at the edge. Raw data collected locally used to be sent to

the datacenter, where a model can be trained using a large-scale distributed system
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[2]. However, neither transmission efficiency nor data privacy can be guaranteed.

How to train a sensitive global model that can rapidly adapt to the local dataset and

provide precise traffic prediction is an interesting problem for 6G networks.

Once the volume of data is predictive, the next step moves forward to managing

the routing strategy based on the traffic flows’ priority levels. Generally, traffic flows

with similar network features provide similar information. What priority levels sup-

pose to be assigned for the traffic flows based on their network features can be well

investigated to purchase the higher quality of service (QoS) in 6G networks.

1.2 Thesis objective and Contributions

With unprecedented increasing traffic and highly heterogeneous and dynamic net-

work structures, it becomes challenging to deal with the complexity by managing

the communication network in a static, simplistic, and rigid manner. Current wire-

less networks heavily rely on mathematical models that define the structure of the

communication system. The mathematical models that define the static structure

of the communication system may not be able to present the dynamic network ac-

curately. Moreover, there are no mathematical models for the building blocks of

wireless networks and devices, as a result, modeling such blocks becomes challenging

[3]. Therefore, the traditional mathematical models and solutions will most likely fall

short in improving the performance of wireless networks that are expected to meet

the stringent requirements that will be set by 6G networks [1]. In this regard, the

recently emerging learning-based approaches, especially the model-free approaches,

are expected to provide the solutions for next-generation intelligent networks.

The objective of this thesis is to enhance the performance and fulfill the diverse

requirements of the next-generation intelligent networks under various network struc-

tures by applying learning-based approaches. The contributions of the thesis are

listed below:
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• We overview machine learning in communication networks and introduce four

commonly used learning-based approaches that will be employed in this thesis to solve

problems in 6G networks.

•We propose an energy-efficient trajectory optimization scheme for UAV-assisted

IoT networks. A single UAV is powered by solar energy and charging stations (CSs) in

such networks, resulting in sustainable communication services while avoiding energy

outages. In particular, we optimize the trajectory design of the UAV by jointly

considering the average data rate, the total energy consumption, and the fairness of

coverage for the IoT terminals. A dynamic spatial-temporal configuration scheme

is operated for terminals working in the discontinuous reception (DRX) mode. The

module-free, action-confined on-policy and off-policy RL approaches are proposed

and jointly applied to solve the formulated optimization problem in this chapter.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy by comparing it with other

dynamic benchmark algorithms. The extensive simulation results provided reveal

that the proposed scheme outperforms the benchmarks in terms of data transmission,

energy efficiency, and adaptivity to avoid battery depletion. The UAV can adapt to

communication networks’ dynamic conditions by deploying the proposed trajectory

scheme.

• We design a heterogeneous traffic offloading approach in the SAGIN. Our inno-

vative offloading approach covers the co-existing requirements of two heterogeneous

slices of 5G by smartly offloading the traffic to the appropriate segment of SAGIN.

Specifically, the URLLC traffic is offloaded to the UAV link and the terrestrial link

to satisfy its stringent requirements in terms of latency. However, the eMBB traf-

fic is offloaded to the UAV, terrestrial, and satellite links because it is less sensitive

to delay but needs high channel capacities. Our offloading approach boosts the net-

work’s availability and reduces the latency experienced in SAGIN through an efficient

resource allocation and an optimized design of the UAVs’ trajectory. Our findings
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highlight the critical role of the concrete integration between SAGIN segments in

achieving a better QoS for different slices with heterogeneous requirements.

• We proposed an efficient wireless traffic prediction approach at the edge. Wire-

less traffic prediction plays a vital role in managing high dynamic and low latency

communication networks, especially in 6G wireless networks. Regarding data and

computing resources constraints in edge devices, federated wireless traffic prediction

has attracted considerable interest. However, federated learning is limited to deal-

ing with heterogeneous scenarios and unbalanced data availability. Along this line,

we propose an efficient federated meta-learning approach to learn a sensitive global

model with knowledge collected from different regions. The global model can ef-

ficiently adapt to the heterogeneous local scenarios by processing only one or a few

steps of fine-tuning on the local datasets. Additionally, distance-based weighted model

aggregation is designed to capture the dependencies among different regions for bet-

ter spatial-temporal prediction. We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme

by comparing it with the conventional federated learning approaches and other com-

monly used benchmarks for traffic prediction. The extensive simulation results reveal

that the proposed scheme outperforms the benchmarks.

• We propose an importance-oriented clustering-based QoS system named ICAQ

to mitigate congestion and achieve adaptive management for communication net-

works. Unsupervised machine learning is adopted to distinguish the differences in the

network applications and assign priority to the network flows. The system is generic

to be deployed at both network core and edge features. An environment monitoring

IoT application is implemented as an example to demonstrate the expressive power

of ICAQ. The experimental results verify the effectiveness and efficiency of ICAQ and

show a promising potential trending of using ICAQ for the QoS management of IoT

applications in 5G and beyond networks.
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1.3 Thesis Organization

The thesis is divided into the following chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the machine

learning algorithms used in this thesis and the state-of-the-art for the problems inves-

tigated in this thesis. Chapter 3 addresses the energy-efficient trajectory optimization

problem in UAV-assisted networks. Chapter 4 targets a heterogeneous traffic offload-

ing approach to satisfy the co-existing requirements of eMBB and URLLC traffic in

SAGIN. Chapter 5 tackles the wireless traffic prediction problem at the edge. Chap-

ter 6 determines the priority levels of traffic flows to achieve high QoS with SDN.

Chapter 7 provides conclusion remarks on our work and describes our future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and State of the Art

2.1 Overview of Machine Learning in Communication Net-

works

The next-generation communication networks are expected to provide high data rates,

extremely low latency, and on-demand services. Traditional communication network

management approaches such as linear programming, statistical analysis, and dy-

namic programming are limited by the enormous scale and the high dynamic networks.

Learning-based approaches, which train the models based on massive amounts of data,

on the other hand, are promising to provide adaptive management of communication

networks. This thesis mainly focuses on three commonly adopted machine learning

methods and an advanced decentralized learning scheme to reveal the effectiveness of

learning-based management for adaptive communication networks.

2.2 Category of Machine Learning Methods

2.2.1 Unsupervised Learning in Communication Networks

Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning in which pre-assigned labels or

scores are not provided during the training process [4]. Unsupervised learning algo-

rithms are widely studied and implemented in various communication network ap-

plications. Authors in [5] propose an unsupervised training of a feed-forward neural

network to solve parametric optimization problems involving large numbers of param-

eters. In [6], a fast beamforming design for downlink multiple-input and multiple-
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output (MINO) is proposed by using unsupervised learning. The learning process is

based on an end-to-end method without labeling to avoid the complication of obtain-

ing labels. [7] propose an unsupervised learning approach for passive beamforming

design in a re-configurable intelligent surface (RIS) aided multi-user multiple-input

single-output (MISO) downlink system. Clustering is a typical unsupervised learn-

ing method that groups unlabeled data based on their similarities or differences. It

mainly deals with capturing the structure or pattern hidden in the communication

networks. Various clustering algorithms, such as exclusive clustering, overlapping

clustering, hierarchical clustering, and probabilistic clustering, are adopted to the

scenarios with different network structures and user demands. In this thesis, we im-

plement k-means clustering to couple the relation among IoT flows and design a high

QoS communication system.

2.2.2 Supervised Learning in Communication Networks

In contrast to unsupervised learning, supervised learning refers to the machine learn-

ing tasks that infer a function from labeled training data consisting of a set of training

examples [8]. The commonly adopted supervised learning algorithms include neural

networks, naive Bayes, linear regression, logistic regression, support vector machine

(SVM), k-nearest neighbor, etc. The algorithms can be integrated to train a model

with better performance. In this thesis, we mainly introduce the application of neu-

ral networks algorithm, which is primarily leveraged for deep learning algorithms in

communication networks. Instead of requiring prior channel statistics, deep learning

algorithms train the model based on numerous amounts of data generated by the

dynamic communication networks, thus can be adopted for prediction tasks, such as

channel estimation [9, 10, 11] and wireless traffic prediction [12, 13]. A robust neural

network designed to handle sequence dependence among communication networks is

a recurrent neural network (RNN) [14]. The spatial dependence can be captured by a
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convolutional neural network (CNN) [15]. Authors in [16] propose a spatial-frequency

CNN (SF-CNN) based channel estimation exploiting both the spatial and frequency

correlation, where the corrupted channel matrices at adjacent sub-carriers are input

into the CNN simultaneously. A novel CNN algorithm is proposed in [17] to capture

the global spatial correlations between different regions at node and trend levels.

2.2.3 Reinforcement Learning in Communication Networks

Reinforcement learning is an area of machine learning concerned with optimization

problems in a sophisticated environment. It is neither based on supervised learn-

ing nor unsupervised learning. Moreover, the algorithms learn to react to an en-

vironment on their own. Some network management problems can be formulated

as non-convex mixed-integer non-linear (MINL) problems that traditional optimiza-

tion methods cannot solve. However, the reinforcement learning algorithms assume

knowledge of an exact mathematical model of the Markov decision process (MDP)

and can interact with large0-scale environments. Reinforcement learning algorithms

have encouraged new innovative functions in the network management tasks, such as

communication resource allocation[18, 19, 20], traffic offloading [21, 22], and trajec-

tory design of the mobile edge computing stations [23, 24].

2.2.4 Federated Learning and Meta Learning in Communica-

tion Networks:

Regarding data and computing resources constraints in edge devices, federated learn-

ing approaches have attracted considerable interest in the sixth-generation 6G paradigm.

Federated learning is a decentralized learning scheme that enables local training on the

clients and collaborative model updating at the central server. In this manner, spatial

dependencies among different clients are extracted, enhancing the global model accu-

racy and accelerating the training process. Moreover, data privacy is also guaranteed
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since only parameters are sent to the server, and the raw data are kept at the local

clients. However, federated learning is limited to dealing with heterogeneous scenarios

and unbalanced data availability. Along this line, we introduce meta-learning into the

federated framework to learn a sensitive global model with knowledge collected from

different regions. The global model can efficiently adapt to the heterogeneous local

scenarios by processing only one or a few steps of fine-tuning on the local datasets.

Additionally, distance-based weighted model aggregation is designed to capture the

dependencies among different regions for better spatial-temporal prediction.

2.3 State of the Art

2.3.1 Energy-Efficient Trajectory Optimization for UAV-Assisted

IoT Networks

Future wireless communication networks are envisioned to provide sustainable, reli-

able, and high-rate data services for various application scenarios [25]. It becomes

rather challenging to meet these ever-increasing data services by terrestrial communi-

cation infrastructures. Therefore more researchers turn their attention to space, and

aerial communication infrastructures [26, 27, 28]. In the context of network integra-

tion, data can be aggregated/disseminated either in an ad-hoc fashion by conveying

the information hop by hop or in an infra-structured manner where nodes exchange

information with nearby access points (APs) [29]. While the former approach shortens

the network lifetime by exploiting the battery of IoT nodes along the routing path, the

latter necessitates a considerable number of stationary APs whose deployment and

maintenance may incur significant time and monetary costs. Thanks to the recent

advances in UAV-assisted communications technology, a UAV can be equipped as

an airborne AP and flexibly deployed to disadvantageous locations depending on the

needs of dynamically changing IoT data traffic [30, 31, 32, 33]. In this way, low-cost
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and straightforward IoT nodes can be utilized since nodes are no longer responsible

for data relaying and routing. This approach can also offer multi-fold gains for the

IoT implementation and operation by striking an appropriate balance between ad-hoc

and infra-structured data aggregation.

With the traits of dynamic on-demand services and a high degree of mobility, the

implementation of UAV-assisted communication networks has drastically increased

over the past few years. Despite various potential benefits, some obstacles hinder

the usage of UAV-assisted communication networks. Energy constraint, for example,

introduces challenges for UAV-assisted communications since the battery life of a

UAV is usually less than half an hour [34]. The continuously decreasing cost of

the onboard renewable energy systems provides an alternative solution [35]. Solar

energy has enormous potential due to its sustainability, cleanliness, and low cost.

Nevertheless, solar energy is intermittent and uncertain, which may expose the UAV

to the risk of energy depletion. Accordingly, additional docking stations (DSs) for

recharging are essential components in the UAV-assisted communication networks

[36]. In addition, how to jointly design the trajectory of UAV to achieve longer

endurance and continuous operations for different application scenarios and service

demands remains a stern and open challenge, which is worth further investigating

[37].

Pursuing high throughput while taking energy efficiency, channel condition, and

QoS into consideration is another significant challenge, especially for IoT terminals

working in the DRX mode [38]. The IoT terminals listen to the headers containing

flow information at the very beginning of each time slot and judge whether the traffic

is relevant to them or not. With a certain probability, the DRX mode enables the

IoT terminals to negotiate phases in which data transmission occurs and to enter a

low-power state during other time slots. In this manner, power consumption can be

significantly reduced. On the other hand, this setting becomes an obstacle for the
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UAV to manage downlink service optimization since no causal knowledge is accessible.

To this end, we propose an on-policy scheme that provides the means for an

aerial agent to learn while flying such that energy-efficiency trajectory optimization

can be achieved. To satisfy the QoS requirements of IoT networks and dynamically

optimize the data transmission efficiency, two measures are taken into account in this

thesis: the temporal liveness of the terminals and the link signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

threshold associated with the placement of the IoT network and the coordination of

the UAV.

As an integral component of future wireless networks, harvested energy enabled

UAV has been extensively investigated in recent years [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. For in-

stance, in [44], the probability of energy outage at harvested energy enabled UAV

and the probability of SNR outage at ground cellular users are calculated. The oc-

currence of energy outage is a disaster to a UAV and could lead to severe accidents,

which should be averted. The authors in [45] investigate the trajectory and resource

allocation design for harvested energy enabled UAV communication systems, includ-

ing the impact of the cloud layer. However, most of the references listed above neglect

the temporally dynamic property of the harvested energy and the fact that the har-

vested energy cannot guarantee the sustainable data services provided by UAVs for

modern communication networks that consume large amounts of energy for high-rate

transmissions. Even worse, during the night time, the operation of UAVs cannot be

supported by solar energy. In [46], Zheng et al. optimize a fixed-wing UAV’s flight

radius and speed for achieving maximum throughput and minimum energy consump-

tion. In [47], Zhan et al. utilize a UAV to maximize the lifetime of a sensor network,

which is achieved by optimizing the UAV’s trajectory and the wake-up schedule of

sensor nodes. An energy harvesting UAV-enabled wireless communication system is

investigated in [48], where the UAV transfers energy to users in a wireless manner to

charge them to facilitate uplink transmission. In [49], the efficient deployment and
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mobility of multiple UAVs are considered to collect data from ground IoT devices.

The authors propose a framework for joint optimization of the 3D placement and the

mobility of UAVs, IoT-UAV association, and uplink power control. In [50], Skeridis et

al. consider a public safety network where a UAV transfers power to charge ground

IoT terminals through a wireless link before the data transmission phase. This is

especially important to improve the network lifetime in emergency situations with

frequent or permanent power outages. Our work rather aims at improving the UAV

lifetime to enhance the mobile broadband services in a ubiquitous manner.

Apart from energy related issues, various application scenarios of UAV have also

been well discussed in the literature. The authors in [51] design a distributed energy-

efficient UAVs based navigation framework to sustain long-term communication cov-

erage. However, the crucial channel characteristics and the QoS for the users are not

taken into consideration. At the expense of limited mobility, the tethered UAVs, as

described in [52], can be a viable alternative to provide seamless wireless data service

over a cable that reliably supplies power for data transmission and processing. In [53],

an optimization problem is formulated and solved to minimize the total hovering and

traveling time of data aggregation and field estimation missions.

To reduce the complexity of the optimization problem, some works model the UAV

working process as sub-optimal problems. The authors in [54] propose a cost function

that considers the energy consumption model and drone reuse strategy. The approach

is applied in simulated annealing (SA) heuristic for finding sub-optimal solutions for

practical applications. The throughput maximization problem for UAV-enabled net-

works is studied in [55]. First, an ideal case to relax the formulated problem is

considered. Second, a locally optimal solution with the constraints, including maxi-

mum speed and the users’ energy neutrality, is achieved by alternating optimization

and successive convex programming. In [56], the authors propose a distributed algo-

rithm that allows UAVs to maximize the network’s sum rate by dynamically learning
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the optimal three-dimension (3D) locations associated with ground users. The algo-

rithm decomposition breaks the optimization into three sub-problems addressed by

a distributed matching-based association, a modified version of the K-means algo-

rithm, and a game-theoretic algorithm with a local utility function. The problem of

docking/charging station (DS/CS) placement is investigated in [36], and then a UAV

scheduling program is formulated based on the optimized locations of CSs.

2.3.2 Heterogeneous Traffic Offloading for SAGIN

The fifth generation of communication networks (5G) and beyond is envisioned to ad-

dress various slices with heterogeneous requirements [57]. Among these slices, URLLC

is receiving tremendous attention in academia and industry because it enables new

applications and emerging services such as autonomous factory, inter-vehicular com-

munications and e-health. URLLC addresses the intermittent transmissions that

impose stringent requirements in terms of reliability (the acceptable dropping rate is

less than 10−5) and low latency (1ms) [58, 59]. These requirements make URLLC

a challenging implementation scenario though, especially since 5G should simultane-

ously answer different needs imposed by other slices. For instance, the eMBB slice of

5G, which addresses the stable connections with large payloads over extended time

intervals, demands high data rates but is less sensitive to reliability [57].

To face these challenges, various technologies such as Terahertz communications,

optical wireless communications, free-space optical communication, and dynamic net-

work slicing should support the 5G networks [60]. Among these technologies, SAGIN

is expected to stand out as a key player [60, 61]. SAGIN consists of three network

segments: the space segment which includes the satellites, the air segment which

includes the UAV and the ground segment which includes the terrestrial communi-

cation networks [62, 63, 61]. These segments can cooperate and complement each

other through their own privileges [62, 63]. For instance, satellites have the privi-
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leges of wide coverage and wide bandwidth. However, UAVs have the privileges of

scalable deployment, mobility, low latency and reliability [64, 65]. Hence, space and

air segments can support the terrestrial network to increase the users’ connectivity

and hence improve the service continuity, especially in under-served and rural areas.

Moreover, space and air segments can support the terrestrial network to increase the

backhaul capacity and hence improve the network’s availability, especially in dense

areas where a large volume of data is exchanged constantly.

Therefore, we observe that a concrete and self-adaptive integration of space and air

segments in the terrestrial network could help fulfill the complex and heterogeneous

slices of 5G while reducing considerably the service costs [61, 63]. The main integra-

tion approach in the literature is traffic offloading in SAGIN [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70].

For instance, in [65], a sensor offloading framework was developed to design the UAVs

trajectories while maximizing the collected data from different sensors and considering

the limited energy on-board of UAVs. In [66], an offloading scheme, which schedules

the offloaded tasks of the edge users between the ground base stations and the UAVs,

was presented. The authors investigated the role of UAVs to improve the average

throughput and the spectral efficiency during tasks offloading. In [67], the authors

optimized the ground base stations and UAVs locations in MEC. An online offloading

algorithm was developed to minimize the energy consumed by the user equipment

(UE) through appropriate user association and resource allocation. In [68], service

provisioning to the IoT devices was facilitated by using a collaborative offloading

scheme between UAVs and edge servers in MEC. The offloading scheme reduces the

service delay experienced by IoT devices and the energy consumed by UAVs. In [69],

a traffic offloading scheme in integrated satellite-terrestrial networks (ISTN) was pro-

posed to maximize the number of accommodated users and their sum-rate under a

dynamic backhaul capacity constraint. The proposed scheme schedules the resources

available in both networks to optimize users’ association and to increase the dynamic
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backhaul capacity. In [70], a SAGIN architecture was studied where the air network

nodes served as flying edge servers in the air segment. However, the low earth or-

bit (LEO) satellites in the space segment connected the IoT devices with the cloud

servers. The proposed architecture helps the remote IoT applications to decide on

the typical offloading location at the air segment, or at the space segment. Although

huge efforts were invested in the topic of traffic offloading in SAGIN, few shortcomings

can be spotlighted. Indeed, most of the current research studies separately air plat-

forms [65, 66, 67, 68], space platforms [69] and terrestrial platforms [71]. Moreover,

energy efficiency is the main focus point in the literature [24, 70, 67, 68] and the UAV

trajectory is usually predefined in SAGIN [70]. However, the high traffic assignment

and the dynamic network condition and uncertainties in 6G were widely neglected.

Besides, traffic slices, namely eMBB and URLLC, and their specific and heteroge-

neous requirements in terms of delay and reliability were largely overlooked during

offloading. Indeed, offloading the optimal amount of each traffic type while meeting

its needs is challenging. Specifically, scanty offloading results in high dropping ratio

for eMBB, whereas excessive offloading increases the load of SAGIN segments and

leads to supplementary delays for URLLC. Hence, it is crucial to design wisely traffic

offloading in SAGIN and to assign adaptively and efficiently the necessary communi-

cation resources.

2.3.3 Wireless Traffic Prediction at Edge Networks

Wireless traffic prediction [72, 73] is one of the core ingredients to enhance 6G net-

works performance since proactive resource allocation and green communications rely

heavily on the accurate prediction of future traffic state. For example, adaptive chan-

nel assignment can be obtained by predicting wireless traffic to avoid traffic congestion

[74]. With the emergence of the concepts, such as automatic driving, virtual reality,

and UAV-assisted networks [24], the wireless traffic is anticipated to be dynamic,
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complex, and excessively high in scale. Conventional statistical-model-based traffic

prediction approaches incur statistical distributions, such as ON/OFF model and α-

stable model, to reflect the traffic characteristics and assume that the dataset follows

a specific distribution, which is not always feasible in practice [75]. Furthermore, it is

hard to predict large-scale traffic with high complexity and rapid variation by solely

conducting the linear models.

In this context, deep learning (DL) approaches have achieved promising improve-

ments for wireless traffic prediction [76, 77]. RNN is exploited in [78, 79] to perform

spatial-temporal wireless traffic prediction. In [80], a spatial-temporal densely con-

nected network (STDenseNet) is proposed for city-scale wireless traffic prediction.

Zhang et al. exploit transfer learning to capture the complex patterns hidden in cel-

lular data and transfer the knowledge to various traffic [72]. Transfer learning solves

the problem of limited data and avoids training from scratch. However, the knowledge

needs to be learnt and transferred from a region with a similar scenario.

The aforementioned centralized DL schemes [80, 72] need access to the geograph-

ically distributed data sets, which are hard to guarantee in wireless networks due to

privacy concerns and communication overhead. Therefore, it naturally triggers the

idea of federated learning (FL) solution for wireless traffic prediction, such as FedDA

[81]. FL can significantly reduce the network bandwidth and latency by sending only

the model parameters rather than the raw data stream. However, it is challenging

to ensure good performance when FL applications face spatially-correlated scenarios

[82]. FedDA adopted a clustering scheme to solve the spatial dependency modeling.

But the clusters in FedDA are predetermined, which is too rigid to model the local

spatial dependencies.

To avoid training from scratch and achieve personalized models for geographically

distributed heterogeneous data set, data-sharing strategy [83], multi-task learning

[79], and meta-learning [84] are adopted to overcome the statistical heterogeneity
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problem confronted with FL. But data-sharing breaks the principle of data privacy.

Multi-task learning relies heavily on the assumption of certain task relationships, lim-

iting its ability to solve the heterogeneity problem. Meta-learning model, on the other

hand, is capable of well adapting or generalizing to new tasks and new environments.

2.3.4 Adaptive QoS System with SDN

The concepts of smart city, automatic vehicle and beyond fifth-generation (5G) edge

computing have gained popularity over the last decade, which pours myriads of data

into networks [25]. It has been difficult to guarantee the QoS of IoT applications by

the uniform traffic transferring strategy since the spatial distribution of IoT sensors is

not uniform and the numbers of the packets generated by IoT sensors at different times

are uneven [85]. Traffic engineering makes it feasible to enhance QoS by detecting

and controlling traffics [86]. Analogously, research effort in recent years has focused

on transferring the methods in traffic engineering to manage data traffic through

networks. This can be achieved by extracting and recognizing the features of the

network core, e.g., the size and the typology of traffic [87].

Such network core features cannot fully exhibit the importance of IoT packets.

The IoT sensors tend to be coupled together as clusters because of the similar IoT

sensor features [88]. In general, two kinds of flows appear in communication networks,

elephant flow and mice flow. We enhance the definition of elephant and mice flows

with additional context corresponding to the IoT application layer. Specifically, the

flows extracted from high-density clusters sharing similar characters are defined as

elephant flows, while the mice flows are generated by the sensors in low-density clus-

ters. The so-called elephant flows have substantial traffic volumes and thereby are

always the determinants of network congestion and resource waste [89]. Obviously,

most of the samples with similar features provide similar information for users. As

a direct consequence of this similarity, increasing the transmission rate of elephant
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flows with similar features cannot significantly increase the QoS of IoT applications

[90]. Moreover, analyzing and transmitting these elephant flows consume both the

computing resource and energy. On the other hand, the flows with prominent fea-

tures usually deserve relatively higher importance in this regard. In an extreme case,

if the mice flow is the single traffic containing the information of a specific cluster,

the importance of this mice flow can be infinitely high by definition. Therefore, once

the mice flow is dropped, the information of the specific cluster is totally lost. For

this reason, the mice flows are generally more important than elephant flows. Thus,

an explicit classification process for IoT flows and a QoS guarantee mechanism based

on the flow importance are imperative.

In practice, however, providing such a QoS guarantee mechanism is a complex pro-

cess. There exist enormous obstacles in traditional networks hindering efficient QoS

guarantees. First of all, traffic shaping, bandwidth guarantee, and priority protocol

regulations need to be manually configured for thousands of distributed switches [91].

Furthermore, the dynamic management of huge-volume IoT traffic in real-time be-

comes a necessity to meet the stringent communication QoS [92]. Both requirements

are beyond the capability of traditional data networks. By adopting the principle of

decoupling of the control and data planes, the SDN is a promising solution to tackle

the difficulties mentioned above [93]. SDNs can dynamically manage the network

behaviors via the open south interfaces, e.g., OpenFlow protocol [94]. In addition,

the flexible and scalable SDN technique can be applied to implement OpenFlow rules

assigned by various machine learning algorithms [95]. Primary studies have shown

that a well-designed SDN can monitor and guarantee the QoS in core networks by

the extracted flow features [96].

Meanwhile, plenty of research activities in the realm of data science and network

science have focused on intelligent management for network traffic to mitigate net-

work congestion [97, 98]. Wang et al. in [99] used semi-supervised machine learning
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to classify the traffic according to different QoS requirements. They monitored the

network traffic depending on the statistical features extracted from network flows.

However, the per-flow statistics cannot be well processed in practice because of lim-

ited storage space and computational complexity. Also, the features of edge IoT

sensors are not concerned. Cohen and Moroshko provided a demand-based sampling

method by applying an efficient utility function [100]. The method is difficult to

extend to a general application scenario, albeit with high efficiency. Ahmad et al.

proposed an SDN-based system, called SADIQ, which implements the QoS policies

in a high-level and SQL-like programming language [101]. Prioritization of IoT flows

was expressed with a list-based policy that contains an ordered list of mice and ele-

phant regions. On the other hand, the flow classification and prioritization have not

been well designed yet. Alaslani et al. proposed an intelligent edge for detecting

traffic load and performing proper rate limiting[102]. Despite the above milestones in

flow control and QoS management, the management of the QoS of IoT applications

is still an open issue and even challenging due to heterogeneous service requirements

and the diversity of IoT flows.
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Chapter 3

Energy-Efficient Trajectory Optimization for UAV-Assisted

IoT Network

As reviewed in the Section 2.3.1, the real-world conditions of infrastructures have

not been fully considered when optimizing the UAV scheduling. Regarding the real-

world scenarios where infrastructures are usually pre-configured, we propose a trajec-

tory optimization scheme in this chapter that is capable of adapting to the dynamic

conditions of communication networks, regardless of the spatial distributions of IoT

terminals and CSs. Specifically, we jointly design the trajectory policy with the

constraints of prohibitive power depletion and QoS requirements to achieve an ap-

propriate balance between the data transmission, energy consumption, and coverage

fairness. The dynamic availability of harvested energy as well as the distribution of

IoT sensors in the DXR mode raise the complexity of the strategy design. Overall,

the main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel system model comprised of solar energy and CSs to pursue

high energy efficiency while avoiding battery exhaustion. The proposed model

can be adapted to any network system with an arbitrary spatial distribution of

CSs.

• We formulate a trajectory design as a multi-objective optimization problem,

aiming to jointly optimize data transmission, energy consumption, and coverage

fairness.

• We propose an action-confined model-free approach to solve the formulated
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problem. Also, along with off-policy algorithms, we deploy an on-policy method

to adjust the system setups for practical scenarios where no causal knowledge

is available.

• We exhibit the convergence of the proposed algorithms and reveal that the pro-

posed strategy outperforms the benchmarks by simulation results. Additionally,

we also show the effect of time on the energy harvesting strategy.

3.1 System Model

3.1.1 Network Model

We herein consider a spatial-temporal communication network where there exist a

single UAV serving as the aerial base station (ABS) to provide functions of network

access, edge computing, and caching. The area of interest is confined within a finite

region W , over which J IoT terminals are uniformly and randomly distributed. The

time is divided into N epochs of duration T . The location set of the IoT terminals is

denoted as Lj = {ℓ1, ..., ℓj, ...ℓJ}, where ℓj = (xj, yj, zj) represents the coordinate of

the jth location. In each epoch, the IoT terminals operating in the DRX mode listen

to the headers containing the address details to decide whether the transmission is

relevant or not. The IoT terminals only have to be active at the beginning of each

time slot to receive the headers, and the UAV only serves the active terminals when it

is necessary. In this manner, the IoT terminals have a certain probability to switch off

at each time slot, and the battery life can thus be conserved. Accordingly, the UAV

takes action a[n] at the beginning of time epoch n, ∀ n ∈ [1, N ]. In the duration of

tmov[n], the UAV moves from the current state to the destination. Thereafter, it stays

at either the CSs to charge or the serving area to offer continuously data services for

the rest of time in the current time epoch. The rest of time can be easily determined

to be T − tmov[n], where T represents the time duration of each time epoch. Based
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on the setup described above, we consider two types of states for the UAV:

• Land & Charge states correspond to positioning the UAV at one of M CSs,

where the UAV can momentarily charge its battery. The location set of the

CSs is denoted as Lm = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓm, . . . , ℓM}, where ℓm = (xm, ym, zm) is a 3D

Cartesian coordinate of the mth CS, ∀ m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}.

• Hover & Serve states correspond to navigating the UAV to one of H serving

points (SPs), where the UAV exploits its available battery power to hover and

provide data services for the active IoT terminals. The potential hovering loca-

tion set is denoted as Lh = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓh, . . . , ℓH}, where ℓh = (xh, yh, zh) is the

3D Cartesian coordinate of the hth SP, ∀ h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H}.

We collect the location of the UAV as lu = (xu, yu, hu) ∈ {Lm,Lh}. The UAV is

capable of harvesting solar energy while moving, serving, and charging. However, due

to the low altitude of CS, the harvested solar energy during charging is relatively low

compared to the charging energy, which is assumed to be negligible in the proposed

system. Fig. 4.1 depicts a realistic scenario where a UAV-assisted IoT network is

operating and powered by both renewable energy source and CSs.

3.1.2 Energy Harvesting Model

The utilizable amount of harvested power is mainly dependent on three factors: 1)

the efficiency of the photo voltaic cell (PVC); 2) the radiation area of the boarded

solar panels; 3) the solar radiation. Therefore, at time instant t in the dth day of a

year, the harvested power can be modeled by the following function [103]:

Phar(t, d) =


ηAsolarI(t, d) tsr < t < tss

0 otherwise
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: System model of a UAV-assisted IoT network considered in this chapter.

where tsr and tss represent the instants of sunrise and sunset; η is the PVC efficiency;

Asolar in the unit of (m2) is the radiation area of the solar panels, and I(t, d) in

(W/m2) denotes the solar radiation power per square meter that reaches the PVC.

The solar radiation goes through the atmosphere and reaches the solar panels with

attenuation due to atmospheric scattering and atmospheric absorption. Neglecting

the non-significant diffuse radiation and reflected radiation components, the solar

radiation power per square meter absorbed by the PVC, I(t, d) can be described in

terms of the clear-sky beam radiation Icb(t, d) as follows [103, 104]:

I(t, d) = Icb(t, d) = Ion(d)τb(θ) cos θ, (3.2)
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where Ion(d) represents the extraterrestrial radiation; τb(θ) represents the atmospheric

transmittance for beam radiation, and θ is the angle of incidence between the direct

solar beam and the normal to the surface of the solar panel. To model the extraterres-

trial radiation, Duffie and Beckman give a simple formula of Ion(d) with an adequate

accuracy for most engineering calculations [104]:

Ion(d) = ISC

(
1 + 0.033 cos

(
2πd
365

))
, (3.3)

where the solar constant ISC is the energy from the sun per unit time, which is received

on a unit area of surface perpendicular to the propagation direction of the radiation

at mean earth-sun distance outside the atmosphere. Equation relating the angle of

incidence, θ, to the other angles is given as:

cos θ = sin δ sinϕ cosΣ− sin δ cosϕ sinΣ cos σ + cos δ cosϕ cosΣ cosω

+ cos δ sinϕ sinΣ cosσ cosω + cos δ sinΣ sin σ sinω,

(3.4)

where ϕ, δ, Σ, σ, and ω are the latitude of the UAV, the declination of the sun, the

slope of the solar panel, the surface azimuth angle, and the hour angle, respectively.

To keep balance against turbulent flows, the solar cells are usually made as a

horizontal surface implemented on the wings of a UAV. Consequently, the angle of

incidence θ is simplified as the zenith angle of the sun θz, which is given by:

cos θz(t, d) = cosϕ cos δ cosω + sinϕ sin δ. (3.5)

The solar declination δ and the hour angle ω are temporal variables, the value of

which can be obtained from the approximates given as follows [105]:

δ(d) = 23.45 sin

(
2π

284 + d

365

)
, (3.6)
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and

ω(t) =
π

12
(12− t) . (3.7)

In terms of the atmospheric transmittance, Hottel in [106] provides a black-plus-

gray-plus-clear gas model which is feasible to provide an accurate estimate:

τb(θz) = a0 + a1e
(− k

cos θz
), (3.8)

where parameters a0, a1, and k are affected by the atmosphere visibility and the

altitude of the observation. For the standard atmosphere with 23 km visibility and

the altitudes of the UAV hu less than 2.5 km, these three parameters can be well

approximated by the following quadratics:


a0 = 0.4237− 0.00821(6− hu)

2

a1 = 0.5055 + 0.00595(6.5− hu)
2

k = 0.2711 + 0.01858(2.5− hu)
2

. (3.9)

3.1.3 Energy Consumption Models

The power consumption mainly occurs in two phases: the moving and serving phases.

We assume that the UAV is in a quasi-static equilibrium condition in both phases,

which means that the UAV moves smoothly with a small acceleration, and the cruising

speed is a constant. [107, 108]

For 3D Cartesian coordinates, the moving process involves a horizontal flight

and a vertical flight. We define v = (vx, vy, vz) as the velocity of the UAV and

focus on the energy consumption due to the moving of the UAV while neglecting

the energy consumption caused by the internal electronics of the UAV. Seddon and

Newman in [109] provide the aerodynamic power consumption module to capture the

power consumption for this case, which is adopted herein. Specifically, the energy
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consumption for moving at a given velocity is given by

Pmov = Fth(vi + vz), (3.10)

where Fth is the propeller thrust of the UAV which can be approximated to the weight

of the UAV, i.e., Fth = mug, where mu denotes the mass of the UAV, and g is the

gravitational acceleration; vi is the induced speed denoted as [109]

vi =
Fth√
2ρA

1√
|vx, vy|2 +

√
|vx, vy|4 + (Fth

ρA
)2
, (3.11)

where ρ is the air density and A = πr2pnp is the total area of the propellers which

is determined by the propeller radius rp and the number of propellers np. For the

ascending flight, vz is positive; while in the descending case, a negative vz implies

power harvesting for UAV boarded with a gravitational potential energy collecting

system [103]. Even though the gravitational potential energy cannot be utilized by

typical UAVs, the power consumed during the descending process can be set to zero

if the power consumption for braking is neglected. The ascending flight and the

descending flight mainly occur in the scenarios that the UAV moves from a CS to a

SP, and vice versa. The other scenario refers to that the UAV moves horizontally from

one SP to the other, where the value of vertical speed vz equals zero. Accordingly,

the energy consumption for horizontal moving can be simplified as

Phor = Fthvi. (3.12)

More specifically, when the UAV is hovering and serving, the values of speed vx and

vy equal zero as well. Therefore, the power consumed for hovering can be simplified
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from Equation (3.11) to be

Phov =Fth
Fth√
2ρA

1√
Fth

ρA

=

√
F 3
th

2ρA
. (3.13)

Equations (3.10)-(3.13) evince that the most energy is consumed by the climbing

flight, as this is in line with the fact that more energy is required for hovering than

horizontal flight. Consequently, the agent may not tend to the CSs since it con-

sumes more energy due to the altitude intercept between the target SPs and the

CSs. However, a good trajectory design strategy should avoid energy depletion to

achieve a far-sighted reward for a sequential optimization problem. As a direct re-

sult, the intelligent algorithms should thereby fully consider the trade-off between the

communication performance, the total energy consumption, and the battery outage

probability.

Following the above descriptions, the total power consumption in the serving mode

is mainly counted by those for hovering and data transmission, which can be written

as

Pser = Phov + Ptx, (3.14)

where Ptx represents the total power consumption for data transmission. For sim-

plicity, we assume that Ptx is the sum of the transmission power allocated to all IoT

terminals, denoted as P j
tx, and thereby have

Ptx =
I∑

i=1

sjP
j
tx, (3.15)

where sj ∈ {0, 1} is a binary indicator function depending on whether the wireless

link connecting to the jth IoT terminal has been established or not. The link is

set up only if the jth IoT terminal is active and the QoS of the channel meets the

baseline. Indeed, the communication energy consumption is lower than the propulsion
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energy consumption. For simplicity, it is feasible to neglect the communication energy

consumption in less-dense IoT networks. However, the energy consumption model and

the associated optimization are more accurate and closer to real-world scenarios when

taking the communication energy consumption into consideration. Furthermore, the

communication energy consumption might be comparable to the propulsion energy

consumption in dense IoT networks. Therefore, we jointly consider these two kinds

of energy consumption mechanisms in this chapter for comprehensiveness.

3.1.4 Channel Model

To model air-to-ground channel between the hovering UAV and IoT terminals, we

take both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) radio propagation paths

into account. Based on the empirical data, the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) determines a precise method to find the probability of geometrical LoS

between a terrestrial transmitter with height hTX and a receiver at altitude hRX [110].

This probability depends on the following statistical and environmental parameters:

1) α represents the ratio of built-up land area to the total land area; 2) β represents

the average number of buildings per unit area, i.e., [buildings/km2]; and 3) γ is a scale

parameter to describe the buildings’ heights distribution as per Rayleigh probability

density function, i.e., f(H) = (H/γ2) exp(−H2/2γ2), where H [m] is the average

building height. Accordingly, the LoS probability is given by [110]

P(LoS) =
m∏

n=0

1− exp

−
[
hTX − (n+ 1

2)(hTX−hRX)

m+1

]2
2γ2


 , (3.16)

where m = ⌊(r√αβ − 1⌋; r is the Euclidian distance between the transceivers; n

is merely a product index. The model in (3.16) can be further simplified by the
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approximation of a simple modified Sigmoid function (S-curve) as follows [111]:

℘j
LoS =

1

1 + ϵe
−β

(
arccot(

dj
rj

)−ϵ

) , (3.17)

where dj and rj denote the horizontal distance and the spatial distance between

the hovering UAV and the jth IoT terminal, respectively; ϵ and β are the S-curve

parameters depending on the chosen environment, e.g., urban, sub-urban, and dense

urban. The signal propagating from the UAV first goes through the free space and

then the urban environment. Therefore, the overall path loss is dominated by two

parts: the free-space path loss (FSPL) PLFSPL and the excessive path loss PLurban.

Based on the models proposed in [111] and [112], the path loss of the link connecting

the UAV and the jth IoT terminal can be written as

PLj = PLFSPL + PLurban

= 20 log

(
4πfcrj

c

)
+ ℘j

LoSξLoS + (1− ℘j
LoS)ξNLoS,

(3.18)

where ξLoS and ξNLoS represent the additional path loss corresponding to the LoS and

NLoS transmission, respectively. The values of ξLoS and ξNLoS vary depending on the

chosen environment; c and fc are the speed of light and the carrier frequency.

We assume that the IoT terminals are assigned with orthogonal channels, and the

co-channel interference becomes negligible, since the existing techniques such as cell

planning, frequency reuse, and beam-forming are capable of significantly mitigating

the interference [113]. Therefore, the SNR of the link between the UAV and the jth

IoT terminal can be expressed as

Γj =
P j
tx10

−PLj/10

N0Bj
, (3.19)

where N0 denotes the noise power density, and Bj is the bandwidth assigned to the jth
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IoT terminal. The bandwidth is uniformly allocated for simplification purposes. To

satisfy the dynamic QoS requirements and achieve energy-efficient communications,

the serving process should be well managed. Ideally, a communication link should

be set up if and only if the SNR of the corresponding channel is above a predefined

threshold Γth.

According to Shannon capacity bound, the instantaneous data rate associated by

the UAV-assisted channel is given by

Cj = Bj log2 (1 + Γj), (3.20)

in bits per second (bps).

3.1.5 Fairness Model

Applying the conventional greedy searching, the UAV tends to serve the region pro-

ducing the maximum data transmission in each epoch. Albeit with a highest through-

put, this strategy results in the service unfairness among users because some users in

certain regions are served for many times, while others have never been served at all.

To mitigate this problem and jointly consider efficiency and fairness, we integrate the

recorder to explicate the serve status of each serving region and evaluate the serving

fairness by Jain’s fairness index defined as [114]

f [n] =
(
∑J

j=1 Oj[n])
2

J
∑J

j=1Oj[n]2
, (3.21)

where Oj[n] represents the times the jth IoT terminal has been served until time slot

n, which can be explicitly written as Oj[n] =
∑n−1

k=1 sj[k]. Ideally, the value of the

fairness index equals unity when all IoT terminals are served equally.
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3.2 Problem Statement, Formulation, and Solution

3.2.1 Problem Statement: A Multi-Objective Trajectory De-

sign

We formulate the sequential trajectory design as a Markov decision process (MDP),

where the transfer probability is independent of the past states, given the present

state. The MDP is defined by a tuple < S,A,R >, where S is the state space; A is

the action space; R ← s × a is a real-value reward function, and the UAV takes an

action a ∈ A at state s ∈ S. The action space A ≜ {Lm,Lh} contains the potential

locations of the UAV, where a[n] = (xa[n], ya[n], za[n]) ∈ A provides the coordinate

of the destination, to which the UAV is moving. Thus, the cardinality of the action

space is (M +H). The state space S ≜ Lu×B × t consists of three components: 1)

the location state space; 2) the time state space; 3) the battery state space.

The location state space in our system is defined as Lu ≜ {Lm,Lh}, with the

same representation as the action space, where ℓu[n] = (xu[n], yu[n], zu[n]) ∈ Lu

describes the coordinate of the UAV at time slot n. Specifically, action a determines

the location of the UAV for the next time slot by the relation

ℓu[n+ 1] = ℓu[n] + Tℓu[n],a[n],ℓu[n+1](a[n]− ℓu[n+ 1]), (3.22)

where Tℓu[n],a[n],ℓu[n+1] denotes the transferring possibility from the origination ℓu[n] to

the destination ℓu[n+ 1] under the operation a[n], which can be explicitly expressed

as

Tℓu[n],a[n],ℓu[n+1] =


1 ∥a[n]− ℓu[n]∥2 ≤ vmaxT

0 ∥a[n]− ℓu[n]∥2 > vmaxT

, (3.23)

where ∥a[n]− ℓu[n+ 1]∥2 represents the Euclidean distance between the destina-

tion and the origination; vmax is the UAV’s maximum speed that is normally con-
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strained by the hardware specifications as well as the aviation and security policies.

The time consumed by UAV moving from the current location at time slot n to

the destination of next time slot n+ 1 is derived by

tmov[n] =
∥ℓ[n+ 1]− ℓ[n]∥2

|v| . (3.24)

As a spatial-temporal module, the time set t is adapted as part of the state space,

which can provide another degree of freedom to enhance the system performance

under the DRX mode for IoT networks equipped with time-based energy harvesting

modules. The time instant t[n] ∈ t is the starting time of time slot n. Specifically, we

assume that the harvested solar power Phar(t[n], d) does not change in decision epoch

n and the operational indicator aj[n] equals one if the jth IoT terminal is active.

Obviously, the starting time of the n+ 1 decision epoch is determined by

t[n+ 1] = t[n] + T. (3.25)

The last component of the state space is the battery state space B, which signifies

the battery condition of the UAV, where B[n] ∈ B represents the residual energy level

of the UAV at decision epoch n. The UAV simultaneously harvests and consumes

energy while moving over time duration tmov. If the UAV needs to go for charging,

then it gets the energy supplement from the CSs over time duration T − tmov, which

is the left time duration in the time slot after moving. On the other hand, if the UAV

is required to serve at a SP, energy is consumed due to hovering and transmission

over time duration T − tmov. Overall, the battery state at the (n+1)th decision epoch

can be updated as

B[n+ 1] = max{Bmax, [tmov[n] (Phar(t[n], d)− Pmov[n]) +

(T − tmov[n]) (Pchar[n]schar[n]− Pser[n]sser[n]) +B[n]]+}, (3.26)
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where Bmax represents the battery capacity of the UAV; [x]+ ≜ max(0, x); Pchar[n]

represents the charging rate at decision epoch n; parameters schar and sser are the

indicators demonstrating the status of the UAV’s destination, which are given by

sser[n] =


1 a[n] ∈ Lh

0 a[n] ∈ Lm

, (3.27)

and

schar[n] =


1 a[n] ∈ Lm

0 a[n] ∈ Lh

. (3.28)

With the statements above, the total amount of data transmission C and the net

harvested energy E are given respectively by

C =
N∑

n=1

I∑
i=1

sj[n]Cj[n](T − tmov[n])sser[n], (3.29)

and

E =
N∑

n=1

{(Phar[n]− Pmov[n])tmov[n] + (Phar[n]− Pser[n])(T − tmov)[n]sser[n]}.

(3.30)

As we mentioned above, the objective of most UAV-assisted IoT networks is to

navigate the UAV in a wise way to achieve long-term serving with the optimized data

transmission rate, net harvested energy, and system-level fairness. This objective can

be realized by designing the trajectory policy of the UAV with a series of constraints.

In this thesis, we propose such an optimized trajectory policy π({a[n]}) by solving
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the following optimization problem

max
π({a[n]})

{C,E, f [N ]},

s.t. C1 : B[n] + (Phar[n]− Pmov[n])tmov[n] ∈ (0, Bmax),

C2 : B[n] + Phar[n]T − Pmov[n]tmov[n]

− Pser[n]tser[n] ∈ (0, Bmax),

C3 : B[n] + (Phar[n]− Pmov[n])tmov[n]

+ Pchar[n]tchar[n] < Bmax

C4 : tmov +
∑
k

tk[n]sk[n] = T, k ∈ {ser, char},

C5 : sser[n] + schar[n] ≤ 1,

C6 : aj[n] ≤ sj[n](t) ≤ 1,

C7 : Γj[n] ≥ sj[n]Γth,

C8 : vmaxT ≥ |lu[n+ 1]− lu[n]|,

(3.31)

where C1 prohibits the battery level of the moving UAV to overflow the battery

capability which is defined as Bmax, and meanwhile it should be noted that the energy

consumption for moving should not render battery exhaust of the UAV; C2 confines

the same energy boundary for the UAV which takes the action, navigates to SPs, and

serves for the remaining time duration in one time slot after moving; C3 guarantees

that the UAV will not be over-recharged while docking at the CSs for the left time

duration in one time slot after moving; C4 specifies the sum of the time assigned to

each state equals the duration of one time slot T ; C5 requires the UAV to choose only

one action that can be either serving or recharging in one time slot; C6 ensures that

the UAV serves for only active IoT terminals, and the parameter aj[n] is a binary

indicator signifying whether the jth IoT terminal is active or not; C7 guarantees the

QoS for the IoT network, i.e., the SNR of the link between the UAV and the jth IoT
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terminal Γj[n] should be above the SNR threshold Γth; finally, C8 specifies that a

potential destination should be located within the reachable region over the entire

time duration T .

3.2.2 Reward Function Design

To solve the multi-objective optimization problem described in Formula (3.31), si-

multaneously considering the constraints from C1 to C8, we propose an RL approach

with a comprehensive reward function design. In particular, Rs[n],a[n],s[n+1] expresses

the immediate reward obtained when action a[n] ∈ A is taken at state s[n] ∈ S and

leads the UAV to state s[n + 1] ∈ S. The system returns a unique reward in each

time slot, and, therefore, we can simplify the reward as R[n] in analysis that follows.

The overall design goal of the reward function is to jointly optimize the transmis-

sion rate and the energy consumption, i.e., bit per Joule, which should also consider

two key practical concerns: 1) Fairness : The transmission rate should be weighted

with a fairness index to strike the right balance between service delivered to the entire

IoT network. This concern is raised to avoid the case that the UAV may tend to serve

a small subset of IoT nodes with better channel conditions, which causes the quality

of experience degradation for other IoT nodes. 2) Energy Depletion: In order to avoid

UAV clashes and resulting permanent service interruptions, energy depletion states

should be penalized severely. In light of the above discussions, the reward function

can be formulated as follows

R[n] = w1

sser[n]
∑J

j=1 sj[n]Cj[n]tser[n]f [n]

Emov[n] + Eser[n]− Ehar[n]
+ w2sdep[n]. (3.32)

The reward function is constructed by two components with the weights of w1 > 0

and w2 < 0. The second component is negative representing the penalty of battery

depletion. The binary constant sdep[n] indicates the penalty applied to the agent in
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the state where the battery level is below the threshold Bdep, i.e.,

sdep[n]


1 B[n] ≤ Bdep

0 B[n] > Bdep

. (3.33)

The first component is positive and denotes the energy efficiency of data transmis-

sion in the unit of bit/(W · h) multiplied by Jain’s fairness index. The denominator is

the total net energy consumption consisting of three parts: the energy consumption

for moving Emov, the energy consumption for serving Eser, and the energy harvested

from the renewable energy resource Ehar. These three energy components can be

calculated by the expressions given as follows:

Emov[n] = Pmov[n]tmov[n], (3.34)

Eser[n] = Pser[n]tser[n]sser[n], (3.35)

and

Ehar[n] = Phar[n]tmov[n] + Phar[n]tser[n]sser[n]. (3.36)

Power outage leads to the termination of one episode and is catastrophic to the

UAV. Therefore, the weight of the power outage penalty should be set much heavier

than the weight of the fairness index decorated energy efficiency of data transmission,

resulting in |w1| ≪ |w2|.

3.3 Off-Policy and On-Policy Reinforcement Learning Based

Trajectory Optimization

The optimization problem formulated in Formula (3.31) is a multi-objective opti-

mization problem that is generally hard to solve, especially with several non-convex

constraints. Additionally, the highly dynamic distribution of the network topology
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Algorithm 1: Action-confined off-policy RL.
Input : Agent information: starting time t[0] and initial location lu[0];

System information: ϵ-greedy parameter ϵg,
discounted factor γ, and learning rate Υ;

Output: Trajectory strategy π({a[n]});
1 repeat
2 Initialize the state s[0], Q-value Q[0], and n = 0;
3 for n<N do
4 Confine the action space aavai[n] based on C8;
5 Select action a[n] from aavai[n] using the ϵ-greedy policy;
6 Obtain the reward R[n] and observation b[n];
7 Update state s[n+ 1]← b[n];
8 Update Q[n] based on causal knowledge:
9 Q[n] ← Q[n]+ and Υ(R[n] + γmaxa Q[n+ 1]−Q[n]);

10 if B[n] < Bdep then
11 End the episode and back to Line 2;
12 end
13 n = n+ 1;
14 end
15 until convergence is reached;

increases the complexity of solving the problem. Hence, we resort to RL to jointly

optimize the energy efficiency, the data transmission, and the fairness of the coverage.

Meanwhile, the proposed approach should guarantee the QoS for the IoT network.

In particular, two approaches relying on off-policy and on-policy RL are proposed in

the following subsections for trajectory design of the UAV.

3.3.1 Off-Policy Reinforcement Learning for Trajectory De-

sign

With the awareness of causal knowledge and the off-line training data, the off-policy

Q-learning can be applied as a model-free approach to help design the UAV trajectory.

The algorithm is given as Algorithm 1. We first randomly initialize the UAV’s state

and the Q-value with a two-dimension zero matrix and set the time slot counter n

to zero. Then, the action space is confined as aavai to satisfy C8 in Formula (3.31)
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and to reduce the action space for accelerating the convergence process. To find the

optimal policy π({a[n]}), the Q-value is introduced to evaluate the long-term effect

of the actions at state s in each slot, which is given by

Qπ[n](s[n],a[n]) = E

(
N−n∑
Tn=1

γTnR[n+ Tn]

∣∣∣∣s[n],a[n], π
)
, (3.37)

where Tn donates the following sequence of time slots, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discounted

factor imposed to reduce the farsighted impact.

The action of the agent is selected based on the distribution of Q-value. The trade-

off between exploration and exploitation is always considered as a key concept for RL

methods, since the exploration process may involve short-term sacrifices but gathering

more information for better long-term decisions. In this regard, we implement the

ϵ-greedy policy described as

a[n] =


argmax

a[n]

Q(s[n],aavai[n]) p[n] < ϵg

random selected p[n] > ϵg

, (3.38)

where p[n] is a random variable for the exploration of the agent and can help get rid of

local optima. Hyper-parameter ϵg reveals how much the agent explore while training.

Specifically, the action a[n] that maximizes the Q-value is selected with a probability

of (1− ϵg)+ ϵg/|{aavai[n]}|, while other actions are chosen with a probability of 1− ϵg.

The variable |{aavai[n]}| denotes the total counts of the available actions in time slot

n.

Taking the advantage of causal knowledge, in each time slot n, the Q-value can

be iteratively updated by taking the action that moves toward the maximum Q-value
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of the next time slot, i.e.,

Q[n](s[n],a[n])← Q[n](s[n],a[n]) + Υ(R[n]+

γ max
a[n+1]

Q(s[n+ 1],a[n+ 1])−Q[n](s[n],a[n])),
(3.39)

where Υ ∈ (0, 1) is the learning rate. The action that moves towards the maximum Q-

value can be obtained offline and is not necessarily the same as the action carried out

by the UAV. We can repeat the aforementioned procedure until the Q-value converges

so that an optimized trajectory design is obtained.

3.3.2 On-Policy Reinforcement Learning for Trajectory De-

sign

With the awareness of causal knowledge and capability of computing offline, an off-

policy learner is able to estimate the value of an optimal policy, which is independent

of the agent’s actions. However, in some practical scenarios, e.g., disaster rescue and

remote surveillance, only non-causal knowledge is available [115]. Additionally, it

is risky to omit the actions of the agent in some cases where significantly negative

rewards are imposed as penalty. In this regard, an alternative way is to utilize an

on-policy learner, termed state–action–reward–state–action (SARSA). The on-policy

learner evaluates the value of the policy which the agent is carrying out. By using

the on-policy learner, the Q-value can be updated by the following relation:

Q[n](s[n],a[n])← Q[n](s[n],a[n]) + Υ(R[n]+

γQ(s[n+ 1],a[n+ 1])−Q[n](s[n],a[n])),

(3.40)

where both of the current action a[n] and the action of next step a[n+1] are selected

by using the ϵ-greedy method described in the off-policy learning process.
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3.3.3 Optimality, Complexity, Convergence, and Real-time Im-

plementation Analysis

The optimization problem presented in (3.31) is a non-convex mixed-integer non-

linear programming problem (MINLP), which is known to be non-deterministic polynomial-

time (NP) hard to solve [116]. In other words, obtaining an optimal solution even

for a moderate-size IoT network will yield prohibitive time complexity. Therefore, we

will compare proposed solution methodologies with random and greedy benchmarks

in the rest of the chapter. The proposed on-policy and off-policy schemes are model-

free approaches and both implement the ϵ-greedy exploration methods. Therefore,

the time complexity of the proposed schemes is O(KH), and the space complexity is

O(SAH), where K is the number of training episodes and H is the number of steps

in each episode [117]. The regret is also important while analyzing the complexity of

RL algorithms. The upper bound regret of the proposed action confined RL schemes

is Ω(min{KH,AH/2}) [118]. Once well trained, the models are installed in the UAV

with an embedded system. The time to process the inputs and generate the output

actions is negligible, and therefore the execution of the model can be regarded as

real-time implementation. Given the proposed update rules, the Q-value converges

w.p.1 to the optimal Q-value as long as:

∑
n

Υ = 0, and
∑
n

Υ2 <∞. (3.41)

Since 0 ≤ Υ < 1 in our assumption, Formula (3.41) requires all state-action pairs to

be visited infinitely often, which is satisfied by implementing an ϵ-greedy algorithm

with a initialed reward in model-free Q-learning algorithms [119].
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3.4 Numerical Simulations and Discussion

In this section, we first present the training process of off-policy and on-policy RL

schemes in terms of cumulative reward and energy outage ratio. Then, we implement

the module obtained from the training process, and the proposed schemes are numer-

ically evaluated. Specifically, we consider an 1000 m × 1000 m area of interest in all

simulations, where there are two CSs and 10 to 200 IoT terminals. The CSs and the

IoT terminals are uniformly located in the area of interest, and the heights of the CSs

and the IoT terminals are randomly generated within the ranges from 0 m to 10 m,

and from 10 m to 20 m, respectively. The probability of the IoT terminals’ activation

is given in Figure 3.2. A random variable is generated as the threshold, and at each

time slot the threshold is compared to the probability of the IoT terminals’ activation

to determine the activation pattern of the IoT terminals. Only active IoTs with an

SNR higher than the SNR threshold can be served by the UAV to increase the system

throughput.

The influence of variable ϵg is studied through the performance evaluation of the

cumulative reward, the energy outage ratio, and the trajectory of the UAV. Finally,

we obtain the average data rate and the total energy consumption in terms of various

starting times for the system execution. The training and testing processes are devel-

oped in Python 3.7 on a workstation utilizing the Linux operating system. The main

parameters adopted in the simulations are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that the

proposed schemes are model-free and general approaches. Therefore, all the solar-

powered rotary-wing UAVs with embedded system can be adopted in the framework,

as long as a series of related characteristic parameters listed in Table 3.1 are given.

3.4.1 Training Process

Unlike the supervised learning that trains and obtains the module with labeled sam-

ples, the RL process is executed by updating the estimated value of the state-action
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Figure 3.2: Probability of the IoT terminals’ activation

Table 3.1: Summary of simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Weight of the UAV (mug) 40 N
Total area of rotor disks (πr2pnp) 0.18 m2

Density of air (ρ) 1.225 kg/m3

Speed of the UAV (v) 10 km/h

Power consumption for data transmission (P j
tx) 0.1 W

S-curve parameters (ϵ, β) 9.6, 0.16
Path loss for LoS transmission (ξLoS) 1 dB [120]
Path loss for NLoS transmission (ξNLoS) 20 dB [120]
Noise power density (N0) -174 dbm/Hz
Total bandwidth (B) 10 MHz
Solar constant (ISC) 1367 W/m2 [121]
Learning rate (Υ) 0.1
Discounting factor (γ) 0.9
Weight parameters (w1, w2) 1, -100
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pairs until the Q-value converges [122]. We represent the convergence of cumulative

reward in each episode regarding both off-policy and on-policy RL schemes in Figure

3.3. From Figure 3.3 (a) and Figure 3.3 (b), we observe that both off-policy and

on-policy schemes converge after being trained for 3 × 105 episodes. The ϵ-greedy

scheme with ϵg = 0 means that the agent greedily searches for the next action when

estimating and updating the current Q-value. In this manner, we obtain a rapidly

increasing cumulative reward, which converges much faster than the other schemes

at the very beginning of the training process. However, the ϵ-greedy scheme with

ϵg = 0 leads to a predicament of the accumulate reward and keeps it at a relatively

low level. The cumulative reward of ϵ-greedy scheme with ϵg = 0 is only half of the

best value obtained by executing the ϵ-greedy scheme with ϵg = 0.1. The reason is

that the agent will never explore and often gets stuck at local optima that may lead

the UAV to an awful situation on a long-term basis. On the other hand, the ϵ-greedy

scheme with ϵg = 1 is equivalent to randomly selecting the next action when esti-

mating and updating the current Q-value. In this case, the agent obtains enormous

penalty, and the UAV frequently falls into the battery outage situation that causes

severe reliability problems to the IoT network.

For both off-policy and on-policy schemes, the agent achieves the best performance

when ϵg = 0.1, because it strikes a balance between exploration and exploitation in

RL. When ϵg = 0.01, the agent conducting the on-policy scheme achieves approxi-

mately 80% of the maximum cumulative reward after being trained for 45000 episodes,

while the agent relying on the off-policy scheme is able to achieve the same level of

the cumulative reward in a much faster manner. This is because the agent using the

off-policy scheme learns from the causal knowledge and asynchronously updates the

Q-value and the executed action.

Figure 3.4 (a) and Figure 3.4 (b) shows the energy outage ratio Rou, which is
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(a) Cumulative reward as a function of episodes with the off-policy scheme
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Figure 3.3: Convergence of training process using different ϵg.
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defined by

Rou =
counts of energy outage episodes

counts of total episodes
. (3.42)

As depicted in Figure 3.4, the UAV efficiently learns to avoid energy outage by

deploying the proposed strategies. Compared with its off-policy counterpart, the

on-policy scheme leads to a lower energy outage ratio and faster descent, since the

on-policy scheme is more cautious about updating the Q-value.

3.4.2 Numerical Results

After being trained with both off-policy and on-policy schemes as specified in the

previous subsection, we then implement the trained models in a highly dynamic and

realistic simulation environment. In this simulation, we suppose that the UAV starts

the task at 2:00 pm and accomplishes the transmission task in 5 hours. Figure 3.5

shows the performance of the on-policy and off-policy schemes over different values of

the hyper-parameter ϵg. Generally, the off-policy scheme exhibits better performance

by virtue of the access to causal knowledge. However, the on-policy scheme also pro-

vides sufficient cumulative reward which is 96.3% of the cumulative reward produced

by the off-policy scheme. These results validate the effectiveness of both schemes for

realistic application scenarios.

In Figure 3.6, we compare the proposed schemes with greedy searching and random

searching algorithms. The result shows that our proposed strategies outperform the

benchmarks. Both off-policy and on-policy schemes are capable of adjusting the

trajectory of the UAV so as to provide high-quality data transmission services while

properly navigating to avoid energy depletion. The flat segments of the lines indicate

that the UAV goes to CSs for charging and thereby gets no rewards. Energy outages

occur at Step 3 and 5 at the agent simulated with greedy algorithm and random

searching algorithms, respectively. The ϵ-greedy schemes with ϵg = 0.05 and ϵg = 0.1

support the UAV to complete the entire simulation and obtain sufficient rewards. The
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative reward of simulation process using different ϵg.

limited exploration of the agent operating under the ϵ-greedy scheme with ϵg = 0.1

results a lower cumulative reward than the agent operating under the ϵ-greedy scheme

with ϵg = 0.1. On the other hand, the ϵ-greedy schemes with ϵg = 1 cannot adapt the

UAV corresponding to the quick changes in the highly dynamic environment because

of over-exploration. Overall, the on-policy scheme achieves a 90 % cumulative reward

of the off-policy scheme, which is much higher than the greedy and random searching

algorithms. These simulation outcomes show the efficiency of both off-policy and

on-policy schemes.

To provide a visual representation, Figure 3.7 exhibits the trajectories of the UAV

configured by different optimization methods. The greedy algorithm navigates the

UAV serving at two SPs (c.f. the 3D profile) until the battery energy has been

exhausted. The UAV operating under the action-confined RL algorithm does not

result in energy outage. The agent taking the ϵ-greedy scheme with ϵg = 0.1 explores

more than the agent taking the ϵ-greedy scheme with ϵ = 0.05, resulting in better

fairness performance. The random searching algorithm also explores while performing

searching tasks, but ends up with energy exhaust since no charging interaction has
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Figure 3.6: Per-step cumulative rewards corresponding to different optimization
schemes.

been involved in the procedure.

Additionally, a 3D profile of the network system with UAV trajectory configured

by different optimization schemes is given in Figure 3.8. The altitude of the UAV is

constrained within the range from 100 m to 500 m. By implementing the proposed

RL schemes, the altitude-adaptive navigation is achievable. However, we find out

that the UAV is adjusted to relatively low altitude. This is because the amount of

the harvested energy is not sufficient to attract the UAV to higher altitude. In reality,

the height of the UAV is usually optimized for maximizing coverage [111] and is set

as a constant. Therefore, we also present the data rate and the harvested energy as

functions of the navigation altitude in Figure 3.9. For each height, we repeat the

simulation for 50 times in terms of different location and activation probability of the

IoT terminals. The performance reveals that higher altitude results in a lower data

rate but a higher level of harvested energy.

Subsequently, we present the effect of the starting time of the tasks in terms

of cumulative reward, data rate, and energy consumption. We consider short-term
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Figure 3.7: Navigation trajectories by different optimization schemes.
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Figure 3.9: Data rate and harvested energy as functions of UAV altitude

(5-hour sequential), middle-term (10-hour sequential), and long-term (24-hour se-

quential) simulations. For simplicity, we fix the ϵ-greedy parameter ϵg = 0.1 for the

RL algorithms. Figure 3.10 shows the cumulative reward as a function of starting

time. For the short-term simulation, the greedy algorithm achieves a higher cumu-

lative reward at most of the time. However, it could lead the UAV to the energy

outage situation which is not acceptable for most IoT networks. When we increase

the simulation time, the greedy algorithm is not capable of optimizing the trajectory

of the UAV to avoid energy outage. This is because the greedy algorithm cannot deal

with the highly dynamic environment jointly rendered by energy harvesting behaviors

and fast-changing network topology. In this scenario, both of the proposed off-policy

and on-policy RL schemes can help the UAV avoid energy outage and yield higher

cumulative rewards.

Apart from the cumulative regard, data rate and energy consumption are also of

paramount importance for operating UAV-assisted IoT networks. Figure 3.11 repre-

sents the data rate as a function of starting time. Generally, the off-policy scheme
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(b) 10-hour sequential simulation.
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(c) 24-hour sequential simulation.

Figure 3.10: Cumulative reward as a function of starting time.
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Figure 3.11: Data rate as a function of starting time.
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Figure 3.12: Energy consumption as a function of starting time.
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explores more and thus gets better performance for data transmission. For the short-

term simulation described in Figure 3.11(a), the UAV using the off-policy scheme

explores and transmits more data starting at 8:00 am and 9:00 am, when the renew-

able energy is sufficient. Figure 3.12 quantifies the energy consumption as a function

of starting time. From the results of 5-hour sequential and 10-hour sequential simula-

tions, we remark that the agent implementing the proposed RL schemes fully utilize

the renewable energy and realizes the energy-efficient trajectory optimization. The en-

ergy consumption for the simulations operating in the daytime significantly decreases

compared with the simulations operating at night, because no much renewable energy

can be harvested at night.

Finally, we investigate the effects of the SNR threshold and the number of IoT

terminals. Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 are obtained by processing the long-term

simulations starting at 6:00 am. Each simulation is repeated for 10 times, and the

performance is evaluated in form of means. Figure. 3.13 presents the data rate and

the energy consumption per SNR threshold. The proposed RL schemes are capable

of providing the solution for IoT networks with the SNR threshold below 40 dB. For

the IoT networks with the SNR threshold above 40 dB, the data rate decreases as the

SNR threshold increases. Generally, a higher data rate is achievable by implementing

the off-policy scheme than the on-policy scheme. However, in the scenario with an

extremely high SNR threshold, the UAV executing on-policy scheme takes an energy-

efficient decision heading to the CSs. In contrast, the off-policy scheme navigates the

UAV to explore more, resulting in higher energy consumption, which is inadvisable.

Figure 3.14 shows that the data rate increases as the number of the IoT terminals

increases. The growth rate becomes high when the scale of the network is relatively

small. This is caused by fully exploiting the communication resource. However, when

the number of IoT terminals is larger than 50, the increase of the data rate slows down

due to the limitation of available bandwidth. Besides, the total energy consumption
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Figure 3.13: Data rate and energy consumption as functions of SNR threshold

is not significantly affected by the change in the number of IoT terminals, since

the communication energy consumption is low compared with the propulsion energy

consumption. Therefore, we present the fairness index as a function of the number of

IoT terminals. In this scenario, the on-policy scheme makes more effort on coverage

fairness than the off-policy scheme. The fairness index decreases as the number of IoT

terminals increases, since less communication resource is assigned to each terminal

and the UAV can serve only the IoT terminals with low SNRs.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed the action-confined off-policy and on-policy RL schemes

for the energy-efficient trajectory optimization for UAV-assisted IoT networks. We

considered the complex environment caused by the highly dynamic liveness of IoT ter-

minals working in the DRX mode, the renewable energy availability, and the network

topology determined by the operational state of the UAV. The convergence of the

training process was verified for both off-policy and on-policy schemes. By using the
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Figure 3.14: Data rate and Fairness Index as functions of number of IoT terminals

proposed schemes, the UAV-assisted IoT network can efficiently avoid energy outage

and outperform those using the greedy and random searching algorithms in terms of

cumulative reward, data rate, and energy consumption. The numerical results also

revealed the importance of using learning schemes to adapt the operational state of

UAV in complex environments for enhancing energy efficiency and data transmission

capability.

To further enhance the practicality of the proposed schemes and analyses, a gen-

eralized scenario could be considered as future work, such as a network encompassing

multiple UAVs and dense IoT terminals. In this context, it is important to investigate

the cooperation among multiple UAVs and multiple users with various transmission

requirements. In the next chapter, we design a multi-UAV and multi-user communica-

tion system to provide a sustainable network that covers the co-existing requirements

of various traffic by jointly optimizing the trajectory of the UAVs and the resource

allocation. An advanced deep reinforcement learning approach is implemented to

solve the high dimension optimization problem.
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Chapter 4

Heterogeneous Traffic Offloading in Space-Air-Ground

Integrated Networks

In this chapter we propose a traffic offloading approach in SAGIN, which hinges on

concrete cooperation between satellites, UAVs, and terrestrial networks. Our offload-

ing approach steers smartly the traffic towards the suitable network segment through

an efficient resource allocation and an optimized design of the UAVs’ trajectories.

Specifically, the URLLC traffic is offloaded to the UAV segment and to the terrestrial

segment to satisfy its stringent requirements in terms of latency. However, the eMBB

traffic is offloaded to the UAV segment, to the terrestrial segment and to the satellite

segment because it is less sensitive to delay but needs rather high data rates. The

amount of the traffic offloaded to the different segments of SAGIN is intelligently pro-

grammed. Additionally, the trajectory of the UAVs and the resource allocation are

wisely designed to improve the availability and reduce the latency in SAGIN. To the

best of our knowledge, our chapter is the first to consider offloading different traffic

types and to answer their respective requirements in SAGIN. We propose an action-

refined deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approach to adjust the offloading strategy

by dynamically observing the information of the system environment. Specifically, we

apply the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm, which embeds the

actor-critic method [123]. The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized

as follows:
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• We propose an innovative offloading approach in SAGIN that covers various

aspects of the quality of service (QoS) required by heterogeneous traffic types

and imposed by the use cases of 5G. Specifically, our offloading approach an-

swers the challenging and co-existing requirements imposed by eMBB slice and

URLLC slice respectively in terms of high data rates, high reliability and low

latency.

• We take advantage of the concrete cooperation between SAGIN segments by

smartly offloading the traffic to the appropriate segments of the SAGIN system

while optimizing the resource allocation and efficiently designing the trajectory

of the UAVs. We formulate our sequential offloading approach as a multi-

objective optimization problem and we solve this complex and dynamic problem

by applying the action-refined DRL approach.

• Our findings highlight that the proposed offloading approach significantly en-

hances the network’s availability and the experienced delay and underline the

pivotal role that space and air segments play to boost the QoS in terrestrial

networks.

Notations : Lower case boldface letters denote vectors while upper case boldface

letters denote matrices. The transpose of matrix A is denoted by AT . ∥·∥ denotes

the Euclidean norm. E(·) denotes the expectation over the time sequence.

4.1 System Model

We consider a space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) architecture that consists

of a satellite, N UAV, W macro base stations, and V micro base stations. The

network architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1. The satellite is characterized by a

link capacity per beam Csat and a visibility period ∆t. During ∆t, the satellite

is fixed. Let us decompose ∆t into T time slots of duration δt such that ∆t =
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Figure 4.1: Heterogeneous traffic offloading in SAGIN

T × δt. The UAVs are in motion during ∆t. The location set of the UAVs is denoted

as L[t] = {ℓ1[t], · · · , ℓn[t], · · · , ℓN [t]}, where ℓn[t] = (xn[t], yn[t], zn[t])
T represents

the coordinates of the n-th UAV. The UAV’s altitude zn is fixed. Each UAV n is

characterized by the data rate RUAV
v,n of its respective link with the micro base station

v. The macro base station w ∈ {1, · · · ,W} serves vw micro base stations and each

micro base station v ∈ {1, · · · , Vw} serves Iv users. The terrestrial backhaul between

the micro base station and the macro base station is characterized with a link capacity

Cter
v . The serving region of each micro base station is confined as a small cell. The

users Iv can generate two types of traffic; namely eMBB and URLLC; which are sent

to the micro base stations v ∈ {1, · · · , Vw}. The generated traffic can be offloaded by

the micro base stations v ∈ {1, · · · , Vw} to the macro base station w ∈ {1, · · · ,W},

to UAV n ∈ {1, · · · , N} and to the satellite based on the allocated link capacities

in the different segments of SAGIN. Therefore, we study the traffic model and the

allocated data-rates in the following sub-sections:
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4.1.1 Traffic Model

In each small cell, a user Ui sends either eMBB traffic or URLLC traffic to its associ-

ated micro base station. We define Ue[t] = {U e
1 , · · · , U e

i , · · · , U e
Ne[t]
}as the set of Ne[t]

eMBB users and Uu[t] = {Uu
1 , · · · , Uu

i , · · · , Uu
Nu[t]
} as the set of Nu[t] URLLC users

during time slot t. The users are randomly positioned and their traffic is independent

in each time slot t. The total users set is defined as U [t] = Uu[t]
⋃
Ue[t], such that

U [t] = {U1, · · · , Ui, · · · , UIv [t]} and Iv[t] is the total number of the users served by

micro base station v. In each time slot t ∈ {1, · · · , T}, the eMBB flows outgoing

from all eMBB users to micro base station v follow a Poisson process with an arrival

rate λe
v[t] because eMBB traffic is generated by applications that exchange large pay-

loads over an extended time interval [124]. Therefore, the inter-arrival time can be

modeled with an exponential distribution whose events occur continuously and inde-

pendently. However, the URLLC flows outgoing from all URLLC users to micro base

station v follow a Pareto distribution with arrival rate λu
v [t] because URLLC traffic is

generated by applications with intermittent transmissions that exchange more or less

important payload during short periods of time [124]. Therefore, it can be modeled

with a power-law distribution namely a Pareto distribution [124, 125, 126, 127, 128].

Flow sizes are independently and identically distributed with mean 1
µe

for eMBB slice

and 1
µu

for URLLC slice, such that 1
µe

and 1
µu

represent the flow size for both traffic

types, respectively.

The total load of URLLC traffic and eMBB traffic in the v-th micro base station

are denoted by Le
v[t] and Lu

v [t] respectively and are assessed as [129, 125, 126]:

Lu
v [t] =

Nu[t]∑
i=1

f v
i [t] log2

(
1 +

P v
i [t] g

v
i [t]

N0 f v
i [t] +

∑
v′ ̸=v P

v′
i [t] gv

′
i [t]

)
, (4.1)

and

Le
v[t] =

Ne[t]∑
i=1

bvi [t]log2

(
1 +

P v
i [t] g

v
i [t]

N0bvi [t] +
∑

v′ ̸=v P
v′
i [t] gv

′
i [t]

)
, (4.2)
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where bvi [t] denotes the frequency resources allocated to eMBB user i by micro base

station v in time slot t, f v
i [t] denotes the frequency resource allocated by micro base

station v to URLLC user i in time slot t, N0 is the noise power density, P v
i [t] is the

downlink transmit power of micro base station v, gvi [t] is the channel gain between

micro base station v and user i in time slot t and is determined based on the Rayleigh

channel model and
∑

v′ ̸=v P
v′
i [t] gv

′
i [t] is the interference caused by the other micro base

stations. In our system, we assume that the macro base stations allocate orthogonal

channels to the micro base stations. Therefore, the interference between the micro

base stations is negligible (
∑

v′ ̸=v P
v′
i [t] gv

′
i [t] ≈ 0). Therefore, the total load of

URLLC traffic and eMBB traffic in the vth micro base station Le
v[t] and Lu

v [t] can be

simplified as follows:

Lu
v [t] =

Nu[t]∑
i=1

f v
i [t] log2

(
1 +

P v
i [t] g

v
i [t]

N0 f v
i [t]

)
, (4.3)

and

Le
v[t] =

Ne[t]∑
i=1

bvi [t]log2

(
1 +

P v
i [t] g

v
i [t]

N0bvi [t]

)
. (4.4)

4.1.2 UAV Down-link Data Rate

We consider the wireless communication between the hovering UAV n and micro

base station v. Both line-of-sight (LoS) propagation and non-line-of-sight (N-LoS)

propagation are considered in the module of average path-loss. The LoS probability

is formulated as [130]:

pLoSv,n [t] =
1

1 + b1e
−b2

(
arctan(

hn(ℓn[t])
dv,n(ℓn[t])

)−b1
) , (4.5)

where hn and dv,n denote the height of the n-th UAV and the horizontal distance

between the n-th UAV and the v-th macro base station respectively; b1 and b2 are the

S-curve parameters determined by the chosen environment, e.g. urban, sub-urban or
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dense urban. The signal propagated from the UAV first goes through the free space

and then through the urban environment. Therefore, the signal path loss mainly

consists of two parts: the free space path-loss (FSPL) PLFSPL and the excessive

path-loss PLur. Based on the models proposed in [130] and [131], the expression of

the total path-loss is given by:

PLv,n[t] =PLFSPL[t] + PLur[t]

=20 log

(
4πfcdv,n(ℓn[t])

c

)
+ pLoSv,n [t]ξLoS + (1− pLoSv,n [t])ξNLoS,

(4.6)

where ξLoS and ξNLoS represent respectively the additional path-loss corresponding

to the LoS and N-LoS transmission, c is the speed of the light and fc is the carrier

frequency.

The channel gain of the links between the n-th UAV and the v-th micro base

station is given by [130]:

gUAV
v,n [t] = 10−PLv,n[t]/10. (4.7)

Accordingly, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the link between the

n-th UAV and the v-th micro base station is given by:

Γv,n[t] =
Pv,n[t]g

UAV
v,n [t]

N0bUAV
v,n [t] + Iv,n[t]

, (4.8)

where Pv,n[t] is the power consumed due to the signal transmission between the UAV

n and the micro base station v; bUAV
v,n [t] represents the bandwidth allocated by UAV

n for the vth micro base station at time slot t and Iv, n is the total interference

experienced by micro base station v given by:

Iv,n[t] =
∑
n′ ̸=n

Pv,n′ [t]gUAV
v,n′ [t] +

∑
v′ ̸=v

Pv′,n[t]g
UAV
v′,n [t]. (4.9)

To provide efficient services and avoid overlap, the UAVs are usually placed far
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enough from each other such that their mutual interference can be overlooked (i.e.∑
n′ ̸=n Pv,n′ [t]gUAV

v,n′ [t] ≈ 0). Furthermore, we assume that the UAVs assign orthogonal

channels to the micro base stations and the co-channel interference becomes negligi-

ble (i.e.
∑

v′ ̸=v Pv′n[t]g
UAV
v′n [t] ≈ 0) since the existing techniques such as cell planning,

frequency reuse, and beam-forming are capable of significantly mitigating the inter-

ference [132]. We note also that the macro base station, the UAVs and the satellite

operate in different frequency bands. Therefore, their mutual interference can be

neglected, and we consider the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in SAGIN.

To satisfy the dynamic QoS requirements and to achieve an energy-efficient com-

munication, the serving process by the UAV should be well designed. Specifically,

the communication with the micro base station is set up only if the SNR of the link

between the n-th UAV and the v-th micro base station is higher than the predefined

SNR threshold Γth for a given QoS, such that Γv,n ≥ Γth.

According to Shannon capacity bound and after neglecting the interference effects,

the instant data rate served by the n-th UAV is given by:

RUAV
v,n [t] = bUAV

v,n [t] log2 (1 + Γv,n[t])

= bUAV
v,n [t] log2

(
1 +

Pv,n[t]g
UAV
v,n [t]

N0bUAV
v,n [t]

)
.

(4.10)

4.1.3 Satellite Down-link Data Rate

The achievable data rate Rsat
v [t] between the vth micro base station and the satellite

at time slot t is expressed as [129, 69]:

Rsat
v [t] = bsat

v [t] log2(1 +
P sat
v [t]gsat

v [t]

N sat
0 bsat

v [t]
), (4.11)

where bsat
v [t] and P sat

v [t] are the bandwidth and power allocated by the satellite to the

v-th micro base station at time slot t; gsat
v [t] is the channel gain between the satellite

and the v-th micro base station at time slot t that mainly depends on the path loss
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due to the transmission distance in satellite links such that gsat
v [t]∞ 1

dηv,s[t]
where dv,s[t]

is the distance between the satellite and the v-th micro base station and η is the

path-loss exponent [133]. We should note that Rsat
v ≤ Csat, where Csat is a metric

fixed by the satellite manufacturer.

4.2 Offloading Strategy in SAGIN

Our goal is to design an offloading strategy in SAGIN that jointly schedules the UAVs

trajectory and allocates efficiently the resources in order to improve the network avail-

ability and to minimize the latency experienced by the URLLC traffic. According to

our offloading strategy, URLLC traffic is offloaded to the UAV link and to the ter-

restrial link to satisfy its stringent requirements in terms of latency. However, eMBB

traffic is offloaded to the UAV link, to the terrestrial link and to the satellite link

because it is less sensitive to delay but needs high data rates. We note that the

traffic generated by the users and sent to the micro base stations v ∈ {1, · · · , Vw} as

expressed in formula (4.3) and formula (4.4) is offloaded to the different segments of

SAGIN based on the terrestrial link capacity Cter
v and the available data rates devel-

oped in formula (4.10) and formula (4.11). In this section, we define and formulate

our offloading problem to meet the aforementioned requirements and constraints.

4.2.1 Offloaded Traffic in SAGIN

We define αv[t] =
(
αter
v [t], (αUAV

v [t])T , αsat
v [t]

)T as the offloading vector of eMBB

traffic from the v-th micro base station at time slot t, where αter
v [t], αUAV

v [t], and

αsat
v [t] correspond to the offloading proportions of the eMBB traffic to the terres-

trial network, the UAVs, and the satellite respectively. Similarly, we define βv[t] =(
βter
v [t], (βUAV

v [t])T
)T as the offloading vector of URLLC traffic from the v-th micro

base station at time slot t, where βter
v [t] and βUAV

v [t] correspond to the offloaded

proportions of the URLLC traffic to the terrestrial network and to the UAVs, respec-
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tively. Specifically, αUAV
v [t] =

(
αUAV
v,1 [t], · · · , αUAV

v,n [t], · · · , αUAV
v,N [t]

)T and βUAV
v [t] =(

βUAV
v,1 [t], · · · , βUAV

v,n [t], · · · , βUAV
v,N [t]

)T , such that αUAV
v,n [t] and βUAV

v,n [t] represent the pro-

portions of the eMBB traffic and the URLLC traffic offloaded by the v-th micro base

station to the n-th UAV, respectively. Accordingly, the traffic that can be offloaded

by micro base station v to the satellite can be expressed as:

Lsat
v [t] = min

{
αsat
v [t]Le

v[t], R
sat
v [t]

}
, (4.12)

The traffic that can be offloaded by micro base station v to UAV n can be expressed

as:
LUAV
v,n [t] = aUAV

v,n [t] min
{
(αUAV

v,n [t]Le
v[t]+

βUAV
v,n [t]Lu

v [t]), R
UAV
v,n [t]

}
,

(4.13)

where aUAV
v,n [t] is a binary variable that controls the establishment of the link with

UAV n and is defined as:

aUAV
v,n [t] =

1, if Γv,n[t] ≥ Γth ,

0, otherwise.
(4.14)

The traffic that can be offloaded by micro base station v to the macro base station

can be expressed as:

Lter
v [t] = min

{
(αter

v [t]Le
v[t] + βter

v [t]Lu
v [t]), C

ter
v

}
, (4.15)

In a nutshell, the total traffic offloaded by micro base station v at time slot t is

given by:

f load
v [t] = Lsat

v [t] +
N∑

n=1

LUAV
v,n [t] + Lter

v [t]. (4.16)
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4.2.2 Dropped Traffic in SAGIN

If the traffic supposed to be offloaded to the network exceeds the channel capacity,

the eMBB flows are preferentially dropped to satisfy the reliability requirement of

the URLLC traffic because URLLC has a stringent requirement in terms of reliability

contrarily to eMBB. In this regard, the dropped traffic per micro base station v at

time slot t in SAGIN is calculated as:

fdrop
v [t] = λe

v[t] + λu
v [t]− f load

v [t], (4.17)

We note that fdrop
v [t] ≥ 0 since the offloaded traffic is always less than the incoming

traffic.

4.2.3 URLLC Delay in SAGIN

In this section, we study the mean delay fdelay
v experienced by the URLLC packets

offloaded by micro base station v in time slot t over the terrestrial link and the UAV

link [129, 134, 135]. We assume that the scheduling discipline is first come first serve

(FCFS). For micro cell v, the waiting time Dk of packet k, whether it is eMBB or

URLLC, scheduled after K packets during time slot t over link κ ∈ {ter,UAV} is

given by:

Dk
v,κ[t] = rkv,κ[t] +

k−1∑
j=k−K

Xj
v,κ[t] , (4.18)

where Xj
v,κ is the service time of the j-th packet that arrived before the k-th packet,

and rkv,κ is the residual service time. Using Little’s formula, we obtain the average

waiting time D
κ

v of any packet k as:

D
κ

v [t] =
rκv [t]

1− ρκv [t]
,∀ κ ∈ {ter,UAV}, (4.19)
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where ρκv [t] is the load of the micro cell v and is expressed in both links as follows:

ρκv [t] =


Lter
v [t]
Cter over the terrestrial link (κ = ter)

LUAV
v,n [t]

RUAV
v,n [t]

over the UAV link (κ = UAV)
(4.20)

and the first moment of the residual service time can be developed as:

rκv [t] =
ρκv [t]

2

(Xκ
v )

2[t]

Xκ
v [t]

. (4.21)

In order to evaluate the mean service time Xκ
v , we approximate our general distribu-

tion to an exponential distribution with a mean service rate µe that depends on the

eMBB packet length. Therefore, the first moment of the residual service time can be

simplified, based on formula (4.21), as:

rκv [t] =
ρκv [t]

2

2
µ2

e
1
µe

=
ρκv [t]

µe
. (4.22)

Accordingly, the mean delay experienced by URLLC packets over both links namely

UAV and terrestrial is given by:

fdelay
v [t] =

∑
κ∈{ter,UAV}D

κ

v [t]∑N
n=1 a

UAV
v,n [t] + 1

=

∑
κ∈{ter,UAV}

ρκv [t]
µe(1−ρκv [t])∑N

n=1 a
UAV
v,n [t] + 1

, (4.23)

4.2.4 Problem Formulation

We aim to adjust the association between the micro base stations with the satellite,

the UAVs and the macro base stations respectively by determining:

1. the offloaded eMBB and URLLC traffic vectors denoted by αv[t] and βv[t],

where v ∈ {1, · · · , V }, t ∈ {1, · · · , T}.

2. the bandwidth resources allocated to the micro base stations denoted by bv[t] =

{bsat
v [t], bUAV

v,n [t]}, where v ∈ {1, · · · , V }, n ∈ {1, · · · , N}. We focus on the
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allocation of the bandwidth particularly because the frequency bands are limited

resources.

3. the trajectory of UAVs denoted by L[t].

The problem can be posed as follows:

min
π{αv [t]},{βv [t]},{bv [t]},{L[t]}

{
E(
∑
v

fdrop
v [t]),E(

∑
v

fdelay
v [t])

}
s.t. C1 : Pr

(
βter
v [t]Lu

v [t] + βUAV
v [t]Lu

v [t] < λu
v [t]

)
≤ ϵ,

C2 : αter
v [t] + αUAV

v [t] + αsat
v [t] ≤ 1,

C3 : βter
v [t] + βUAV

v [t] ≤ 1,

C4 :

{ vn∑
v=1

bUAV
v,n [t],

V∑
v=1

bsat
v [t]

}
≤ {bUAV

n , bsat},

C5 : ∥ℓn[t]− ℓn[t+ 1]∥ ≤ vmaxδt.

(4.24)

Problem (4.24) is formulated as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem

with constraints C1-C5. C1 guarantees the reliable offloading of URLLC traffic, where

ϵ is a small positive constant (ϵ « 1) that keeps outage probability of URLLC traffic

below a negligible threshold. Meanwhile, C2 and C3 ensure that the offloaded eMBB

and URLLC traffic are respectively less than the total traffic. C4 guarantees that

the bandwidth allocated to the micro base stations do not surpass the total available

resources in the air network bUAV
n and the satellite network bsat respectively. Finally,

C5 ensures that the next location of the UAV is within the maximum moving range

during δt where vmax is the maximum speed of the UAVs.

We can simplify constraint C1 by using FD (.), the cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of λu
v [t], as follows:

βter
v [t]Lu

v [t] + βUAV
v [t]Lu

v [t] ≥ F−1
D (1− ϵ) . (4.25)
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Since λu
v follows a Pareto distribution with parameters a[t] and xm[t], we express

(4.25) as: (
βter
v [t]Lu

v [t] + βUAV
v [t]Lu

v [t]
)a[t] ≥ xm[t]

a[t]

ϵ
, (4.26)

where a[t] is a constant that determines the distribution shape and xm[t] is the positive

scale distribution parameter.

It is challenging to solve the optimization problem formulated in formula (4.24) by

using standard optimization tools, since the instantaneous traffic types and amounts

incoming to the different base stations cannot be determined beforehand. Moreover,

the channel condition related to the resource allocation is not foreseeable and cannot

be easily predicted. Therefore, we have recourse to DRL to learn the network and

its dynamics and to handle our multi-objective problem with its various constraints

imposed by SAGIN [64].

4.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning for Traffic Offloading in SA-

GIN
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<latexit sha1_base64="gXhdP/fu67lxhtjZHh/C4Zb7bI0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPJl5ivEUtbQaDYBV2bbRcsLGMaC6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZs4KYckj2FgoYuuD+AwWgk+jk0uhiT8MfPz/Ocw5J0ylMOi6X06huLa+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4OmybJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC0dU0b91zbUSi7nCc8iCmAyUiwSha69b0RK9SdWvuTGQVvAVU/eLn9zsA1HuVj24/YVnMFTJJjel4bopBTjUKJvmk3M0MTykb0QHvWFQ05ibIZ6NOyKl1+iRKtH0Kycz93ZHT2JhxHNrKmOLQLGdT87+sk2F0GeRCpRlyxeYfRZkkmJDp3qQvNGcoxxYo08LOStiQasrQXqdsj+Atr7wKzfOa59a8G6/quzBXCY7hBM7Agwvw4Rrq0AAGA3iAJ3h2pPPovDiv89KCs+g5gj9y3n4AKMiQlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lZSK/lbuM4UIVdExgcQDffCUrE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW+zlyzZ3Tt254Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aNskM4y2WyMR0I2q5FJq3UKDk3dRwqiLJO9Hkdu53nrixItGPOE15qOhIi1gwik56sAMxqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcsU18gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzSj+zPKVsQke856imitswX5w6IxdOGZI4Ma40koX6eyKnytqpilynoji2q95c/M/rZRjfhLnQaYZcs+WiOJMEEzL/mwyF4Qzl1BHKjHC3EjamhjJ06VRcCMHqy+ukfVUP/HpwH9QafhFHGc7gHC4hgGtowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmSe/Fe/c+lq0lr5g5hT/wPn8AUpiNvg==</latexit>

si+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bKhMVSjtzVb9/Ee9v5rlTVFjDIk=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1FutWqsu3QSLIAhl4kaXBTcuK9gLtKVm0kwbmskMyRmhDF34CG5cKOLWR/A53Pk2ppeFtv4Q+Pj/c8g5J0iUtOj7315ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3Svulw4OGzZODRd1HqvYtAJmhZJa1FGiEq3ECBYFSjSD0fU0bz4IY2Ws73CciG7EBlqGkjN0VtP2MnlOJ71S2a/4M5FVoAsoV4uPn/cAUOuVvjr9mKeR0MgVs7ZN/QS7GTMouRKTQie1ImF8xAai7VCzSNhuNht3Qk6d0ydhbNzTSGbu746MRdaOo8BVRgyHdjmbmv9l7RTDq24mdZKi0Hz+UZgqgjGZ7k760giOauyAcSPdrIQPmWEc3YUK7gh0eeVVaFxUqF+ht7Rc9WGuPBzDCZwBhUuowg3UoA4cRvAEL/DqJd6z9+a9z0tz3qLnCP7I+/gBgiGRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DoUQT6qlrkPjsyX43xgwW/5gdmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGHHix4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dYaqkRd//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZPMcNHiiUpMN2RWKKlFCyUq0U2NYHGoRCec3M39zpMwVib6EaepCGI20jKSnKGTOnaQyys6G1Rrft1fgKwTWpAaFGgOql/9YcKzWGjkilnbo36KQc4MSq7ErNLPrEgZn7CR6DmqWSxskC/OnZELpwxJlBhXGslC/T2Rs9jaaRy6zpjh2K56c/E/r5dhdBvkUqcZCs2Xi6JMEUzI/HcylEZwVFNHGDfS3Ur4mBnG0SVUcSHQ1ZfXSfu6Tv06faC1hl/EUYYzOIdLoHADDbiHJrSAwwSe4RXevNR78d69j2VryStmTuEPvM8f8KiPOg==</latexit>

si+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bKhMVSjtzVb9/Ee9v5rlTVFjDIk=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1FutWqsu3QSLIAhl4kaXBTcuK9gLtKVm0kwbmskMyRmhDF34CG5cKOLWR/A53Pk2ppeFtv4Q+Pj/c8g5J0iUtOj7315ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3Svulw4OGzZODRd1HqvYtAJmhZJa1FGiEq3ECBYFSjSD0fU0bz4IY2Ws73CciG7EBlqGkjN0VtP2MnlOJ71S2a/4M5FVoAsoV4uPn/cAUOuVvjr9mKeR0MgVs7ZN/QS7GTMouRKTQie1ImF8xAai7VCzSNhuNht3Qk6d0ydhbNzTSGbu746MRdaOo8BVRgyHdjmbmv9l7RTDq24mdZKi0Hz+UZgqgjGZ7k760giOauyAcSPdrIQPmWEc3YUK7gh0eeVVaFxUqF+ht7Rc9WGuPBzDCZwBhUuowg3UoA4cRvAEL/DqJd6z9+a9z0tz3qLnCP7I+/gBgiGRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DoUQT6qlrkPjsyX43xgwW/5gdmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGHHix4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dYaqkRd//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZPMcNHiiUpMN2RWKKlFCyUq0U2NYHGoRCec3M39zpMwVib6EaepCGI20jKSnKGTOnaQyys6G1Rrft1fgKwTWpAaFGgOql/9YcKzWGjkilnbo36KQc4MSq7ErNLPrEgZn7CR6DmqWSxskC/OnZELpwxJlBhXGslC/T2Rs9jaaRy6zpjh2K56c/E/r5dhdBvkUqcZCs2Xi6JMEUzI/HcylEZwVFNHGDfS3Ur4mBnG0SVUcSHQ1ZfXSfu6Tv06faC1hl/EUYYzOIdLoHADDbiHJrSAwwSe4RXevNR78d69j2VryStmTuEPvM8f8KiPOg==</latexit>

si+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bKhMVSjtzVb9/Ee9v5rlTVFjDIk=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1FutWqsu3QSLIAhl4kaXBTcuK9gLtKVm0kwbmskMyRmhDF34CG5cKOLWR/A53Pk2ppeFtv4Q+Pj/c8g5J0iUtOj7315ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3Svulw4OGzZODRd1HqvYtAJmhZJa1FGiEq3ECBYFSjSD0fU0bz4IY2Ws73CciG7EBlqGkjN0VtP2MnlOJ71S2a/4M5FVoAsoV4uPn/cAUOuVvjr9mKeR0MgVs7ZN/QS7GTMouRKTQie1ImF8xAai7VCzSNhuNht3Qk6d0ydhbNzTSGbu746MRdaOo8BVRgyHdjmbmv9l7RTDq24mdZKi0Hz+UZgqgjGZ7k760giOauyAcSPdrIQPmWEc3YUK7gh0eeVVaFxUqF+ht7Rc9WGuPBzDCZwBhUuowg3UoA4cRvAEL/DqJd6z9+a9z0tz3qLnCP7I+/gBgiGRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DoUQT6qlrkPjsyX43xgwW/5gdmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGHHix4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dYaqkRd//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZPMcNHiiUpMN2RWKKlFCyUq0U2NYHGoRCec3M39zpMwVib6EaepCGI20jKSnKGTOnaQyys6G1Rrft1fgKwTWpAaFGgOql/9YcKzWGjkilnbo36KQc4MSq7ErNLPrEgZn7CR6DmqWSxskC/OnZELpwxJlBhXGslC/T2Rs9jaaRy6zpjh2K56c/E/r5dhdBvkUqcZCs2Xi6JMEUzI/HcylEZwVFNHGDfS3Ur4mBnG0SVUcSHQ1ZfXSfu6Tv06faC1hl/EUYYzOIdLoHADDbiHJrSAwwSe4RXevNR78d69j2VryStmTuEPvM8f8KiPOg==</latexit>

si+1
<latexit sha1_base64="bKhMVSjtzVb9/Ee9v5rlTVFjDIk=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1FutWqsu3QSLIAhl4kaXBTcuK9gLtKVm0kwbmskMyRmhDF34CG5cKOLWR/A53Pk2ppeFtv4Q+Pj/c8g5J0iUtOj7315ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3Svulw4OGzZODRd1HqvYtAJmhZJa1FGiEq3ECBYFSjSD0fU0bz4IY2Ws73CciG7EBlqGkjN0VtP2MnlOJ71S2a/4M5FVoAsoV4uPn/cAUOuVvjr9mKeR0MgVs7ZN/QS7GTMouRKTQie1ImF8xAai7VCzSNhuNht3Qk6d0ydhbNzTSGbu746MRdaOo8BVRgyHdjmbmv9l7RTDq24mdZKi0Hz+UZgqgjGZ7k760giOauyAcSPdrIQPmWEc3YUK7gh0eeVVaFxUqF+ht7Rc9WGuPBzDCZwBhUuowg3UoA4cRvAEL/DqJd6z9+a9z0tz3qLnCP7I+/gBgiGRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DoUQT6qlrkPjsyX43xgwW/5gdmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGHHix4DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dYaqkRd//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZPMcNHiiUpMN2RWKKlFCyUq0U2NYHGoRCec3M39zpMwVib6EaepCGI20jKSnKGTOnaQyys6G1Rrft1fgKwTWpAaFGgOql/9YcKzWGjkilnbo36KQc4MSq7ErNLPrEgZn7CR6DmqWSxskC/OnZELpwxJlBhXGslC/T2Rs9jaaRy6zpjh2K56c/E/r5dhdBvkUqcZCs2Xi6JMEUzI/HcylEZwVFNHGDfS3Ur4mBnG0SVUcSHQ1ZfXSfu6Tv06faC1hl/EUYYzOIdLoHADDbiHJrSAwwSe4RXevNR78d69j2VryStmTuEPvM8f8KiPOg==</latexit>

↵i,�i, Bi, vi,⇥i
<latexit sha1_base64="k8yUE6Cu+6rakjIrwtI0ZZ7CvRo=">AAACLXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Ftbb6Mu3QSL4ELKjBtdFnXhskJv0BlKJk3b0MyFJFMow6x9DddufBURXFTEra9hpp2Fbf0h8Oc755Cc34s4k8qyZkZhY3Nre6dYKu/u7R8cmkfHLRnGgtAmCXkoOh6WlLOANhVTnHYiQbHvcdr2xndZvT2hQrIwaKhpRF0fDwM2YAQrjXrmvTOhRCUO5tEIp72EpZcoRx5Vy+Q2v01y2Bjpjsz3zIpVteZC68bOTaVWeuo/A0C9Z747/ZDEPg0U4VjKrm1Fyk2wUIxwmpadWNIIkzEe0q62AfapdJP5tik616SPBqHQJ1BoTv9OJNiXcup7utPHaiRXaxn8r9aN1eDGTVgQxYoGZPHQIOZIhSiLDvWZ0DHwqTaYCKb/isgIC0yUDrisQ7BXV143rauqbVXtR7tSs2ChIpzCGVyADddQgweoQxMIvMAbzODTeDU+jC/je9FaMPKZE1iS8fMLXrireA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JzHzfdqBnyCSgKoUqc1vU0nVlBk=">AAACLXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCCymJG10WdeGyQm/QhDCZTpqhkwszJ4US+kJufBURXFTEra/hpM3Ctv4w8M93zmHm/H4quALLmhkbm1vbO7uVver+weHRsXly2lFJJilr00QksucTxQSPWRs4CNZLJSORL1jXHz0U9e6YScWTuAWTlLkRGcY84JSARp756IwZhdwhIg3J1Mv59BqXyGewTO7L27iErVB3FN4za1bdmguvG7s0NVSq6ZnvziChWcRioIIo1betFNycSOBUsGnVyRRLCR2RIetrG5OIKTefbzvFl5oMcJBIfWLAc/p3IieRUpPI150RgVCt1gr4X62fQXDn5jxOM2AxXTwUZAJDgovo8IBLHYOYaEOo5PqvmIZEEgo64KoOwV5ded10buq2Vbef7VrDKuOooHN0ga6QjW5RAz2hJmojil7QG5qhT+PV+DC+jO9F64ZRzpyhJRk/v+ceqaQ=</latexit>

↵i,�i, Bi, vi,⇥i
<latexit sha1_base64="k8yUE6Cu+6rakjIrwtI0ZZ7CvRo=">AAACLXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Ftbb6Mu3QSL4ELKjBtdFnXhskJv0BlKJk3b0MyFJFMow6x9DddufBURXFTEra9hpp2Fbf0h8Oc755Cc34s4k8qyZkZhY3Nre6dYKu/u7R8cmkfHLRnGgtAmCXkoOh6WlLOANhVTnHYiQbHvcdr2xndZvT2hQrIwaKhpRF0fDwM2YAQrjXrmvTOhRCUO5tEIp72EpZcoRx5Vy+Q2v01y2Bjpjsz3zIpVteZC68bOTaVWeuo/A0C9Z747/ZDEPg0U4VjKrm1Fyk2wUIxwmpadWNIIkzEe0q62AfapdJP5tik616SPBqHQJ1BoTv9OJNiXcup7utPHaiRXaxn8r9aN1eDGTVgQxYoGZPHQIOZIhSiLDvWZ0DHwqTaYCKb/isgIC0yUDrisQ7BXV143rauqbVXtR7tSs2ChIpzCGVyADddQgweoQxMIvMAbzODTeDU+jC/je9FaMPKZE1iS8fMLXrireA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JzHzfdqBnyCSgKoUqc1vU0nVlBk=">AAACLXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCCymJG10WdeGyQm/QhDCZTpqhkwszJ4US+kJufBURXFTEra/hpM3Ctv4w8M93zmHm/H4quALLmhkbm1vbO7uVver+weHRsXly2lFJJilr00QksucTxQSPWRs4CNZLJSORL1jXHz0U9e6YScWTuAWTlLkRGcY84JSARp756IwZhdwhIg3J1Mv59BqXyGewTO7L27iErVB3FN4za1bdmguvG7s0NVSq6ZnvziChWcRioIIo1betFNycSOBUsGnVyRRLCR2RIetrG5OIKTefbzvFl5oMcJBIfWLAc/p3IieRUpPI150RgVCt1gr4X62fQXDn5jxOM2AxXTwUZAJDgovo8IBLHYOYaEOo5PqvmIZEEgo64KoOwV5ded10buq2Vbef7VrDKuOooHN0ga6QjW5RAz2hJmojil7QG5qhT+PV+DC+jO9F64ZRzpyhJRk/v+ceqaQ=</latexit>

↵i+1,�i+1, Bi+1, vi+1,⇥i+1
<latexit sha1_base64="hT2RPOfkmJKndRcv1DZg66ASfbQ=">AAACN3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRZBUMrEjS6LblxJhb6gLTWTZjqhmQdJplCGLvwnF/ob7nTjQhG3/oHpg6KtBwLnnnMvN/e4seBKO86LlVlaXlldy67nNja3tnfs3b2qihJJWYVGIpJ1lygmeMgqmmvB6rFkJHAFq7m9q5Ff6zOpeBSW9SBmrYB0Q+5xSrSR2vZNs8+oTptExD4ZtlN+goenaCq6TM9rl7O6PzPKvumbVG077xScMdAiwVOSL27fP94BQKltPzc7EU0CFmoqiFIN7MS6lRKpORVsmGsmisWE9kiXNQwNScBUKx3fPURHRukgL5LmhRqN1d8TKQmUGgSu6QyI9tW8NxL/8xqJ9i5aKQ/jRLOQThZ5iUA6QqMQUYdLE4YYGEKo5OaviPpEEqpN1DkTAp4/eZFUzwrYKeBbnC86MEEWDuAQjgHDORThGkpQAQoP8Arv8GE9WW/Wp/U1ac1Y05l9+APr+weKp627</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CopS8FWuXuK3tjFHEw/T53nmVts=">AAACN3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiCUiZudFl040oq9AWdYcikaSc0kxmSTKEM81du/A13unGhiFv/wLQdirYeCJx7zr3c3BMknCntOC/Wyura+sZmaau8vbO7t28fHLZUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HQxvJ357RKVisWjocUK9CA8E6zOCtZF8+94dUaIzF/MkxLmfsXOUX8BCDKhe1G7m9WhuNELTN6t8u+JUnSngMkEFqYACdd9+dnsxSSMqNOFYqS5yEu1lWGpGOM3LbqpogskQD2jXUIEjqrxsencOT43Sg/1Ymic0nKq/JzIcKTWOAtMZYR2qRW8i/ud1U92/9jImklRTQWaL+imHOoaTEGGPSRMGHxuCiWTmr5CEWGKiTdRlEwJaPHmZtC6ryKmiB1SpOUUcJXAMTsAZQOAK1MAdqIMmIOARvIJ38GE9WW/Wp/U1a12xipkj8AfW9w/5LqvU</latexit>

↵i+1,�i+1, Bi+1, vi+1,⇥i+1
<latexit sha1_base64="hT2RPOfkmJKndRcv1DZg66ASfbQ=">AAACN3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRZBUMrEjS6LblxJhb6gLTWTZjqhmQdJplCGLvwnF/ob7nTjQhG3/oHpg6KtBwLnnnMvN/e4seBKO86LlVlaXlldy67nNja3tnfs3b2qihJJWYVGIpJ1lygmeMgqmmvB6rFkJHAFq7m9q5Ff6zOpeBSW9SBmrYB0Q+5xSrSR2vZNs8+oTptExD4ZtlN+goenaCq6TM9rl7O6PzPKvumbVG077xScMdAiwVOSL27fP94BQKltPzc7EU0CFmoqiFIN7MS6lRKpORVsmGsmisWE9kiXNQwNScBUKx3fPURHRukgL5LmhRqN1d8TKQmUGgSu6QyI9tW8NxL/8xqJ9i5aKQ/jRLOQThZ5iUA6QqMQUYdLE4YYGEKo5OaviPpEEqpN1DkTAp4/eZFUzwrYKeBbnC86MEEWDuAQjgHDORThGkpQAQoP8Arv8GE9WW/Wp/U1ac1Y05l9+APr+weKp627</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CopS8FWuXuK3tjFHEw/T53nmVts=">AAACN3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiCUiZudFl040oq9AWdYcikaSc0kxmSTKEM81du/A13unGhiFv/wLQdirYeCJx7zr3c3BMknCntOC/Wyura+sZmaau8vbO7t28fHLZUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HQxvJ357RKVisWjocUK9CA8E6zOCtZF8+94dUaIzF/MkxLmfsXOUX8BCDKhe1G7m9WhuNELTN6t8u+JUnSngMkEFqYACdd9+dnsxSSMqNOFYqS5yEu1lWGpGOM3LbqpogskQD2jXUIEjqrxsencOT43Sg/1Ymic0nKq/JzIcKTWOAtMZYR2qRW8i/ud1U92/9jImklRTQWaL+imHOoaTEGGPSRMGHxuCiWTmr5CEWGKiTdRlEwJaPHmZtC6ryKmiB1SpOUUcJXAMTsAZQOAK1MAdqIMmIOARvIJ38GE9WW/Wp/U1a12xipkj8AfW9w/5LqvU</latexit>

li, L
e
i , L

u
i<latexit sha1_base64="FR/Bdgc6Qwb94qvj3rQnLxJ+Sjc=">AAACF3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxoChhgbESCwNDkehDakvkuE5r1XnIdipVUf6BgYVfYWEAIVbY+BUm3KQDtBzJ0rnn3Kvrc72YM6ls+8tYWl5ZXVsvbZQ3t7Z3ds29/aaMEkFog0Q8Em0PS8pZSBuKKU7bsaA48DhteaPLqd8aUyFZFN6qSUx7AR6EzGcEKy25plXtjilRKc/clGWnqKiu8+qOztVJ1TUrtmXnQIvEmZFKzfy+B426a352+xFJAhoqwrGUHceOVS/FQjHCaVbuJpLGmIzwgHY0DXFAZS/Nc2XoWCt95EdCv1ChXP09keJAykng6c4Aq6Gc96bif14nUf5FL2VhnCgakmKRn3CkIjQ9EuozoWPziSaYCKb/isgQC0yUPmVZH8GZj7xImmeWY1vOjVOp2VCgBIdwBCfgwDnU4Arq0AACD/AEL/BqPBrPxpvxXrQuGbOZA/gD4+MHNVSiCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sVw33Fs7SnCX1DARWXihQtSrqoA=">AAACF3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxoChhgbESCwNDkehDakPkuE5r1XnIdipVUf6ChV9hYQAhVtj4G9w0A7RcydK559yr63P8hDOpbPvbWFldW9/YrGxVt3d29/bNg8O2jFNBaIvEPBZdH0vKWURbiilOu4mgOPQ57fjj65nemVAhWRzdq2lC3RAPIxYwgpWmPNOq9yeUqIznXsbyczTvbovugS70ad0za7ZlF4WWgVOCGpTV9Myv/iAmaUgjRTiWsufYiXIzLBQjnObVfippgskYD2lPwwiHVLpZ4StHp5oZoCAW+kUKFezvjQyHUk5DX0+GWI3kojYj/9N6qQqu3IxFSapoROaHgpQjFaNZSGjAhLbNpxpgIpj+KyIjLDBROsqqDsFZtLwM2heWY1vOnVNr2GUcFTiGEzgDBy6hATfQhBYQeIRneIU348l4Md6Nj/noilHuHMGfMj5/ALSDoC4=</latexit>

li, L
e
i , L

u
i<latexit sha1_base64="FR/Bdgc6Qwb94qvj3rQnLxJ+Sjc=">AAACF3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxoChhgbESCwNDkehDakvkuE5r1XnIdipVUf6BgYVfYWEAIVbY+BUm3KQDtBzJ0rnn3Kvrc72YM6ls+8tYWl5ZXVsvbZQ3t7Z3ds29/aaMEkFog0Q8Em0PS8pZSBuKKU7bsaA48DhteaPLqd8aUyFZFN6qSUx7AR6EzGcEKy25plXtjilRKc/clGWnqKiu8+qOztVJ1TUrtmXnQIvEmZFKzfy+B426a352+xFJAhoqwrGUHceOVS/FQjHCaVbuJpLGmIzwgHY0DXFAZS/Nc2XoWCt95EdCv1ChXP09keJAykng6c4Aq6Gc96bif14nUf5FL2VhnCgakmKRn3CkIjQ9EuozoWPziSaYCKb/isgQC0yUPmVZH8GZj7xImmeWY1vOjVOp2VCgBIdwBCfgwDnU4Arq0AACD/AEL/BqPBrPxpvxXrQuGbOZA/gD4+MHNVSiCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sVw33Fs7SnCX1DARWXihQtSrqoA=">AAACF3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxoChhgbESCwNDkehDakPkuE5r1XnIdipVUf6ChV9hYQAhVtj4G9w0A7RcydK559yr63P8hDOpbPvbWFldW9/YrGxVt3d29/bNg8O2jFNBaIvEPBZdH0vKWURbiilOu4mgOPQ57fjj65nemVAhWRzdq2lC3RAPIxYwgpWmPNOq9yeUqIznXsbyczTvbovugS70ad0za7ZlF4WWgVOCGpTV9Myv/iAmaUgjRTiWsufYiXIzLBQjnObVfippgskYD2lPwwiHVLpZ4StHp5oZoCAW+kUKFezvjQyHUk5DX0+GWI3kojYj/9N6qQqu3IxFSapoROaHgpQjFaNZSGjAhLbNpxpgIpj+KyIjLDBROsqqDsFZtLwM2heWY1vOnVNr2GUcFTiGEzgDBy6hATfQhBYQeIRneIU348l4Md6Nj/noilHuHMGfMj5/ALSDoC4=</latexit>

li+1, L
e
i+1, L

u
i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="17/V8w+ynWLI/Gq6yZ+/XEgEecY=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RgU3boKtIChlRgRdFty4EKxgH9COQyZN29DMgyRTKMP8iBt/xY0LRVy4Eb/A3zDtdKGtBwLnnnMvN/d4EWdSWdaXkVtYXFpeya8W1tY3NrfM7Z26DGNBaI2EPBRND0vKWUBriilOm5Gg2Pc4bXiDy7HfGFIhWRjcqVFEHR/3AtZlBCstueZZqT2kRCU8dRN2bKcnKKuvp/U9nVPikmsWrbI1AZon9pQUK3s33wgAqq750e6EJPZpoAjHUrZsK1JOgoVihNO00I4ljTAZ4B5taRpgn0onmVyXokOtdFA3FPoFCk3U3xMJ9qUc+Z7u9LHqy1lvLP7ntWLVvXASFkSxogHJFnVjjlSIxlGhDhP6cD7SBBPB9F8R6WOBidKBFnQI9uzJ86R+Wratsn1rFysWZMjDPhzAEdhwDhW4girUgMADPMELvBqPxrPxZrxnrTljOrMLf2B8/gDPoqMq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0PfCyDpL10VzWeV6Em1WKyyaKf0=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsBUEpUxE0GXBjQsXFewD2nHIpHfa0MyDJFMoQ3/Ejb/ixoUiLtyIf2PazkJbDwTOPedebu7xE8GVdpxva2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tm19/YbKk4lgzqLRSxbPlUgeAR1zbWAViKBhr6Apj+4nvjNIUjF4+hejxJwQ9qLeMAZ1Uby7ItyZwhMZ2LsZfyUjM/wrL7N6wdYUNKyZ5ecijMFXiQkJyWUo+bZn51uzNIQIs0EVapNnES7GZWaMwHjYidVkFA2oD1oGxrREJSbTa8b42OjdHEQS/Mijafq74mMhkqNQt90hlT31bw3Ef/z2qkOrtyMR0mqIWKzRUEqsI7xJCrc5dIcLkaGUCa5+StmfSop0ybQogmBzJ+8SBrnFeJUyB0pVZ08jgI6REfoBBF0iaroBtVQHTH0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLUuWfnMAfoD6+sHjZ2hfg==</latexit>

li+1, L
e
i+1, L

u
i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="17/V8w+ynWLI/Gq6yZ+/XEgEecY=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RgU3boKtIChlRgRdFty4EKxgH9COQyZN29DMgyRTKMP8iBt/xY0LRVy4Eb/A3zDtdKGtBwLnnnMvN/d4EWdSWdaXkVtYXFpeya8W1tY3NrfM7Z26DGNBaI2EPBRND0vKWUBriilOm5Gg2Pc4bXiDy7HfGFIhWRjcqVFEHR/3AtZlBCstueZZqT2kRCU8dRN2bKcnKKuvp/U9nVPikmsWrbI1AZon9pQUK3s33wgAqq750e6EJPZpoAjHUrZsK1JOgoVihNO00I4ljTAZ4B5taRpgn0onmVyXokOtdFA3FPoFCk3U3xMJ9qUc+Z7u9LHqy1lvLP7ntWLVvXASFkSxogHJFnVjjlSIxlGhDhP6cD7SBBPB9F8R6WOBidKBFnQI9uzJ86R+Wratsn1rFysWZMjDPhzAEdhwDhW4girUgMADPMELvBqPxrPxZrxnrTljOrMLf2B8/gDPoqMq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0PfCyDpL10VzWeV6Em1WKyyaKf0=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsBUEpUxE0GXBjQsXFewD2nHIpHfa0MyDJFMoQ3/Ejb/ixoUiLtyIf2PazkJbDwTOPedebu7xE8GVdpxva2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tm19/YbKk4lgzqLRSxbPlUgeAR1zbWAViKBhr6Apj+4nvjNIUjF4+hejxJwQ9qLeMAZ1Uby7ItyZwhMZ2LsZfyUjM/wrL7N6wdYUNKyZ5ecijMFXiQkJyWUo+bZn51uzNIQIs0EVapNnES7GZWaMwHjYidVkFA2oD1oGxrREJSbTa8b42OjdHEQS/Mijafq74mMhkqNQt90hlT31bw3Ef/z2qkOrtyMR0mqIWKzRUEqsI7xJCrc5dIcLkaGUCa5+StmfSop0ybQogmBzJ+8SBrnFeJUyB0pVZ08jgI6REfoBBF0iaroBtVQHTH0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLUuWfnMAfoD6+sHjZ2hfg==</latexit>

li, L
e
i , L

u
i<latexit sha1_base64="+ls2tY6kCTIK1xXVZc6ZnoNt4PY=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi1tBoNgEcKujZYBGwuLCOYBybrMTmaTIbMPZmYDYdl/EBt/xcZCEVvBzl+xcrKbQhMPDJx7zr3cOdeLOZPKsr6M0srq2vpGebOytb2zu2fuH7RllAhCWyTikeh6WFLOQtpSTHHajQXFgcdpxxtfzvzOhArJovBWTWPqBHgYMp8RrLTkmrX+hBKV8sxNWVZDRXWdV3d0oU5cs2rVrRxomdhzUm2Y3/eg0XTNz/4gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUiwUI5xmlX4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1Q6aZ4qQydaGSA/EvqFCuXq74kUB1JOA093BliN5KI3E//zeonyL5yUhXGiaEiKRX7CkYrQ7ERowIROzaeaYCKY/isiIywwUfqQFX0EezHyMmmf1W2rbt/Y1YYFBcpwBMdwCjacQwOuoAktIPAAT/ACr8aj8Wy8Ge9Fa8mYzxzCHxgfP2WZoaw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/T0rH7CiYjhLYvhamN4G1rlpWmA=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUriRpcFNy5cVLAPaGuYTG/aoZNJmJkUSshPuPFX3LhQxK3gzr9xmmahrRcGzj3nXu6c48ecKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2ipKJIUWjXgkuz5RwJmAlmaaQzeWQEKfQ8efXM/1zhSkYpG417MYBiEZCRYwSrShPLvWnwLVKc+8lGU1vOhu8+4BlvrEs6tO3ckLrwK3AFVUVNOzv/rDiCYhCE05UarnOrEepERqRjlklX6iICZ0QkbQM1CQENQgzV1l+MwwQxxE0jyhcc7+3khJqNQs9M1kSPRYLWtz8j+tl+jgapAyEScaBF0cChKOdYTnEeEhk8Y1nxlAqGTmr5iOiSRUmyArJgR32fIqaF/UXafu3rnVhlPEUUYn6BSdIxddoga6QU3UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+FqMlq9g5Rn/K+vwB5Mif0g==</latexit>

li, L
e
i , L

u
i<latexit sha1_base64="+ls2tY6kCTIK1xXVZc6ZnoNt4PY=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi1tBoNgEcKujZYBGwuLCOYBybrMTmaTIbMPZmYDYdl/EBt/xcZCEVvBzl+xcrKbQhMPDJx7zr3cOdeLOZPKsr6M0srq2vpGebOytb2zu2fuH7RllAhCWyTikeh6WFLOQtpSTHHajQXFgcdpxxtfzvzOhArJovBWTWPqBHgYMp8RrLTkmrX+hBKV8sxNWVZDRXWdV3d0oU5cs2rVrRxomdhzUm2Y3/eg0XTNz/4gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUiwUI5xmlX4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1Q6aZ4qQydaGSA/EvqFCuXq74kUB1JOA093BliN5KI3E//zeonyL5yUhXGiaEiKRX7CkYrQ7ERowIROzaeaYCKY/isiIywwUfqQFX0EezHyMmmf1W2rbt/Y1YYFBcpwBMdwCjacQwOuoAktIPAAT/ACr8aj8Wy8Ge9Fa8mYzxzCHxgfP2WZoaw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/T0rH7CiYjhLYvhamN4G1rlpWmA=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUriRpcFNy5cVLAPaGuYTG/aoZNJmJkUSshPuPFX3LhQxK3gzr9xmmahrRcGzj3nXu6c48ecKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2ipKJIUWjXgkuz5RwJmAlmaaQzeWQEKfQ8efXM/1zhSkYpG417MYBiEZCRYwSrShPLvWnwLVKc+8lGU1vOhu8+4BlvrEs6tO3ckLrwK3AFVUVNOzv/rDiCYhCE05UarnOrEepERqRjlklX6iICZ0QkbQM1CQENQgzV1l+MwwQxxE0jyhcc7+3khJqNQs9M1kSPRYLWtz8j+tl+jgapAyEScaBF0cChKOdYTnEeEhk8Y1nxlAqGTmr5iOiSRUmyArJgR32fIqaF/UXafu3rnVhlPEUUYn6BSdIxddoga6QU3UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+FqMlq9g5Rn/K+vwB5Mif0g==</latexit>

li+1, L
e
i+1, L

u
i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="5jO+eWS9Y1WEmP2SHl+/ss3HjTI=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUcGNm8EiCEpJutFlwY0LwQr2AW0Mk+mkHTp5MDMplJD/cOOvuHGhiCvBhV/gbzhtutDWAwPnnnMvd+7xYs6ksqwvo7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Yu3tNGSWC0AaJeCTaHpaUs5A2FFOctmNBceBx2vKGlxO/NaJCsii8U+OYOgHuh8xnBCstuWa1O6JEpTxzU3ZqZ2cor69n9T1dUBLXLFsVawq0SOwZKdcObr4RANRd86Pbi0gS0FARjqXs2FasnBQLxQinWambSBpjMsR92tE0xAGVTjq9LUPHWukhPxL6hQpN1d8TKQ6kHAee7gywGsh5byL+53US5V84KQvjRNGQ5Iv8hCMVoUlQqMeEvpuPNcFEMP1XRAZYYKJ0nCUdgj1/8iJpViu2VbFv7XLNghxFOIQjOAEbzqEGV1CHBhB4gCd4gVfj0Xg23oz3vLVgzGb24Q+Mzx/946LO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pMKcS7sw5fARmdON1jrkxWPUtl0=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBEEpSTd6LLgxoWLCvYBbQyT6aQdOpmEmUmhhPyHG3/FjQtFXAku/BunbRbaemDg3HPu5c49QcKZ0o7zba2srq1vbJa2yts7u3v79sFhS8WpJLRJYh7LToAV5UzQpmaa004iKY4CTtvB6Hrqt8dUKhaLez1JqBfhgWAhI1gbybdrvTElOuO5n7FzN79A8/q2qB/okpL6dsWpOjOgZeIWpAIFGr792evHJI2o0IRjpbquk2gvw1Izwmle7qWKJpiM8IB2DRU4osrLZrfl6NQofRTG0jyh0Uz9PZHhSKlJFJjOCOuhWvSm4n9eN9XhlZcxkaSaCjJfFKYc6RhNg0J9Js3dfGIIJpKZvyIyxBITbeIsmxDcxZOXSatWdZ2qe+dW6k4RRwmO4QTOwIVLqMMNNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeumIVM0fwB9bXD7veoSI=</latexit>

li+1, L
e
i+1, L

u
i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="5jO+eWS9Y1WEmP2SHl+/ss3HjTI=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUcGNm8EiCEpJutFlwY0LwQr2AW0Mk+mkHTp5MDMplJD/cOOvuHGhiCvBhV/gbzhtutDWAwPnnnMvd+7xYs6ksqwvo7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Yu3tNGSWC0AaJeCTaHpaUs5A2FFOctmNBceBx2vKGlxO/NaJCsii8U+OYOgHuh8xnBCstuWa1O6JEpTxzU3ZqZ2cor69n9T1dUBLXLFsVawq0SOwZKdcObr4RANRd86Pbi0gS0FARjqXs2FasnBQLxQinWambSBpjMsR92tE0xAGVTjq9LUPHWukhPxL6hQpN1d8TKQ6kHAee7gywGsh5byL+53US5V84KQvjRNGQ5Iv8hCMVoUlQqMeEvpuPNcFEMP1XRAZYYKJ0nCUdgj1/8iJpViu2VbFv7XLNghxFOIQjOAEbzqEGV1CHBhB4gCd4gVfj0Xg23oz3vLVgzGb24Q+Mzx/946LO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pMKcS7sw5fARmdON1jrkxWPUtl0=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBEEpSTd6LLgxoWLCvYBbQyT6aQdOpmEmUmhhPyHG3/FjQtFXAku/BunbRbaemDg3HPu5c49QcKZ0o7zba2srq1vbJa2yts7u3v79sFhS8WpJLRJYh7LToAV5UzQpmaa004iKY4CTtvB6Hrqt8dUKhaLez1JqBfhgWAhI1gbybdrvTElOuO5n7FzN79A8/q2qB/okpL6dsWpOjOgZeIWpAIFGr792evHJI2o0IRjpbquk2gvw1Izwmle7qWKJpiM8IB2DRU4osrLZrfl6NQofRTG0jyh0Uz9PZHhSKlJFJjOCOuhWvSm4n9eN9XhlZcxkaSaCjJfFKYc6RhNg0J9Js3dfGIIJpKZvyIyxBITbeIsmxDcxZOXSatWdZ2qe+dW6k4RRwmO4QTOwIVLqMMNNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PeumIVM0fwB9bXD7veoSI=</latexit> µ0(si+1|✓µ0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="udEYkYAaX1gcQAR9rcoK2p/lkHI=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1WMui0GMCGHXix4DXjwmYB6QjWF2MpsMmX0w0yuENQcv/ooXD4p4Fb/Bm3/hJzib5KCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suELb/jKWlldW19ZzG/nNre2dXXNvv6GiRFJWp5GIZMsjigkesjpyFKwVS0YCT7CmN7zM/OYtk4pH4TWOYtYJSD/kPqcEtdQ1C26QHJdUN+WnzvjOxQFDcpNm4vikaxbtsj2BtUicGSlWzNr3BwBUu+an24toErAQqSBKtR07xk5KJHIq2DjvJorFhA5Jn7U1DUnAVCedPDG2jrTSs/xI6grRmqi/J1ISKDUKPN0ZEByoeS8T//PaCfoXnZSHcYIspNNFfiIsjKwsEavHJaMoRpoQKrm+1aIDIglFnVteh+DMv7xIGmdlxy47NadYsWGKHBTgEErgwDlU4AqqUAcK9/AIz/BiPBhPxqvxNm1dMmYzB/AHxvsPEo+Z4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CZgBnDI5tr/AOVjMrA/qi8WOf1U=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57CRaxIpTEix4LXjxWsB/QxLDZbtqlm03YnQgl5uDFv+LFgyJe/RHe/Ddu2h609cHA470ZZuYFCWcKbPvbKK2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vm/kFHxakktE1iHstegBXlTNA2MOC0l0iKo4DTbjC+KvzuPZWKxeIWJgn1IjwULGQEg5Z8s+pG6Uld+Rk7c/IHF0YU8F1WiPmpb9bshj2FtUycOamhOVq++eUOYpJGVADhWKm+YyfgZVgCI5zmFTdVNMFkjIe0r6nAEVVeNn0it461MrDCWOoSYE3V3xMZjpSaRIHujDCM1KJXiP95/RTCSy9jIkmBCjJbFKbcgtgqErEGTFICfKIJJpLpWy0ywhIT0LlVdAjO4svLpHPecOyGc+PUmvY8jjKqoiNURw66QE10jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58zFpLxnzmEP2B8fkD8rmXkg==</latexit>

µ0(si+1|✓µ0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="udEYkYAaX1gcQAR9rcoK2p/lkHI=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNr1WMui0GMCGHXix4DXjwmYB6QjWF2MpsMmX0w0yuENQcv/ooXD4p4Fb/Bm3/hJzib5KCJBQ1FVTfdXV4suELb/jKWlldW19ZzG/nNre2dXXNvv6GiRFJWp5GIZMsjigkesjpyFKwVS0YCT7CmN7zM/OYtk4pH4TWOYtYJSD/kPqcEtdQ1C26QHJdUN+WnzvjOxQFDcpNm4vikaxbtsj2BtUicGSlWzNr3BwBUu+an24toErAQqSBKtR07xk5KJHIq2DjvJorFhA5Jn7U1DUnAVCedPDG2jrTSs/xI6grRmqi/J1ISKDUKPN0ZEByoeS8T//PaCfoXnZSHcYIspNNFfiIsjKwsEavHJaMoRpoQKrm+1aIDIglFnVteh+DMv7xIGmdlxy47NadYsWGKHBTgEErgwDlU4AqqUAcK9/AIz/BiPBhPxqvxNm1dMmYzB/AHxvsPEo+Z4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CZgBnDI5tr/AOVjMrA/qi8WOf1U=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57CRaxIpTEix4LXjxWsB/QxLDZbtqlm03YnQgl5uDFv+LFgyJe/RHe/Ddu2h609cHA470ZZuYFCWcKbPvbKK2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vm/kFHxakktE1iHstegBXlTNA2MOC0l0iKo4DTbjC+KvzuPZWKxeIWJgn1IjwULGQEg5Z8s+pG6Uld+Rk7c/IHF0YU8F1WiPmpb9bshj2FtUycOamhOVq++eUOYpJGVADhWKm+YyfgZVgCI5zmFTdVNMFkjIe0r6nAEVVeNn0it461MrDCWOoSYE3V3xMZjpSaRIHujDCM1KJXiP95/RTCSy9jIkmBCjJbFKbcgtgqErEGTFICfKIJJpLpWy0ywhIT0LlVdAjO4svLpHPecOyGc+PUmvY8jjKqoiNURw66QE10jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58zFpLxnzmEP2B8fkD8rmXkg==</latexit>

µ(si|✓µ)
<latexit sha1_base64="gFQzH613eK2B/+Bgq4yrKslYT8g=">AAAB/HicbVC5TsNAEB2HK4TLkJLGIkIKTWTTQBmJhjKRyCHFxlpvNskq60O7YyTLhF+hoQAhWmq+gY6/4BPYHAUkPGmkt+/NaGdekAiu0La/jMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39gHh61VZxKylo0FrHsBkQxwSPWQo6CdRPJSBgI1gnGV1O/c8ek4nF0g1nCvJAMIz7glKCWfLPshmlV+fzexRFDcqufZ75ZsWv2DNYqcRakUjeb3x8A0PDNT7cf0zRkEVJBlOo5doJeTiRyKtik5KaKJYSOyZD1NI1IyJSXz5afWKda6VuDWOqK0JqpvydyEiqVhYHuDAmO1LI3Ff/zeikOLr2cR0mKLKLzjwapsDC2pklYfS4ZRZFpQqjkeleLjogkFHVeJR2Cs3zyKmmf1xy75jSdSt2GOYpwDCdQBQcuoA7X0IAWUMjgEZ7hxXgwnoxX423eWjAWM2X4A+P9B7o0lvk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i4h6FTW+d4tymP2GVR9gjfwcklc=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKdGSJqJDKUiUsMFZiYSwSfUhNiBzXaa3aTmTfIEWh/AoLAwix8iFs/A1umwFajnSl43Pule89UcqZBtf9ttbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4q5NMEdohCU9UP8KaciZpBxhw2k8VxSLitBdNrmd+74EqzRJ5B3lKA4FHksWMYDBSaNd8kTV0yB59GFPA9+Z5Htp1t+nO4awSryR1VKId2l/+MCGZoBIIx1oPPDeFoMAKGOF0WvUzTVNMJnhEB4ZKLKgOivnyU+fMKEMnTpQpCc5c/T1RYKF1LiLTKTCM9bI3E//zBhnEV0HBZJoBlWTxUZxxBxJnloQzZIoS4LkhmChmdnXIGCtMwORVNSF4yyevku5F03Ob3q1Xb7llHBV0gk5RA3noErXQDWqjDiIoR8/oFb1ZT9aL9W59LFrXrHKmhv7A+vwBmm2UqA==</latexit>

µ(si|✓µ)
<latexit sha1_base64="gFQzH613eK2B/+Bgq4yrKslYT8g=">AAAB/HicbVC5TsNAEB2HK4TLkJLGIkIKTWTTQBmJhjKRyCHFxlpvNskq60O7YyTLhF+hoQAhWmq+gY6/4BPYHAUkPGmkt+/NaGdekAiu0La/jMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39gHh61VZxKylo0FrHsBkQxwSPWQo6CdRPJSBgI1gnGV1O/c8ek4nF0g1nCvJAMIz7glKCWfLPshmlV+fzexRFDcqufZ75ZsWv2DNYqcRakUjeb3x8A0PDNT7cf0zRkEVJBlOo5doJeTiRyKtik5KaKJYSOyZD1NI1IyJSXz5afWKda6VuDWOqK0JqpvydyEiqVhYHuDAmO1LI3Ff/zeikOLr2cR0mKLKLzjwapsDC2pklYfS4ZRZFpQqjkeleLjogkFHVeJR2Cs3zyKmmf1xy75jSdSt2GOYpwDCdQBQcuoA7X0IAWUMjgEZ7hxXgwnoxX423eWjAWM2X4A+P9B7o0lvk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i4h6FTW+d4tymP2GVR9gjfwcklc=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKdGSJqJDKUiUsMFZiYSwSfUhNiBzXaa3aTmTfIEWh/AoLAwix8iFs/A1umwFajnSl43Pule89UcqZBtf9ttbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4q5NMEdohCU9UP8KaciZpBxhw2k8VxSLitBdNrmd+74EqzRJ5B3lKA4FHksWMYDBSaNd8kTV0yB59GFPA9+Z5Htp1t+nO4awSryR1VKId2l/+MCGZoBIIx1oPPDeFoMAKGOF0WvUzTVNMJnhEB4ZKLKgOivnyU+fMKEMnTpQpCc5c/T1RYKF1LiLTKTCM9bI3E//zBhnEV0HBZJoBlWTxUZxxBxJnloQzZIoS4LkhmChmdnXIGCtMwORVNSF4yyevku5F03Ob3q1Xb7llHBV0gk5RA3noErXQDWqjDiIoR8/oFb1ZT9aL9W59LFrXrHKmhv7A+vwBmm2UqA==</latexit>

ai+1 = µ0(si+1|✓µ0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="WAXFKOlBzRxAW6l95AVyc2sQKaw=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqqXNYhAjQti10UYI2FgmYB6QxDA7mU2GzD6YuSuENR9g46/YWCgiWPkBdv6Fn+BsNoUmHhg4c865zNzjRoIrtO0vY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brKowlZTUailA2XaKY4AGrIUfBmpFkxHcFa7jDy9Rv3DKpeBhc4yhiHZ/0A+5xSlBLXbNAugk/ccYXbT8+KqrsctfGAUNyk6Ti+Fin7JI9gTVPnCkplM3q9zsAVLrmZ7sX0thnAVJBlGo5doSdhEjkVLBxvh0rFhE6JH3W0jQgPlOdZLLM2DrUSs/yQqlPgNZE/T2REF+pke/qpE9woGa9VPzPa8XonXcSHkQxsoBmD3mxsDC00masHpeMohhpQqjk+q8WHRBJKOr+8roEZ3bleVI/LTl2yak6hbINGXKwDwdQBAfOoAxXUIEaULiHR3iGF+PBeDJejbcsumBMZ/bgD4yPH7KcnO0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pp5DjJORzMa7sqJsWcUqTYUWERA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0WsCGXGjW6EghuXFewDOmPJpJk2NMkMyR2hjPMBbvwVNy4UcesHuPNvzLRdaOuBwMk555LcE8ScaXCcb6uwtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3WjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNoEBp51YUSwCTtvB6Cr32/dUaRbJWxjH1Bd4IFnICAYj9coV3EvZqZtdeiI5rurp5cGDIQV8l+ZidmJSTs2ZwF4k7oxU0AyNXvnL60ckEVQC4VjrruvE4KdYASOcZiUv0TTGZIQHtGuoxIJqP50sk9lHRunbYaTMkWBP1N8TKRZaj0VgkgLDUM97ufif100gvPBTJuMEqCTTh8KE2xDZeTN2nylKgI8NwUQx81ebDLHCBEx/JVOCO7/yImmd1Vyn5t64lbozq6OIDtAhqiIXnaM6ukYN1EQEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqbRgjWb2Ud/YH3+AJLVmpw=</latexit>

ai+1 = µ0(si+1|✓µ0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="WAXFKOlBzRxAW6l95AVyc2sQKaw=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqqXNYhAjQti10UYI2FgmYB6QxDA7mU2GzD6YuSuENR9g46/YWCgiWPkBdv6Fn+BsNoUmHhg4c865zNzjRoIrtO0vY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brKowlZTUailA2XaKY4AGrIUfBmpFkxHcFa7jDy9Rv3DKpeBhc4yhiHZ/0A+5xSlBLXbNAugk/ccYXbT8+KqrsctfGAUNyk6Ti+Fin7JI9gTVPnCkplM3q9zsAVLrmZ7sX0thnAVJBlGo5doSdhEjkVLBxvh0rFhE6JH3W0jQgPlOdZLLM2DrUSs/yQqlPgNZE/T2REF+pke/qpE9woGa9VPzPa8XonXcSHkQxsoBmD3mxsDC00masHpeMohhpQqjk+q8WHRBJKOr+8roEZ3bleVI/LTl2yak6hbINGXKwDwdQBAfOoAxXUIEaULiHR3iGF+PBeDJejbcsumBMZ/bgD4yPH7KcnO0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pp5DjJORzMa7sqJsWcUqTYUWERA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0WsCGXGjW6EghuXFewDOmPJpJk2NMkMyR2hjPMBbvwVNy4UcesHuPNvzLRdaOuBwMk555LcE8ScaXCcb6uwtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3WjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNoEBp51YUSwCTtvB6Cr32/dUaRbJWxjH1Bd4IFnICAYj9coV3EvZqZtdeiI5rurp5cGDIQV8l+ZidmJSTs2ZwF4k7oxU0AyNXvnL60ckEVQC4VjrruvE4KdYASOcZiUv0TTGZIQHtGuoxIJqP50sk9lHRunbYaTMkWBP1N8TKRZaj0VgkgLDUM97ufif100gvPBTJuMEqCTTh8KE2xDZeTN2nylKgI8NwUQx81ebDLHCBEx/JVOCO7/yImmd1Vyn5t64lbozq6OIDtAhqiIXnaM6ukYN1EQEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqbRgjWb2Ud/YH3+AJLVmpw=</latexit>

Q0(si+1, µ
0(si+1|✓µ0

)|✓Q0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="J9rnmVNiQ2MMVmQFzN5lnjo3q+w=">AAACHXicbVDJSgNBEK1xN26jHr00BjGihBkR9Bjw4jEDZoEkhp5OJ2nsWeiuEcKYH/Hir3jxoIgHL+Jf+Al2FoImFjS8pYrqen4shUbH+bLm5hcWl5ZXVjNr6xubW/b2TllHiWK8xCIZqapPNZci5CUUKHk1VpwGvuQV//Zy4FfuuNIiCq+xF/NGQDuhaAtG0UhN+8w7zOlmKo7d/gmpB8mE3dexy5HepAOxfzShniFNO+vknWGRWeCOQbZge99PAFBs2h/1VsSSgIfIJNW65joxNlKqUDDJ+5l6onlM2S3t8JqBIQ24bqTD6/rkwCgt0o6UeSGSofp7IqWB1r3AN50Bxa6e9gbif14twfZFIxVhnCAP2WhRO5EEIzKIirSE4gxlzwDKlDB/JaxLFWVoAs2YENzpk2dB+TTvOnnXc7MFB0a1AnuwDzlw4RwKcAVFKAGDB3iCF3i1Hq1n6816H7XOWeOZXfhT1ucPqg+jPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lt+ZemcF7pNOKnfCkZFF5oGgvE0=">AAACHXicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vVY9egkWsKGVXBD0WvHhswT6gu5Zsmrah2QfJrFDW/hEv/hUvHhTx4EX8N2bbpWjrQOB7zDCZz4sEV2BZ30ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreMXf3GiqMJWV1GopQtjyimOABqwMHwVqRZMT3BGt6w+vUb94zqXgY3MIoYq5P+gHvcUpASx3zonZcUp2En9rjM+z48Yw9ODBgQO6SVByfzGhNk45ZtMrWpPAisDNQRFlVO+an0w1p7LMAqCBKtW0rAjchEjgVbFxwYsUiQoekz9oaBsRnyk0m143xkVa6uBdK/QLAE/X3REJ8pUa+pzt9AgM176Xif147ht6Vm/AgioEFdLqoFwsMIU6jwl0uGQUx0oBQyfVfMR0QSSjoQAs6BHv+5EXQOC/bVtmu2cWKlcWRRwfoEJWQjS5RBd2gKqojih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pyRzeyjP2V8/QCKSKDs</latexit>

Q0(si+1, µ
0(si+1|✓µ0

)|✓Q0
)

<latexit sha1_base64="J9rnmVNiQ2MMVmQFzN5lnjo3q+w=">AAACHXicbVDJSgNBEK1xN26jHr00BjGihBkR9Bjw4jEDZoEkhp5OJ2nsWeiuEcKYH/Hir3jxoIgHL+Jf+Al2FoImFjS8pYrqen4shUbH+bLm5hcWl5ZXVjNr6xubW/b2TllHiWK8xCIZqapPNZci5CUUKHk1VpwGvuQV//Zy4FfuuNIiCq+xF/NGQDuhaAtG0UhN+8w7zOlmKo7d/gmpB8mE3dexy5HepAOxfzShniFNO+vknWGRWeCOQbZge99PAFBs2h/1VsSSgIfIJNW65joxNlKqUDDJ+5l6onlM2S3t8JqBIQ24bqTD6/rkwCgt0o6UeSGSofp7IqWB1r3AN50Bxa6e9gbif14twfZFIxVhnCAP2WhRO5EEIzKIirSE4gxlzwDKlDB/JaxLFWVoAs2YENzpk2dB+TTvOnnXc7MFB0a1AnuwDzlw4RwKcAVFKAGDB3iCF3i1Hq1n6816H7XOWeOZXfhT1ucPqg+jPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lt+ZemcF7pNOKnfCkZFF5oGgvE0=">AAACHXicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vVY9egkWsKGVXBD0WvHhswT6gu5Zsmrah2QfJrFDW/hEv/hUvHhTx4EX8N2bbpWjrQOB7zDCZz4sEV2BZ30ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreMXf3GiqMJWV1GopQtjyimOABqwMHwVqRZMT3BGt6w+vUb94zqXgY3MIoYq5P+gHvcUpASx3zonZcUp2En9rjM+z48Yw9ODBgQO6SVByfzGhNk45ZtMrWpPAisDNQRFlVO+an0w1p7LMAqCBKtW0rAjchEjgVbFxwYsUiQoekz9oaBsRnyk0m143xkVa6uBdK/QLAE/X3REJ8pUa+pzt9AgM176Xif147ht6Vm/AgioEFdLqoFwsMIU6jwl0uGQUx0oBQyfVfMR0QSSjoQAs6BHv+5EXQOC/bVtmu2cWKlcWRRwfoEJWQjS5RBd2gKqojih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pyRzeyjP2V8/QCKSKDs</latexit>

Q(si, ai|✓Q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxD7C7Fcyf9dwlbpdw2DLJdKpWI=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbuNy8NAYhgoQZL3oMePGYAbNAEoeeTidp0rPQXSPEGPwVLx4U8erVb/DmX/gJdpaDJj4oeLxXRVW9IJFCo+N8WZml5ZXVtex6bmNza3vH3t2r6jhVjFdYLGNVD6jmUkS8ggIlryeK0zCQvBb0L8d+7ZYrLeLoGgcJb4W0G4mOYBSN5NsHXkH74pRQX9w3sceR3ngnvp13is4EZJG4M5Iv2d73BwCUffuz2Y5ZGvIImaRaN1wnwdaQKhRM8lGumWqeUNanXd4wNKIh163h5PoROTZKm3RiZSpCMlF/TwxpqPUgDExnSLGn572x+J/XSLFz0RqKKEmRR2y6qJNKgjEZR0HaQnGGcmAIZUqYWwnrUUUZmsByJgR3/uVFUj0ruk7R9dx8yYEpsnAIR1AAF86hBFdQhgowuINHeIYX68F6sl6tt2lrxprN7MMfWO8/Q4eWng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1fVB+d7Pw8OoFT60tV010UcVDRM=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxCBSmJG10W3LhswT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwcyPUWPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee4JEcA2O820VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXv/oKXjVFHWpLGIVScgmgkuWRM4CNZJFCNRIFg7GF1P/fY9U5rH8hbGCfMiMpA85JSAkXz7qFHRPj/HxOePPRgyIHeNM98uO1VnBrxM3JyUUY66b3/1+jFNIyaBCqJ113US8DKigFPBJqVeqllC6IgMWNdQSSKmvWx2/QSfGqWPw1iZkoBn6u+JjERaj6PAdEYEhnrRm4r/ed0Uwisv4zJJgUk6XxSmAkOMp1HgPleMghgbQqji5lZMh0QRCiawkgnBXXx5mbQuqq5TdRtuuebkcRTRMTpBFeSiS1RDN6iOmoiiB/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx7y1YOUzh+gPrM8fI8CUTQ==</latexit>

Q(si, ai|✓Q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxD7C7Fcyf9dwlbpdw2DLJdKpWI=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbuNy8NAYhgoQZL3oMePGYAbNAEoeeTidp0rPQXSPEGPwVLx4U8erVb/DmX/gJdpaDJj4oeLxXRVW9IJFCo+N8WZml5ZXVtex6bmNza3vH3t2r6jhVjFdYLGNVD6jmUkS8ggIlryeK0zCQvBb0L8d+7ZYrLeLoGgcJb4W0G4mOYBSN5NsHXkH74pRQX9w3sceR3ngnvp13is4EZJG4M5Iv2d73BwCUffuz2Y5ZGvIImaRaN1wnwdaQKhRM8lGumWqeUNanXd4wNKIh163h5PoROTZKm3RiZSpCMlF/TwxpqPUgDExnSLGn572x+J/XSLFz0RqKKEmRR2y6qJNKgjEZR0HaQnGGcmAIZUqYWwnrUUUZmsByJgR3/uVFUj0ruk7R9dx8yYEpsnAIR1AAF86hBFdQhgowuINHeIYX68F6sl6tt2lrxprN7MMfWO8/Q4eWng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1fVB+d7Pw8OoFT60tV010UcVDRM=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxCBSmJG10W3LhswT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwcyPUWPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee4JEcA2O820VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXv/oKXjVFHWpLGIVScgmgkuWRM4CNZJFCNRIFg7GF1P/fY9U5rH8hbGCfMiMpA85JSAkXz7qFHRPj/HxOePPRgyIHeNM98uO1VnBrxM3JyUUY66b3/1+jFNIyaBCqJ113US8DKigFPBJqVeqllC6IgMWNdQSSKmvWx2/QSfGqWPw1iZkoBn6u+JjERaj6PAdEYEhnrRm4r/ed0Uwisv4zJJgUk6XxSmAkOMp1HgPleMghgbQqji5lZMh0QRCiawkgnBXXx5mbQuqq5TdRtuuebkcRTRMTpBFeSiS1RDN6iOmoiiB/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx7y1YOUzh+gPrM8fI8CUTQ==</latexit>

✓Q0
= ⌧p✓

Q + (1� ⌧p)✓
Q0

<latexit sha1_base64="QWzuH2yvTIng/AxSn6f0vewOqyI=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFL0b3/G1xtJmMKgRMeym0UYI2FgaMBpIYpidTJIhsw9m7gphSes32Aj6IzYWilgJFv6Nk0cREw8MHM45lzv3eJEUGh3nx0rNzS8sLi2vpFfX1jc27a3MtQ5jxXiZhTJUFY9qLkXAyyhQ8kqkOPU9yW+87vnAv7njSoswuMJexOs+bQeiJRhFIzXsQg07HOltUjro75/VkMaNiIy10lHOPR5JhxOxhp118s4QZJa4Y5ItZp7vnwDgsmF/1Zohi30eIJNU66rrRFhPqELBJO+na7HmEWVd2uZVQwPqc11Phrf1yZ5RmqQVKvMCJEN1ciKhvtY93zNJn2JHT3sD8T+vGmPrtJ6IIIqRB2y0qBVLgiEZFEWaQnGGsmcIZUqYvxLWoYoyNHWmTQnu9Mmz5LqQd528W3KzRQdGWIYd2IUcuHACRbiASygDgwd4gTd4tx6tV+vD+hxFU9Z4Zhv+wPr+BXJNoos=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IrlNlyT0niSzLJNib1NngtOzuXc=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2g0GNiGE3jTZCwMYyAfOA7LrMTibJkNkHM3eFsOQ/bPwVGwtFrAQL/8ZJskVMPDBwOOdc7tzjx4IrsKwfI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O6Z+wdNFSWSsgaNRCTbPlFM8JA1gINg7VgyEviCtfzh7cRvPTKpeBTewyhmbkD6Ie9xSkBLnllxYMCAPKT1s/HpjQMk8WKcafWLkn05k87nYp5ZtMrWFHiZ2Bkpogw1z/xyuhFNAhYCFUSpjm3F4KZEAqeCjQtOolhM6JD0WUfTkARMuen0tjE+0UoX9yKpXwh4qs5PpCRQahT4OhkQGKhFbyL+53US6F27KQ/jBFhIZ4t6icAQ4UlRuMsloyBGmhAquf4rpgMiCQVdZ0GXYC+evEyalbJtle26XaxaWR15dISOUQnZ6ApV0R2qoQai6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TmL5oxs5hD9gfH9C52KoHI=</latexit>

✓Q0
= ⌧p✓

Q + (1� ⌧p)✓
Q0

<latexit sha1_base64="QWzuH2yvTIng/AxSn6f0vewOqyI=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFL0b3/G1xtJmMKgRMeym0UYI2FgaMBpIYpidTJIhsw9m7gphSes32Aj6IzYWilgJFv6Nk0cREw8MHM45lzv3eJEUGh3nx0rNzS8sLi2vpFfX1jc27a3MtQ5jxXiZhTJUFY9qLkXAyyhQ8kqkOPU9yW+87vnAv7njSoswuMJexOs+bQeiJRhFIzXsQg07HOltUjro75/VkMaNiIy10lHOPR5JhxOxhp118s4QZJa4Y5ItZp7vnwDgsmF/1Zohi30eIJNU66rrRFhPqELBJO+na7HmEWVd2uZVQwPqc11Phrf1yZ5RmqQVKvMCJEN1ciKhvtY93zNJn2JHT3sD8T+vGmPrtJ6IIIqRB2y0qBVLgiEZFEWaQnGGsmcIZUqYvxLWoYoyNHWmTQnu9Mmz5LqQd528W3KzRQdGWIYd2IUcuHACRbiASygDgwd4gTd4tx6tV+vD+hxFU9Z4Zhv+wPr+BXJNoos=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IrlNlyT0niSzLJNib1NngtOzuXc=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2g0GNiGE3jTZCwMYyAfOA7LrMTibJkNkHM3eFsOQ/bPwVGwtFrAQL/8ZJskVMPDBwOOdc7tzjx4IrsKwfI7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O6Z+wdNFSWSsgaNRCTbPlFM8JA1gINg7VgyEviCtfzh7cRvPTKpeBTewyhmbkD6Ie9xSkBLnllxYMCAPKT1s/HpjQMk8WKcafWLkn05k87nYp5ZtMrWFHiZ2Bkpogw1z/xyuhFNAhYCFUSpjm3F4KZEAqeCjQtOolhM6JD0WUfTkARMuen0tjE+0UoX9yKpXwh4qs5PpCRQahT4OhkQGKhFbyL+53US6F27KQ/jBFhIZ4t6icAQ4UlRuMsloyBGmhAquf4rpgMiCQVdZ0GXYC+evEyalbJtle26XaxaWR15dISOUQnZ6ApV0R2qoQai6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TmL5oxs5hD9gfH9C52KoHI=</latexit>

✓µ0
= ⌧p✓

µ + (1� ⌧p)✓
µ0

<latexit sha1_base64="D/tDQ2QtsAr+7Znsniz8LzbJ60c=">AAACIXicbZDJSgNBEIZrXGPcRj16aQxuiGHGi16EgBePEUwMZMahp9MxjT0L3TVCGHL1MUTxVbx4UCQ38WXsLAc1FjT8fP9fVFeFqRQaHefTmpqemZ2bLywUF5eWV1bttfW6TjLFeI0lMlGNkGouRcxrKFDyRqo4jULJr8Lbs4F/dceVFkl8id2U+xG9iUVbMIoGBfaJhx2O9Dr3omy3t3PqIc2ClIypgQd77uEI7v+KBnbJKTvDIpPCHYtSZf3p/hEAqoHd91oJyyIeI5NU66brpOjnVKFgkveKXqZ5StktveFNI2Mace3nww17ZNuQFmknyrwYyZD+7MhppHU3Ck0yotjRf70B/M9rZtg+8XMRpxnymI0GtTNJMCGDc5GWUJyh7BpBmRLmr4R1qKIMzVGL5gju35UnRf2o7Dpl98ItVRwYVQE2YQv2wIVjqMA5VKEGDB7gBd7g3Xq2Xq0Pqz+KTlnjng34VdbXNwp1pY4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p0/Wl7s/JlvMZ2IlW4qvoQAltQg=">AAACIXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxqRSyJG7sRCm5cVrAXaGKYTCft0MmFmROhhL6KG1/FjQtFuhNfxmmbhW39YeDnO+dw5vx+IrgCy/o2VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvX3z4LCp4lRS1qCxiGXbJ4oJHrEGcBCsnUhGQl+wlj+4m9Rbz0wqHkePMEyYG5JexANOCWjkmVUH+gzIU+aE6fno7NYBknoJzqmGl2X7agYv5lo9s2RVrKnwsrFzU0K56p45droxTUMWARVEqY5tJeBmRAKngo2KTqpYQuiA9FhH24iETLnZ9MIRPtWki4NY6hcBntK/ExkJlRqGvu4MCfTVYm0C/6t1UgiqbsajJAUW0dmiIBUYYjyJC3e5ZBTEUBtCJdd/xbRPJKGgQy3qEOzFk5dN87piWxX7wS7VrDyOAjpGJ6iMbHSDauge1VEDUfSC3tAH+jRejXfjyxjPWleMfOYIzcn4+QU1sqN1</latexit>

✓µ0
= ⌧p✓

µ + (1� ⌧p)✓
µ0

<latexit sha1_base64="D/tDQ2QtsAr+7Znsniz8LzbJ60c=">AAACIXicbZDJSgNBEIZrXGPcRj16aQxuiGHGi16EgBePEUwMZMahp9MxjT0L3TVCGHL1MUTxVbx4UCQ38WXsLAc1FjT8fP9fVFeFqRQaHefTmpqemZ2bLywUF5eWV1bttfW6TjLFeI0lMlGNkGouRcxrKFDyRqo4jULJr8Lbs4F/dceVFkl8id2U+xG9iUVbMIoGBfaJhx2O9Dr3omy3t3PqIc2ClIypgQd77uEI7v+KBnbJKTvDIpPCHYtSZf3p/hEAqoHd91oJyyIeI5NU66brpOjnVKFgkveKXqZ5StktveFNI2Mace3nww17ZNuQFmknyrwYyZD+7MhppHU3Ck0yotjRf70B/M9rZtg+8XMRpxnymI0GtTNJMCGDc5GWUJyh7BpBmRLmr4R1qKIMzVGL5gju35UnRf2o7Dpl98ItVRwYVQE2YQv2wIVjqMA5VKEGDB7gBd7g3Xq2Xq0Pqz+KTlnjng34VdbXNwp1pY4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p0/Wl7s/JlvMZ2IlW4qvoQAltQg=">AAACIXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxqRSyJG7sRCm5cVrAXaGKYTCft0MmFmROhhL6KG1/FjQtFuhNfxmmbhW39YeDnO+dw5vx+IrgCy/o2VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvX3z4LCp4lRS1qCxiGXbJ4oJHrEGcBCsnUhGQl+wlj+4m9Rbz0wqHkePMEyYG5JexANOCWjkmVUH+gzIU+aE6fno7NYBknoJzqmGl2X7agYv5lo9s2RVrKnwsrFzU0K56p45droxTUMWARVEqY5tJeBmRAKngo2KTqpYQuiA9FhH24iETLnZ9MIRPtWki4NY6hcBntK/ExkJlRqGvu4MCfTVYm0C/6t1UgiqbsajJAUW0dmiIBUYYjyJC3e5ZBTEUBtCJdd/xbRPJKGgQy3qEOzFk5dN87piWxX7wS7VrDyOAjpGJ6iMbHSDauge1VEDUfSC3tAH+jRejXfjyxjPWleMfOYIzcn4+QU1sqN1</latexit>

TD error
Ri + �Q0(si+1, µ

0(si+1|✓µ0
)|✓Q0)

<latexit sha1_base64="AZDYsYz/q8PD3FK6EPiZjXBS5ko=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LqbHPyg8hsGSdhK8i6TS6SjKMQ=">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</latexit>

Ri + �Q0(si+1, µ
0(si+1|✓µ0

)|✓Q0)
<latexit sha1_base64="AZDYsYz/q8PD3FK6EPiZjXBS5ko=">AAACY3icbZFLSwMxEMdn11etr7V6ERGCRVCUsutFL0LBi0crVoW2ltk0bYPZB0lWKGu/m5/Bmzcv3v0ITlsFtU5I+PP/zeQxCVMljfX9V8edmZ2bXygsFpeWV1bXvPXSjUkyzUWdJyrRdyEaoWQs6lZaJe5SLTAKlbgNH85H/PZRaCOT+NoOUtGKsBfLruRoyUq8M7iCNkg4hCb0ACGigcCgxrZgHwyxfEwDGMIR+U3i2T/siYiFPghaEe6JfGcO4WCKjnY/aHtlv+KPg02L4EuUq17t4xkALtveS7OT8CwSseUKjWkEfmpbOWoruRLDYjMzIkX+gD3RIBljJEwrH/doyPbI6bBuomnGlo3dnxU5RsYMopAyI7R985eNzP9YI7Pd01Yu4zSzIuaTg7qZYjZho4azjtSCWzUggVxLuivjfdTILX1LkZoQ/H3ytLg5rgR+JagF5aoPkyjANuzSNwRwAlW4gEuoA4c3Z95Zczzn3V1yS+7mJNV1vmo24Fe4O5+EDqHn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LqbHPyg8hsGSdhK8i6TS6SjKMQ=">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</latexit>

si
<latexit sha1_base64="gXhdP/fu67lxhtjZHh/C4Zb7bI0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPJl5ivEUtbQaDYBV2bbRcsLGMaC6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZs4KYckj2FgoYuuD+AwWgk+jk0uhiT8MfPz/Ocw5J0ylMOi6X06huLa+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4OmybJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC0dU0b91zbUSi7nCc8iCmAyUiwSha69b0RK9SdWvuTGQVvAVU/eLn9zsA1HuVj24/YVnMFTJJjel4bopBTjUKJvmk3M0MTykb0QHvWFQ05ibIZ6NOyKl1+iRKtH0Kycz93ZHT2JhxHNrKmOLQLGdT87+sk2F0GeRCpRlyxeYfRZkkmJDp3qQvNGcoxxYo08LOStiQasrQXqdsj+Atr7wKzfOa59a8G6/quzBXCY7hBM7Agwvw4Rrq0AAGA3iAJ3h2pPPovDiv89KCs+g5gj9y3n4AKMiQlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lZSK/lbuM4UIVdExgcQDffCUrE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW+zlyzZ3Tt254Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aNskM4y2WyMR0I2q5FJq3UKDk3dRwqiLJO9Hkdu53nrixItGPOE15qOhIi1gwik56sAMxqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcsU18gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzSj+zPKVsQke856imitswX5w6IxdOGZI4Ma40koX6eyKnytqpilynoji2q95c/M/rZRjfhLnQaYZcs+WiOJMEEzL/mwyF4Qzl1BHKjHC3EjamhjJ06VRcCMHqy+ukfVUP/HpwH9QafhFHGc7gHC4hgGtowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmSe/Fe/c+lq0lr5g5hT/wPn8AUpiNvg==</latexit>

si
<latexit sha1_base64="gXhdP/fu67lxhtjZHh/C4Zb7bI0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPJl5ivEUtbQaDYBV2bbRcsLGMaC6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZs4KYckj2FgoYuuD+AwWgk+jk0uhiT8MfPz/Ocw5J0ylMOi6X06huLa+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4OmybJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC0dU0b91zbUSi7nCc8iCmAyUiwSha69b0RK9SdWvuTGQVvAVU/eLn9zsA1HuVj24/YVnMFTJJjel4bopBTjUKJvmk3M0MTykb0QHvWFQ05ibIZ6NOyKl1+iRKtH0Kycz93ZHT2JhxHNrKmOLQLGdT87+sk2F0GeRCpRlyxeYfRZkkmJDp3qQvNGcoxxYo08LOStiQasrQXqdsj+Atr7wKzfOa59a8G6/quzBXCY7hBM7Agwvw4Rrq0AAGA3iAJ3h2pPPovDiv89KCs+g5gj9y3n4AKMiQlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6lZSK/lbuM4UIVdExgcQDffCUrE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW+zlyzZ3Tt254Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aNskM4y2WyMR0I2q5FJq3UKDk3dRwqiLJO9Hkdu53nrixItGPOE15qOhIi1gwik56sAMxqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcsU18gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzSj+zPKVsQke856imitswX5w6IxdOGZI4Ma40koX6eyKnytqpilynoji2q95c/M/rZRjfhLnQaYZcs+WiOJMEEzL/mwyF4Qzl1BHKjHC3EjamhjJ06VRcCMHqy+ukfVUP/HpwH9QafhFHGc7gHC4hgGtowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmSe/Fe/c+lq0lr5g5hT/wPn8AUpiNvg==</latexit>

ai
<latexit sha1_base64="q3s1ITTAy6FoMK4y01EerOIDbZw=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPJl5ivEUtbQaDYBV2bbRcsLGMaC6QLOHsZDYZMju7zMwKYckj2FgoYuuD+AwWgk+jk0uhiT8MfPz/Ocw5J0wF18Z1v5xCcW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNnWSKcoaNBGJaoeomeCSNQw3grVTxTAOBWuFo6tp3rpnSvNE3plxyoIYB5JHnKKx1i32eK9SdWvuTGQVvAVU/eLn9zsA1HuVj24/oVnMpKECte54bmqCHJXhVLBJuZtpliId4YB1LEqMmQ7y2agTcmqdPokSZZ80ZOb+7sgx1noch7YyRjPUy9nU/C/rZCa6DHIu08wwSecfRZkgJiHTvUmfK0aNGFtAqridldAhKqTGXqdsj+Atr7wKzfOa59a8G6/quzBXCY7hBM7Agwvw4Rrq0AAKA3iAJ3h2hPPovDiv89KCs+g5gj9y3n4ADVyQhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbCoMzGgezJP5VFSRu0COAyulpg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW+zlyzZ3Tt254Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aNskM4y2WyMR0I2q5FJq3UKDk3dRwqiLJO9Hkdu53nrixItGPOE15qOhIi1gwik56oAMxqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcsU18gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzSj+zPKVsQke856imitswX5w6IxdOGZI4Ma40koX6eyKnytqpilynoji2q95c/M/rZRjfhLnQaYZcs+WiOJMEEzL/mwyF4Qzl1BHKjHC3EjamhjJ06VRcCMHqy+ukfVUP/HpwH9QafhFHGc7gHC4hgGtowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmSe/Fe/c+lq0lr5g5hT/wPn8ANyyNrA==</latexit>

ai
<latexit sha1_base64="q3s1ITTAy6FoMK4y01EerOIDbZw=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPJl5ivEUtbQaDYBV2bbRcsLGMaC6QLOHsZDYZMju7zMwKYckj2FgoYuuD+AwWgk+jk0uhiT8MfPz/Ocw5J0wF18Z1v5xCcW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNnWSKcoaNBGJaoeomeCSNQw3grVTxTAOBWuFo6tp3rpnSvNE3plxyoIYB5JHnKKx1i32eK9SdWvuTGQVvAVU/eLn9zsA1HuVj24/oVnMpKECte54bmqCHJXhVLBJuZtpliId4YB1LEqMmQ7y2agTcmqdPokSZZ80ZOb+7sgx1noch7YyRjPUy9nU/C/rZCa6DHIu08wwSecfRZkgJiHTvUmfK0aNGFtAqridldAhKqTGXqdsj+Atr7wKzfOa59a8G6/quzBXCY7hBM7Agwvw4Rrq0AAKA3iAJ3h2hPPovDiv89KCs+g5gj9y3n4ADVyQhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbCoMzGgezJP5VFSRu0COAyulpg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzYWEY0H5AcYW+zlyzZ3Tt254Rw5CfYWChi6y+y89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aNskM4y2WyMR0I2q5FJq3UKDk3dRwqiLJO9Hkdu53nrixItGPOE15qOhIi1gwik56oAMxqNb8ur8AWSdBQWpQoDmofvWHCcsU18gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzSj+zPKVsQke856imitswX5w6IxdOGZI4Ma40koX6eyKnytqpilynoji2q95c/M/rZRjfhLnQaYZcs+WiOJMEEzL/mwyF4Qzl1BHKjHC3EjamhjJ06VRcCMHqy+ukfVUP/HpwH9QafhFHGc7gHC4hgGtowB00oQUMRvAMr/DmSe/Fe/c+lq0lr5g5hT/wPn8ANyyNrA==</latexit>

Back Propagation

SAGIN Environment

raQ(si, ai)r✓µµ(si|✓µ)
<latexit sha1_base64="L3AUJ9Up9+qKuWwr5ibtmqtX9zM=">AAACJHicbVDLihNBFL2dcZyYGbVnXLopDAMJSOh2ozCbwGxcJmAekI7N7UolKVJd3VTdHgg9+ZjZzHe4c+PCBy7c+A1+gpUHqIkHqjiccy5V9yS5kpaC4IdXOXpw/PCk+qh2evb4yVP//KJvs8Jw0eOZyswwQSuU1KJHkpQY5kZgmigxSBbXa39wI4yVmX5Hy1yMU5xpOZUcyUmxfxVpTBTGyLoNG8uXGMsm22llRHNB+D5KixVz1zpw+0drxn49aAUbsEMS7ki97Xd/fQCATux/jSYZL1KhiSu0dhQGOY1LNCS5EqtaVFiRI1/gTIwc1ZgKOy43S67YpVMmbJoZdzSxjfr3RImptcs0cckUaW73vbX4P29U0PTNuJQ6L0hovn1oWihGGVs3xibSCE5q6QhyI91fGZ+jQU6u15orIdxf+ZD0X7XCoBV2w3o7gC2q8BxeQANCeA1teAsd6AGHO/gIn+GLd+998r5537fRirebeQb/wPv5G45ypvQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BhlRJ0AI739bh2c3sSMVXZVT/uE=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM34tr5GXboJFkFByowbBTcFNy4t2Fro1OFOmrbBTGZI7ghl7Me48VfcuPCBCzd+i2kdUFsPJBzOOZfkniiVwqDnfTgzs3PzC4tLy6WV1bX1DXdzq2GSTDNeZ4lMdDMCw6VQvI4CJW+mmkMcSX4V3ZyN/Ktbro1I1CUOUt6OoadEVzBAK4XuaaAgkhACre2bUBxCKA5ooeUB9jnCdRBnQ2qvUeDuRzsI3bJX8cag08QvSJkUuAjd16CTsCzmCpkEY1q+l2I7B42CST4sBZnhKbAb6PGWpQpibtr5eMkh3bNKh3YTbY9COlZ/T+QQGzOII5uMAftm0huJ/3mtDLsn7VyoNEOu2PdD3UxSTOioMdoRmjOUA0uAaWH/SlkfNDC0vZZsCf7kytOkcVTxvYpf88tVr6hjieyQXbJPfHJMquScXJA6YeSePJJn8uI8OE/Om/P+HZ1xiplt8gfO5xduq6Sj</latexit>

raQ(si, ai)r✓µµ(si|✓µ)
<latexit sha1_base64="L3AUJ9Up9+qKuWwr5ibtmqtX9zM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BhlRJ0AI739bh2c3sSMVXZVT/uE=">AAACJHicbVDLSgMxFM34tr5GXboJFkFByowbBTcFNy4t2Fro1OFOmrbBTGZI7ghl7Me48VfcuPCBCzd+i2kdUFsPJBzOOZfkniiVwqDnfTgzs3PzC4tLy6WV1bX1DXdzq2GSTDNeZ4lMdDMCw6VQvI4CJW+mmkMcSX4V3ZyN/Ktbro1I1CUOUt6OoadEVzBAK4XuaaAgkhACre2bUBxCKA5ooeUB9jnCdRBnQ2qvUeDuRzsI3bJX8cag08QvSJkUuAjd16CTsCzmCpkEY1q+l2I7B42CST4sBZnhKbAb6PGWpQpibtr5eMkh3bNKh3YTbY9COlZ/T+QQGzOII5uMAftm0huJ/3mtDLsn7VyoNEOu2PdD3UxSTOioMdoRmjOUA0uAaWH/SlkfNDC0vZZsCf7kytOkcVTxvYpf88tVr6hjieyQXbJPfHJMquScXJA6YeSePJJn8uI8OE/Om/P+HZ1xiplt8gfO5xduq6Sj</latexit>

ai = µ(si|✓µ)
<latexit sha1_base64="teHQGjCukCUoYWrKGuBwGvUvyww=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqoWFzWIQYhN2bbQRAjaWCZgHZNdldjKbDJl9MHNXCGsaf8XGQhFbK7/Bzr/wE5w8Ck08cOHMOfcy954gFVyhbX8ZS8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zq65t99USSYpa9BEJLIdEMUEj1kDOQrWTiUjUSBYKxhcjf3WHZOKJ/ENDlPmRaQX85BTglryzUPi80s3ysrK5/cu9hmSW/089c2SXbEnsBaJMyOlqln//gCAmm9+ut2EZhGLkQqiVMexU/RyIpFTwUZFN1MsJXRAeqyjaUwiprx8csDIOtFK1woTqStGa6L+nshJpNQwCnRnRLCv5r2x+J/XyTC88HIepxmymE4/CjNhYWKN07C6XDKKYqgJoZLrXS3aJ5JQ1JkVdQjO/MmLpHlWceyKU3dKVRumKMARHEMZHDiHKlxDDRpAYQSP8AwvxoPxZLwab9PWJWM2cwB/YLz/AIp9mIc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohzEOkQ2aVCv8Yay1tv4L+5sFww=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBJaJCKkuVsMCCVImFsUj0ITUhclyntWo7kX2DVIUu/AoLAwix8hls/A1umwFajnSl43Pule89UcqZBtf9tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6evX/Q1kmmCG2RhCeqG2FNOZO0BQw47aaKYhFx2olG11O/80CVZom8g3FKA4EHksWMYDBSaB/hkF35IqvpkD36MKSA783zLLSrbt2dwVkmXkGqqEAztL/8fkIyQSUQjrXueW4KQY4VMMLppOJnmqaYjPCA9gyVWFAd5LMDJs6pUfpOnChTEpyZ+nsix0LrsYhMp8Aw1IveVPzP62UQXwY5k2kGVJL5R3HGHUicaRpOnylKgI8NwUQxs6tDhlhhAiazignBWzx5mbTP655b9269asMt4iijY3SCashDF6iBblATtRBBE/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx7y1ZBUzh+gPrM8faraWNg==</latexit>

ai = µ(si|✓µ)
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Figure 4.2: DDPG-based heterogeneous traffic offloading approach

In this section, we adopt a DRL-based method to solve problem (4.24). Therefore,

we define our Markov Decision Process and we design our algorithm based on an
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constrained DDPG approach.

4.3.1 Motivations to adopt DRL

Compared with the conventional analysis and the optimization-based approaches,

which usually assume a static or perfectly characterized network model, the reinforce-

ment learning (RL)-based-approach we proposed can refine the offloading strategy by

dynamically observing the information from the system environment. We opted for

reinforcement learning because the complete model of the environment’s evolution is

unknown in wireless networks. For instance, in the scope of this chapter, the sequen-

tial load of eMBB traffic and the URLLC traffic at each time slot, the instantaneous

channel path-loss, and the resource distribution are unknown to the agent in advance.

Specifically, we use DRL because it can efficiently handle the high-dimensions

status in the network system we proposed and it circumvents the high-computation

and storage costs of the tabular-based RL. For tabular-based RL, we need to store and

traverse the whole table to update the Q-value. The space complexity of the tabular-

based RL algorithm is O(S ·A ·H), and the time complexity of the proposed schemes

is O(K · H) [117], where S is the number of status of the observation space S, A

represents the number of the status of the action space A, K is the number of training

episodes, and H is the number of steps in each episode. For continue action space, the

number of the status is infinite. Therefore, the tabular-based RL algorithm can not

converge. On the other hand, for the DRL algorithm, we store only the parameters of

the neural networks. The space complexity is O(∑F
f=1 nf ) and the time complexity

is O(∑F
f=1 nf · nf−1) [136], where nf is the number of neural units in fully-connected

layer f , and F is the total layer of the network. With the instantaneous observations

as input, the well trained deep neural network (DNN) model predicts the optimized

UAV steps and the efficient resource allocation. The actions of the system considered

in this chapter are extracted from the continuous action space, which can not be
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determined by the conventional DRL. Therefore, we apply DDPG algorithm, which

is an advanced DRL algorithm that embeds the actor-critic method and combines the

value based-RL with the policy based-RL [123]. The DDPG algorithm is extended

from the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) algorithm [137] and takes advantage

of experience replay and slow-learning target networks from deep Q-network (DQN)

[138].

4.3.2 Markov Decision Process Formulation

The first step is to reformulate the proposed optimization problem as a Markov de-

cision process (MDP). Specifically, in each time slot, the DRL agent operated on

the central server collects the information from the SAGIN environment and makes

a decision based on the observations. We define the MDP with 4 elements tuple

< S,A,T ,R >, where S is the observation space, A represents the action space, T

is the transition matrix and R is the possible reward set that can be obtained from

the SAGIN environment. The definition of each element in the tuple is described as

follows:

• Observation space: S ≜ {ℓn[t], Lu
v [t], L

e
v[t]}. The observation space includes

continuous variables, such as the location of the UAVs {ℓn[t]}, the load set of

eMBB traffic {Lu
v [t]}, and the load set of URLLC traffic {Le

v[t]}.

• Action space: A ≜ {αv[t],βv[t], bv[t],Mn[t]} where Mn[t] denotes the moving

action of the n-th UAV. Mn[t] consists of the navigation speed vn[t], vn[t] ∈

[0, vmax] and the rotation angle Θn[t],Θn[t] ∈ [0, 2π], vn[t] and Θn[t] are contin-

uous variables. The moving action Mn[t] is defined such that the constraint C5

in problem (4.24) is satisfied.

• Transition matrix : T ≜ S×A×S. The value of the transition matrix is binary
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and is determined by the constraints (C2-C5) in problem (4.24) such that:

T (s[t], a[t], s[t+ 1]) =

1, if (C2-C5) are satisfied,

0, otherwise.
(4.27)

In this regard, the transition matrix is sparse and most of the action exploration

are wasted. To accelerate the training process, we develop a wrapper adhered

to the SAGIN environment. The actions are compressed beforehand with linear

normalization and soft-max normalization as follows:

αk
v [t]←

αk
v [t]∑

k∈(ter,UAV,sat) α
k
v [t]

, (4.28)

βk
v [t]←

βk
v [t]∑

k∈(ter,UAV) β
k
v [t]

, (4.29)

Kv[t]←
eKv [t]∑
v∈V eKv [t]

, Kv[t] ∈ {BUAV
n [t], Bsat[t]}. (4.30)

• Reward Set R: We design the reward function to jointly minimize the traffic

dropping and the network latency while guaranteeing the availability of URLLC

traffic. We note that minimizing the dropped traffic is equivalent to maximizing

the offloaded traffic for a certain amount of traffic at each time slot. Therefore,

to avoid a persistent negative reward, we involve the offloaded traffic f load
v [t]

rather than the dropped traffic fdrop
v [t] in the definition of the reward function.

Hence, the value of the reward function in time slot t is defined as:

R[t] = ω1

∑
v

f load
v [t]− ω2

∑
v

fdelay
v [t]− ω3a

u
av[t]. (4.31)

The non-linear constraint C1 of problem (4.24) is considered in the reward func-

tion R[t] by adding a sufficient penalty through au
av[t], which is the indicator of

the reliable offloading of URLLC traffic. If constraint C1 in problem (4.24) is
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satisfied, au
av[t] is equal to zero. Otherwise, au

av[t] is equal to 1. By considering

ω3 ≫ ω1 and ω3 ≫ ω2, the DRL agent is assigned a big penalty if the relia-

bility is not guaranteed. We note that the offloading function fload[t] and the

latency function fdelay[t] are normalized for a joint optimization, stable training

and faster convergence. We make the trade-off between the offloading and the

latency, by tuning the parameters w1 and w2. In general, the total offloaded

traffic increases at the expense of latency and vice versa. If we care more about

the total offloaded traffic, then w1 is set to be slightly larger than w2. However,

if the network is more sensitive to latency, then w2 is larger than w1.

4.3.3 Constrained DDPG Algorithm Design

To design the sequential strategy, we optimize the long-term accumulative reward by

evaluating the state-action value function, which is given by:

Qπ[t](s,a) = E

(
T−t∑
Tt=1

γTnR[t+ Tn]

∣∣∣∣s,a, π
)
, (4.32)

where 0 < γ < 1 is the discount factor.

The DDPG algorithm is implemented with an actor-critic approach. The actor

policy network µ(s|θµ) specifies the action a given the state s currently occupied by

the agent, where θµ shows the weights of the actor network. The critic value network

Q(s,a|θQ) specifies the temporal difference (TD) error to criticize the actions made

by the actor, where θQ represents the weights of the critic network. The network

architecture is depicted in Figure 4.2 and a detailed description of the training process

is presented in Algorithm 1. To get a stable training, we used DNN rather than

the table-based value estimation method because the observation space is highly-

dimensional and the action space is continuous. We conducted also the experience

replay technique because it provides buffer for mini-batch sampling. Moreover, we
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Algorithm 2: Constrained DDPG RL Algorithm
Input : {Le

v[t], L
u
v [t]}, ϵ

Output: θQ, θµ

1 repeat
2 Initialize the state s, the critic value network Q(s,a|θQ), the actor policy

network µ(s,a|θµ), and the replay buffer
3 Initialize the target network Q(s,a|θQ′

) and µ(s,a|θµ′
): θQ

′ ← θQ,
θµ

′ ← θµ

4 for t<T do
5 Select action a[t] = µ(s[t]|θµ) from A
6 Compress the action elements by Equation (4.28), (4.29), (4.30) to

satisfy the constraints C2-C4.
7 if the load of traffic exceeds the capacity then
8 drop preferentially the eMBB traffic
9 end

10 if Γv,n[t] < Γth then
11 set RUAV

v,n = 0

12 end
13 Obtain the reward R[t] and observation s[t+ 1]
14 Store the transition (s[t],a[t], r[t], s[t+ 1]) in the replay buffer.
15 Sample randomly I transitions (si,ai, ri, si+1) from the replay buffer

constituting a mini-batch
16 Update the critic value network by minimizing the loss:

L = 1
I

∑I
i=1 (yi −Q(si,ai|θQ))2 θQ = θQ − αQ∇θQL

17 Update the actor policy network by maximizing the expected
accumulative reward: J(θµ) = E[Q(si,ai)|θµ] θµ = θµ + αµ∇θµJ(θ

µ)
18 Update the target networks: θQ

′
= τpθ

Q + (1− τp)θ
Q′

θµ
′
= τpθ

µ + (1− τp)θ
µ′

19 end
20 until convergence;

imported the target models by using different networks for both critic and actor

training processes to avoid the harmful correlations.

During the training process, the critic value network Q(s,a|θQ), the actor policy

network µ(s|θµ), the environment status S and the replay buffer are first randomly

initialized (Line 2). Then, the target networks Q′(s,a|θQ′
) and µ′(s|θµ′

) are initialized

by reproducing the weights of the networks Q(s,a|θQ) and µ(s|θµ) such that (Line
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3):

θQ
′ ← θQ, (4.33)

θµ
′ ← θµ. (4.34)

The action is selected from a continuous action space by:

a[t] = µ′(s[t]|θµ′
) +G[t], (4.35)

where G[t] is a random Gaussian noise added to balance the exploitation of the

optimized action and the exploration of the environment (Line 5).

To equivalently reformulate problem 4.24 as MDP and solve the problem, we propose

a constrained DDPG RL algorithm. We develop the action wrapper to re-scale the

elements of actions by Equation (4.28), (4.29), (4.30). The traffic is offloaded to

different types of networks and the bandwidth resource is assigned to different macro

base stations, while the sum of the proportions equals to one. In this manner, the

constraints (C2-C4) of problem 4.24 can be satisfied (Line 6). If the offloaded traffic

exceeds the capacity of the network, we preferentially drop the eMBB traffic due to

the stringent reliability requirement of URLLC traffic (Lines 6-8). Another borderline

case occurs when the SNR of the link between the UAV and the micro BS is lower

than the SNR threshold. The link should not be set up and the traffic should not be

offloaded through that given link, such as RUAV
v,n = 0. In order to satisfy the QoS, the

traffic should be served by other links or network segments (Lines 9-11).

By executing the action a[t], the agent observes the new state s[t + 1] from the

SAGIN environment and obtains the reward R[t] (Line 12). The interaction infor-

mation is stored as a tuple (s[t],a[t], R[t], s[t + 1]) in the replay buffer for further

sampling (Line 13). We train the model by using batch normalization. The samples

of each mini-batch are randomly selected in the replay buffer (Line 14). The adaptive
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moment estimation (Adam) algorithm [139] is the deployed optimizer for both critic

network and actor network.

In each mini-batch, the critic value network is updated by minimizing the loss

(Line 15):

L =
1

I

I∑
i=1

(yi −Q(si,ai|θQ))2, (4.36)

where

yi = Ri + γQ′(si+1, µ
′(si+1|θµ

′
)|θQ′

), (4.37)

is the target value network, and I is the batch size. Index i ∈ I describes the sample

selected from the replay buffer. The weight of the value network is given by:

θQ = θQ − αQ∇θQL

= θQ − αQ

I

I∑
i=1

2(yi −Q(si,ai|θQ))∇θQQ(si,ai|θQ),
(4.38)

where αQ is the actor learning rate.

The actor policy network is updated by maximizing the expected accumulative

reward (Line 16):

J(θµ) = E[Q(si,ai)|θµ]. (4.39)

Consequently, the weight of the policy network is updated as:

θµ = θµ + αµ∇θµJ(θ
µ)

= θµ +
αµ

I

I∑
i=1

∇aQ(si,ai)∇θµµ(si|θµ).
(4.40)

Equation (4.40) is proved by [137]. The target value network and the target policy
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network are fixed for several steps and then are updated as (Line 17):

θQ
′
= τpθ

Q + (1− τp)θ
Q′
, (4.41)

θµ
′
= τpθ

µ + (1− τp)θ
µ′
, (4.42)

where τp ≪ 1 is the update coefficient, which describes how much the target networks

are updated by the current networks.

The training process is operated until convergence, which is validated in Section

4.4. Once well trained, the model can be installed in the UAVs embedded with

computational system. Given the observation from the environment, the time to

process the inputs and generate the output actions is negligible. Consequently, the

execution of the model can be regarded as a real-time implementation.

4.4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in terms of

latency and availability. For our simulations, we consider two macro base stations

separated by a distance d = 40km. We deploy 11 micro base stations according to a

Point Poisson Process with a density λp = 0.004. Initially, the UAVs are randomly

positioned. We run our simulations with Python 3.7 and Torch 1.3 on a supercom-

puter server with Linux 3.10 operating system, NVIDIA TITAN, 1 GPU and 6 CPUs

for each task. A generic RL environment for SAGIN is developed based on open AI

gym framework [140]. For each neural network, we adopted a multi-layer perception

structure with two layers and 64 neurons in each layer. The commonly used Ornstein

Uhlenbeck noise is used as action noise, where the mean is set as zero and the variance

equals to 0.5. We trained the proposed DRL-based method for 1M episodes, each of

which has ten epochs (i.e. time slots). After training, we test the algorithm for a

period of T = 10 epochs. We set the reward function weights as ω1 = 1, ω2 = 1 and
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Table 4.1: System Parameters

Parameter Numerical Value

Macro BS Bandwidth (Bw) 100 (MHz)

Resource Block Bandwidth (BRB) 0.18 (MHz)

Noise power density (N0) -174 (dbm/Hz)

Micro BS transmission power (Wv) 20 (W)

URLLC Tolerable Outage Probability (ϵ) 10−6

eMBB packet size ( 1
µe

) [142] 100 (b)

S-curve parameters (b1, b2) 9.6, 0.16

Pass-loss for N-LoS transmission (ξNLoS) 20 (dB)

Pass-loss for LoS transmission (ξLoS) 1 (dB)

Maximum speed of the UAVs (vmax) 1 (km/min)

Satellite bandwidth (bsat) [141] 60 (MHz)

ω3 = −10. The critic learning rate and the actor learning rate are set as 10−3 and

10−4, respectively. The discount factor is set as 0.95. The simulations parameters are

detailed in Table 4.1. We note that the used carrier signal to noise power mentioned

in Table 4.1 is relative to the Telesat LEO satellites constellation [141].

We start first by examining the behaviour of our algorithm over different epochs.

Figure 4.3 shows the accumulated reward over time for different SNR thresholds of the

UAVs links. We remark that the accumulated reward increases monotonically over

time until 200000 epochs. This observation is due to the fact that the more we train

the model, the better the agent learns the environment until it converges after 200000

epochs. We also remark that the reward increases when the SNR threshold of the

UAV links decreases. This observation is due to the fact that when the SNR threshold

is lower, more traffic is accepted into the network over the UAV links. Consequently,

our offloading approach offloads more traffic to the backhaul and hence obtains a

higher reward as anticipated by Equation (4.31).

Then, we evaluate the performance of our offloading approach through three sim-
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Figure 4.3: Accumulated Reward over Training Episodes
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the URLLC Offloaded Traffic over 2 Links

ulations, according to the variation of the time, the SNR threshold of the UAV links

Γth and the number of UAVs. The optimization problem presented in problem 4.24 is

a non-convex and non-linear programming problem, which is hard to solve in general.

Obtaining an optimal solution even for a single time slot will yield prohibitive time

complexity. Furthermore, the time and computational resource consumption are not

affordable by implementing greedy or DQN algorithm since both the state and the

action need to be traversed in continuous spaces. Therefore, we compare our results

to two benchmarks:

1) Random offloading approach: the first benchmark is a random offloading approach

where the offloading proportions and the resource allocation parameters are randomly

determined. The comparison to this first benchmark underlines the key role of DRL

to achieve a better network performance.

2) Integrated satellite terrestrial network (ISTN) offloading approach [129]: the sec-

ond benchmark is an ISTN offloading approach, where all the base stations are in the

ground covered by one satellite. For a fair comparison, the ground base stations in

ISTN have an equivalent capacity equal to the sum of the capacities of the ground base
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Figure 4.6: Cumulative URLLC Latency as function of Time

stations and the data rates of the UAVs in SAGIN. In the ISTN offloading approach,

the authors offload the URLLC traffic to the terrestrial backhaul only and offload

the eMBB traffic to the satellite backhaul and to the terrestrial backhaul [129]. The

comparison to this second benchmark highlights the importance of UAVs mobility to

improve the network’s QoS. Indeed, ISTN has only ground base stations. However,

SAGIN has ground base stations and air base stations, which are the UAVs.

4.4.1 Variation of Time

In the first simulation, we examine the behaviour of our offloading approach through

10 time slots. We fix the number of UAVs at 3 and the SNR threshold for the UAV

links at Γth = 0.1.

First, we compare the used capacities by our offloading approach for both traffic

types respectively in the three links, namely, satellite, UAVs and terrestrial links.

Because eMBB is generated in huge volumes (in the order of 107 bps) compared to

URLLC (in the order of 104 bps), we can see in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 that most
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of the available capacity in the UAVs links and in the terrestrial links is taken by the

eMBB traffic. We highlight also the pivotal role of the satellite to deliver the eMMB

traffic to the backhaul as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Indeed, approximately 68% of

the total eMBB traffic is offloaded to the satellite against 30% to the terrestrial links

and 1% to UAV links. As far as URLLC is concerned, the offloaded traffic is almost

equally offloaded to the terrestrial links and to the UAV links as illustrated in Figure

4.5.

Second, we study the variation of the URLLC delay experienced in the terrestrial

link and in the UAV links. Based on the results depicted in Figure 4.6 , we observe

that our offloading approach reduces substantially the total latency experienced by

the URLLC packets over 10 time slots compared to both benchmarks.

Then, we study the total amount of the offloaded traffic in the three links; namely

satellite, UAV and terrestrial. As illustrated in Figure 4.7, our offloading approach

boosts more importantly the total offloaded traffic to the backhaul compared to both

benchmarks, especially for higher traffic amounts (i.e. at the last time slots). This
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Figure 4.10: Average URLLC Latency as function of UAV SNR Threshold

proves its capability to operate decently in dense networks.

Afterwards, we study the network availability for both traffic types. Therefore,

we evaluate the percentage of the successfully offloaded traffic out of the totally sent

traffic.

In the results presented in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 , we notice that our offloading

approach surpasses both benchmarks in terms of the offered availability to both eMBB

and URLLC traffic. Interestingly, our offloading approach succeeds to achieve an

availability rate of 100% over all the time slots for the URLLC traffic. This result

fulfills perfectly the requirements of this latter slice.

4.4.2 Variation of the SNR threshold of UAV links

In the second simulation, we investigate the influence of the UAV link quality on the

performance of our system. We fix the number of UAVs at 3 and we vary the SNR

threshold for the UAV links Γth between -15 dB and 10 dB. We study first the variation

of the URLLC delay experienced in the terrestrial link and in the UAV links. The
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results depicted in Figure 4.10 show that our offloading approach surpasses distinctly

both benchmarks. We note also that the variation of Γth does not alter significantly

the URLLC latency for all three models. This observation is due to the fact that the

decrease of the offloaded traffic for increasing SNR thresholds Γth is not important

enough to impact the latency.

Then, we study the total amount of the offloaded traffic to the three links (i.e.

satellite, UAV and terrestrial) as depicted in Figure 4.11. As anticipated, we no-

tice that the total offloaded traffic decreases when Γth increases for our offloading

approach. This observation is due to the fact that less traffic is accepted in the

UAVs links when Γth increases. We remark also that our offloading approach has

the highest offloaded traffic even for the lowest Γth values (i.e. the UAV links are

mostly established). This observation emphasizes the validity of our model in dense

networks.

Afterwards, we study the network availability for both traffic types. On the one

hand, the results presented in Figure 4.12 show that our offloading approach amelio-

rates the eMBB availability, especially compared to ISTN (with 20% on average) and
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Figure 4.14: Average URLLC Latency as function of the Number of UAVs

to the random approach also (around 15% on average). It is noteworthy that eMBB

availability is not strongly affected by the SNR threshold in ISTN. On the other

hand, the results presented in Figure 4.13 underline that our offloading approach has

advantage over both benchmarks in terms of URLLC availability, especially for the

lowest Γth where availability is stable at 100%. This observation is due to the fact

that even a mediocre signal quality can establish communication links with UAVs.

These results are also in line with the total offloaded traffic results depicted in Figure

4.7, since higher availability levels are achieved when Γth decreases.

4.4.3 Variation of the number of UAVs

In the third simulation, we inspect how the UAVs number impacts our system perfor-

mance. We vary the number of the present UAVs between 2 and 7 and we consider

the SNR threshold of UAVs links as a parameter rated at 4 dB and 10 dB respectively.

We study first the variation of the URLLC delay experienced in the terrestrial link

and in the UAV links. Based on the results depicted in Figure 4.14, we observe that
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Figure 4.17: Mean URLLC Availability as function of the Number of UAVs

our offloading approach helps decrease significantly the URLLC latency compared to

ISTN. This observation reveals the key role that the UAVs mobility plays to enhance

the experienced latency in the network. We notice also that the URLLC latency in

ISTN is seriously affected by the number of the present UAVs because more traffic is

offloaded to the backhaul links that are all static. Then, we study the total offloaded

traffic in the three links (i.e. satellite, UAV and terrestrial). As illustrated in Figure

4.15, we remark that our offloading approach outperforms ISTN specially when a low

number of UAVs are entailed. We note also that the SNR threshold parameter influ-

ence more clearly the results for ISTN than our offloading approach. This observation

is due to the benefits of the UAV trajectory design adopted in our DRL algorithm,

which places the UAVs in the most loaded areas and maintains a close total offloaded

traffic for different SNR thresholds.

Afterwards, we study the network availability for both traffic types. As depicted

in Figure 4.16, we remark that our offloading approach improves considerably the

eMBB availability compared to ISTN for different SNR threshold of the UAV links.

We also notice that the eMMB availability increases with the number of UAVs because
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more traffic can be offloaded to the backhaul, which is endorsed by the capacities of

the added UAVs. As illustrated in Figure 4.17, our offloading approach outperforms

ISTN in terms of URLLC availability for different SNR threshold of the UAV links.

Particularly, we note that URLLC needs are not met by ISTN for both SNR thresholds

where the availability is less that 80%. However, our DRL algorithm meets the

URLLC requirements once 4 UAVs or more are present in the network, and achieves

a 100% rate exclusively for Γth = 4 dB.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a heterogeneous traffic offloading approach in SAGIN to

meet the various requirements of 5G slices in terms of high data rates, delay and reli-

ability. According to this approach, the eMBB traffic is offloaded to the satellite and

to UAVs to satisfy its need for high throughput. However, the URLLC traffic is only

offloaded to UAVs to satisfy its need for ultra-low latency. Our results stressed the

importance of the integration between satellite, UAVs and terrestrial network to fulfill

a better QoS for different slices and traffic types. Precisely, our offloading approach

succeeded to enhance substantially the availability and the latency experienced re-

spectively by eMBB and URLLC traffic compared to ISTN and spotlighted hence the

power of UAVs mobility. Our results stressed also the importance of DRL as a key

tool to learn more easily the network dynamics than the optimization approaches and

to allocate efficiently the available resources.

Multi-UAV systems in this network dynamic context with heterogeneous traffic

types and requirements is an attractive research topic. Notice that the heteroge-

neous traffic and high dynamic demands resulting significant challenges for adaptive

aerial communication network management, traffic prediction could be a potential

tool that helps in tackling the problem. In the next chapter, we propose an efficient

federated meta-learning approach to conduct the traffic prediction tasks distributed
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in heterogeneous scenarios among the local users.
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Chapter 5

Efficient Wireless Traffic Prediction at the Edge: A Federated

Meta-Learning Approach

In this chapter, we introduce model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) into wireless

traffic prediction under the FL framework to achieve efficient wireless traffic predic-

tion at the edge. Specifically, we aim to train a sensitive initial model that can adapt

fast to heterogeneous scenarios in different regions. A distance-based weighted model

aggregation is further proposed and integrated to capture the dependencies among

different regions for better spatial-temporal prediction. The proposed scheme inher-

its all the benefits from the FL architecture and guarantees the extra personalized

characteristic of each local model.

5.1 Wireless Traffic Data and Problem Formulation

5.1.1 Wireless Traffic Data

The wireless traffic data sets are call detail records (CDRs) from the city of Milan,

Italy and the province of Trentino, Italy, collected every 10 minutes over a two-month

time span [143]. The raw CDRs are geo-referenced, anonymized and aggregated

Internet traffic data based on the location of the regions. Specifically, a CDR record

is logged if a user transfers more than 5 MB of data or spends more than 15 minutes

online. After that, these records are grouped by administrative regions to protect

privacy.

The patterns hidden in wireless traffic are complex and challenging to be mod-
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elled. The characteristics of wireless traffic in heterogeneous scenarios are analysed

in Figure 5.1-5.4, which includes the physical locations of five regions of Milan and

the corresponding temporal and spatial traffic dynamics. We can observe that some

regions have similar temporal patterns visually and high spatial correlation statisti-

cally. For example, region A and region B are physically near each other and have the

same peak traffic hours. Their traffic series also have high spatial correlations (0.94

in terms of Pearson correlation coefficient calculated with traffic vectors of A and B).

But we also observe that some regions have distinct traffic patterns. For example,

region A and region E have different peak traffic hours and small correlations. Be-

sides, as shown in Figure 5.4, different regions have various traffic statistics. In this

context, we need to train a model capable of capturing both the pattern similarity

(spatial and temporal dependencies) and the pattern diversity (personalizing).

5.1.2 Problem Formulation

We consider a decentralized communication network among geographically distributed

regions. For each region, a local client records the wireless traffic and conducts the

local model update. C = {1, ..., k, ..., K} denotes the clients set, where k is the index

and K is the total number of the local clients. The sequential traffic data sets are

divided into N time slots. In the n-th time slot, dn is the random variable represent-

ing the traffic volume, and the closeness dependency xn = {dn−m, dn−m+1, ..., dn−1}

is regarded as the input feature, where m is the number of the nearest data points

taken into consideration. Suppose dn to be the prediction target which can be la-

belled as the output yn, since we consider the one-step-ahead prediction. Thus the

input-output pair {xn, yn} can be obtained by using sliding window scheme.

The samples are locally generated. The number of samples Nk varies from client to

client, and zero sample is possible for an individual client. Furthermore, the training

set of the k-th client Pk is divided into support set Ps
k and query set Pq

k . Personalized
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knowledge is preserved and internally transferred via Ps
k to Pq

k . To aggregate the

local models at the central server and inherit the globe model from the central server

to each local client, the uplinks and the downlinks between the local clients and the

central server are built up.

Generally, the objective of FL-based traffic prediction is to obtain a global model

with parameter θ that can minimize the average loss function of the local data sets,

which is denoted as

min
θ

1

K

K∑
k=1

L(θ;Pk), (5.1)

where L(θ;Pk) is the loss function representing the differences between the predicted

traffic volume ŷn and the ground truth yn. Taking the mean squared error (MSE) as

the metric for example, the loss function is defined as

L(θ;Pk) =
1

Nk

∑
{xn,yn}∈Pk

(ŷn − yn)
2. (5.2)

In contrast to the traditional FL-based traffic prediction targeting to train an

ordinary model that ingests all clients, our objective is to obtain a sensitive global

model that can adapt fast to a heterogeneous distribution of scenarios. In this regard,

we manage to minimize the loss between the true value of each client’s traffic and

the predicted value calculated based on the fine-tuned model, which is obtained by

proceeding one or a few steps of fine-tuning on part of the local data set. The objective

is formally described as

min
θ

1

K

K∑
k=1

L(θ − α
J−1∑
j=0

∇θL(θk,j;Ps
k);Pq

k), (5.3)

where ∇θL(θk,j;Ps
k) denotes the gradient corresponding to the j-th steps of local

update, j ∈ [0, J). θ − α
∑J−1

j=0∇θL(θk,j;Ps
k) is the model obtained after fine-tuning

on support sets Ps
k . The intuition of problem (5.3) is to minimize the average loss

of the fine-tuned models proceeding on the query sets Pq
k , which would be the new

tasks we expect our model to fast adapt to.
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5.2 Federated meta-learning Approach

In this section, we propose a federated meta-learning approach for wireless traffic

prediction. The training system is configured with a decentralized structure, the same

as the conventional FL-based approach [81]. We implement the MAML strategy in

the federated framework and conduct distance-based weighted model aggregation to

simultaneously achieve efficient and personalized traffic prediction. Once the global

model is well trained, the test is conducted individually at the edge after a few steps

of gradient descent fine-tuning. The scheme is illustrated in Algorithm 3. And the

system structure is shown in Figure 5.5

Algorithm 3: Federated Meta-learning Algorithm for Wireless Traffic Pre-
diction
Input: data sets P , step size parameters α and β, fraction of selected client δ
Output: Learned model parameters θ

1 random initialize θ
2 for each round t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , do
3 C = max(δK, 1)
4 Sample a set Ct of C clients
5 for each client c ∈ Ct in parallel do
6 Load global model: θtc,0 = θt

7 Sample a batch of tasks T s
c from Ps

c

8 for each step j = 1, 2, · · · , J do
9 θtc,j = θtc,j−1 − α∇θtL(θtc,j−1; T s

c )

10 end
11 Sample a batch of tasks T q

c from Pq
c

12 Update model with Equation (5.5)
13 end
14 Individual model enhancement based on spatial dependencies

θ̃t+1
c =

∑
r∈Ct ρ̃

t+1
c,r θ

t+1
r,0

15 Global model update: θt+1 = 1
C

∑
c∈Ct θ̃

t+1
c

16 end
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Figure 5.5: Structure of federated meta-learning

5.2.1 MAML-Enhanced Parameter Learning

We randomly initialize the global model parameter θ. A set of C = max(δK, 1) clients

denoted as Ct is randomly selected during each training episode, where δ is the hyper-

parameter qualifying the fraction of the clients chosen at each round. For each client

c ∈ Ct, we load the current global model in parallel and initialize the local model

parameter θtc,0 by reproducing the global model parameter θt. Thereafter, a batch of

traffic prediction tasks T s
c is sampled from the support set Ps

c . J steps of gradient

descent are conducted on sampled T s
c , and the updated model is internally trans-

ferred to preserve the personalized knowledge. Formally, the local model parameters

updated at the j-th step are calculated as follows

θtc,j = θtc,j−1 − α∇θtL(θtc,j−1; T s
c ). (5.4)

Subsequently, a batch of tasks T q
c is sampled from the query set Pq

c . The local model

is improved by rapidly adjusting to the sampled query tasks. The updated local

models are uploaded to the central server for the knowledge integration from the
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heterogeneous scenarios, such as

θt+1
c,0 = θtc,0 − β∇θtL(θtc,J ; T q

c ), (5.5)

where ∇θtL(θtc,J ; T q
c ) is the second-order gradient descent conducted on the query

tasks and is merged into the current local models corresponding to the slightly up-

dated and internally transferred model parameter θtc,J . Taken Equation (5.4) into

consideration, the second-order gradient descent operation is given as

∇θtL(θtc,J ; T q
c ) =∇θtc,J

L(θtc,J ; T q
c ) · ∇θtθ

t
c,J

=∇θtc,J
L(θtc,J ; T q

c ) · ∇θtc,J−1
θtc,J · ∇θtθ

t
c,J−1

=∇θtc,J
L(θtc,J ; T q

c ) ·
J∏

j=1

∇θtc,j−1
θtc,j

=∇θtc,J
L(θtc,J ; T q

c )

·
J∏

j=1

(I − α∇θtc,j−1
∇θtL(θtc,j−1; T q

c )).

(5.6)

5.2.2 Distance-Based Weighted Model Aggregation

To further model the spatial dependencies among different regions, we propose a

distance-based weighted model aggregation scheme. More specifically, once the cen-

tral server received all the gradient information from the chosen clients at the t-th

communication round, we calculate the cosine similarities among different regions,

which yields a distance matrix ρt+1

ρt+1 =



ρt+1
1,1 ρt+1

1,2 · · · ρt+1
1,C

ρt+1
2,1 ρt+1

2,2 · · · ρt+1
2,C

...
... . . . ...

ρt+1
C,1 ρt+1

C,2 · · · ρt+1
C,C


, (5.7)

where ρt+1
c,r measures the cosine similarity between region c and region r, and is com-

puted as

ρt+1
c,r =

θt+1
c,0 · θt+1

r,0

||θt+1
c,0 || · ||θt+1

r,0 ||
. (5.8)
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For each client c, an enhanced individual model incorporating spatial dependencies

is obtained as

θ̃t+1
c =

∑
r∈Ct

ρ̃t+1
c,r θ

t+1
r,0 , (5.9)

where ρ̃t+1
c,r is the softmax version of ρt+1

c,r . Then, the central server update the global

model as follows

θt+1 =
1

C

∑
c∈Ct

θ̃t+1
c . (5.10)

The above induced global model captures the spatial dependencies among different

regions and can adapt to new traffic patterns. Notice that, for fairness consideration,

we set the size of Tc sampled in every client identical.

5.2.3 Model Personalization with Local Adaption

Before adopting the model to a new traffic prediction task of a specific client, fine-

tuning is executed on the local data set to adjust the model to the private data of

each client. Specifically, we sample a batch of tasks T s
c from the local data set and

conduct only one or a few gradient descent steps. The above mentioned adaption is

the repetition of the sampling and internal updating process (line 7-9) in Algorithm

3. The volume of the traffic is predicted by implementing the personalized mode with

parameter θc,J , which is expressed as

θc,J = θ − α

J−1∑
j=0

∇θL(θc,j; T s
c ). (5.11)

The model can be evaluated in terms of MSE based on test data sets Ptest
c , such as

L(θc,J ;Ptest
c ) =

1

N test
c

∑
{xn,yn}∈Ptest

c

(ŷn − yn)
2, (5.12)

where N test
c is the number of samples for testing.
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5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

This section gives a detailed introduction of the experimental settings, baseline meth-

ods, and evaluation metrics. After that, we analyze and report the achieved experi-

mental results.

5.3.1 Experiment Settings

Our experiment uses the first seven weeks’ data to train a model and the last week’s

data to test the model. In each communication round we assume only a few clients,

e.g., δK, are involved, and we set δ to 0.1. K equals to 88 and 223 for the Milano

and Trentino, respectively. To generate data samples, the window size m is set to 6.

Data samples are standardized to accelerate the training speed. We design a neural

network with L layers, and each layer has M neurons. Considering the amount of

data in each region and the power restrictions of the edge server, L and M are set to

3 and 40, unless otherwise specified. We train our model for 100 consecutive rounds

with batch size 20 by using SGD. The choices of learning rates, i.e., α and β, are

obtained by a grid search over α, β ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}.

5.3.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

We compare our algorithm with historical average (HA), support vector regression

(SVR), random forest (RF), federated averaging (FedAvg) and FedDA. The first one

is a classical time series prediction method. SVR and RF are traditional machine

learning methods for wireless traffic prediction. FedAvg trains a global model by

equally averaging the local ones. FedDA captures the spatial dependencies of regions

by clustering. All baselines are trained in a fully distributed way except FedAvg and

FedDA, which are trained in a federated manner. To make a fair comparison, FedAvg,

FedDA, and our proposed method share exactly the same network architecture and

are configured with the same (hyper-)parameters, e.g., learning rate and batch size.
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Figure 5.6: Intuitive illustration of FedAvg, FedDA and the proposed method

Table 5.1: Prediction comparisons among different algorithms.

Milano Trentino
Methods MSE MAE MSE MAE

HA 1.2839 0.9939 12.0363 2.3288

SVR 0.0187 0.0883 10.0037 1.5755

RF 0.0218 0.0918 3.5385 0.9296

FedAvg 0.0196 0.0965 1.1033 0.5834

FedDA 0.0179 0.0816 0.5463 0.3933

Proposed-s 0.0170 0.0803 0.4815 0.3544
Proposed-w 0.0170 0.0790 0.5498 0.3812

Proposed-d 0.0169 0.0782 0.5258 0.3855

The intuitive illustration of the three methods is given in Figure 5.6. To explore our

model’s robustness, we consider three variants. i.e., a standard network with L=3 and

M=40 named Proposed-s, a wide network with L=3 and M=400 named Proposed-

w, and a deep network with L=10 and M=40 named Proposed-d. We evaluate the

prediction performance of different algorithms in terms of MSE and mean absolute

error (MAE) metrics.

5.3.3 Prediction Results

We repeat the experiments 10 times and report the averaged quantitative prediction

results in Table 5.1. The best results are marked in bold for clearness. We can observe
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from this table that our proposed method achieves the best prediction results, which

validates the effectiveness of MAML integrated into a federated framework. Take the

MSE as an example, among all the baselines, the best results are 0.0179 and 0.5463,

on the Milano and Trentino data set, respectively. Our method’s best results are

0.0169 and 0.4815. Thus, we can see a clear performance improvement, especially

for the Trentino data set. The improvement percentages are up to 5% and 11.9% for

Milano and Trentino data sets, respectively. In addition, we notice that our method

is relatively robust to network architecture as all these three variants achieve similar

prediction results. The performance of HA is generally poor as they are parameter-

free and have no ability to learn the hidden patterns. Learning-based fully distributed

methods can usually achieve lower prediction errors than HA, as they can model the

traffic dynamics through adjustable parameters. Besides, a model’s prediction ability

has a positive relationship with the number of parameters. Another thing worth

noting is that FL-based methods are superior to fully distributed methods since they

involve model aggregation and can fuse knowledge of different regions. This is an

effective way to capture the spatial dependencies among different regions. But our

proposed method achieves better predictions than FedAvg and FedDA, since it is

aware of the spatial dependency diversities among different regions.

5.3.4 Prediction vs Ground Truth

We report region-level prediction results in this subsection. For each data set, a ran-

dom region is selected and the comparisons between predictions and ground truth

values are plotted in Figure 5.7. Besides, the empirical cumulative distribution func-

tion (ECDF) of absolute prediction errors is also reported, and the results are sum-

marized in Figure 5.8. We include the results of FedAvg and FedDA in both figures

for comparisons.
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Figure 5.7: Predictions versus ground truth values.
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Table 5.2: MSE comparisons of different models when dealing with different traffic
scenarios.

Scenarios Target Region
Methods

FedAVG FedDA Proposed

Homogeneous

Ala 0.2295 0.2372 0.2240

Avio 0.1230 0.1264 0.1215

Trambileno 0.0995 0.1097 0.0979

Bosentino 0.6514 0.6629 0.6297

Heterogeneous Pellizzano 2.4173 2.2625 1.6113

From Figure 5.7, we observe that our method has similar performance with FedAvg

and FedDA on the Milano data set. But on the Trentino data set, our method

achieves much better results than FedAvg and FedDA, especially when the traffic

volume increases from the fourth day. Our method’s superiority can be more clearly

reflected by the ECDF of prediction errors in Figure 5.8. For example, on the Trentino

data set, 82.5% prediction errors of our method are less than 0.2 GB. While the cases

for FedAVG and FedDA are 40% and 65%, respectively.

The results indicate that introducing MAML and distance-based weighted model

aggregation into federated learning can indeed enhance the generalization ability of

the global model, particularly for high heterogeneous scenarios, such as the Trentino

data set.

5.3.5 Homogeneous vs Heterogeneous

To further demonstrate the ability of different models when dealing with heteroge-

neous wireless traffic, we select four regions with high similarities and another one

with distinct traffic patterns with the other four. The traffic dynamics of these five re-

gions are shown in Figure 5.9. From this figure, we can observe that regions Ala, Avio,

Trambileno, and Bosentino have very similar traffic patterns, and region Pellizzano

has distinct traffic patterns with the others. We train a model using data samples

from the former four regions and test the model’s performance on these five regions

separately to mimic homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios. The selected regions
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Figure 5.8: ECDF as a function of absolute error

and obtained results of FedAVG, FedDA, and our proposed method are summarized

in Table 5.2. We can clearly notice from Table 5.2 that all three methods perform

fairly well for the homogeneous scenarios. But when dealing with heterogeneous data

set, i.e., test a model on data samples of unseen (possibly unbalanced) and distinct

traffic patterns, our proposed method achieves much better performance compared

with FedAVG and FedDA. Thus, the results in Table 5.2 demonstrate the excellent

adaptive ability of our method of dealing with heterogeneous wireless traffic datasets.

5.3.6 Impacts of hyper-parameters

There are two key hyper-parameters in our method, i.e., the number of data samples

per slot and the fine-tuning steps. We report the results when varying these two hyper-

parameters in Figure 5.10. It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that when the number

of adaption steps or the number of data samples per slot increases, the performances

of our method are improved since more data samples are involved in the local model

update. But when the number of fine-tuning steps is large enough, the performance
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Figure 5.9: Traffic dynamics of regions Ala, Avio, Trambileno, Bosentino, and Pelliz-
zano.
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gain is minimal. In reality, the optimal choices of these two parameters can be

obtained through a grid search scheme.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed efficient federated meta-learning approach for the de-

centralized wireless traffic prediction. Distance-based weighted model aggregation

scheme was integrated to capture the spatial-temporal characterizes. By implement-

ing the approach, we obtained a sensitive global model that can quickly adapt to

heterogeneous scenarios and unbalanced data availability at the edge clients via only

a few steps of fine-tuning. Tree measures on two different datasets evaluated the ef-

fectiveness and efficiency of the approach. The impacts of hyper-parameters were also

reported. The experimental results showed that our proposed approach outperforms

other federated learning approaches and classical prediction methods.

Compared with traditional distributed learning at a data center where computa-

tional cost dominates, federated learning is constrained by communication overhead.

Moreover, the status of the communication channels has a significant impact on the

performance of the federated learning algorithms. In the next chapter, we design a

novel decentralized learning framework that reduces communication overhead, espe-

cially the uplink transmission cost, by considering the communication environment

and the model accuracy.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive QoS System for 5G and Beyond Applications

To realize efficient QoS management for IoT applications, we propose an importance-

oriented clustering-based QoS system named ICAQ. Our proposed system aims at

classifying IoT packets into clusters with different priority levels on which the traffic

management in SDNs depends. To construct ICAQ, a clustering algorithm is given

and embedded to determine QoS optimization priority. The clustering process consid-

ers both traditional traffic features extracted from the core network and novel features

extracted from IoT sensors as well as the traffic contexts. This adaptive system can

dynamically update priority rules at switches via an SDN controller.

6.1 Problem Formulation

The IoT packets generated by IoT sensors are sent to destination servers via switches.

The SDN controller enables switches to duplicate traffic flow to the controller for anal-

ysis. The analytical process is executed on analytical servers in an offline manner and

thus does not cause additional network jitters and delays. The k-means algorithm

is adopted for the module training due to its advantage of low complexity and high

compatibility of various data distributions. The hyper-parameter k is determined

based on the QoS levels and known a priori. Samples related to the observations ex-

tracted from IoT sensors are classified into differentiated clusters. IoT flows assigned

to the same cluster share similar features and present a similar context enclosed in

the packets. Each cluster is linked to a set of potential labels, which are unknown to
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Figure 6.1: SDN architecture with key components and layers.

the clustering process in advance. The label in our module is defined as a function

of the importance. The importance function is grasped by the user of various ap-

plications. The central controller makes the forwarding decision and implements the

traffic management rules against traffic congestion. The IoT flows with certain fea-

tures matching the flow entries are assigned to the corresponding QoS queues. Figure

6.1 exhibits the overall SDN architecture considered in this chapter.

6.1.1 ICAQ Parameters

Most of the flows contain multiple features, which can be organized as a vector.

Accordingly, an n-tuple vector x is presented as x(x1,x2, ...,xn), where xi is derived

to present the features of traffic ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , n. There are three ICAQ parameters

of paramount importance required to be explained, i.e., the QoS level, the dimension

of IoT features, and the number of samples. We expatiate on each of them in the

following paragraphs.
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QoS level

The number of the clusters k is the assessment of the resolution of the QoS level,

which needs to be decided in advance. To achieve fine-grained classification, k is

supposed to be large. On the contrary, a small k corresponds to coarse-grain classi-

fication. The value of k yields impacts on the algorithmic complexity. It is thereby

essential to maintain a proper trade-off between the complexity of the algorithm and

the resolution of the QoS level, since the computational capability of the controller

and the updating time interval impose constraints on the dynamic management.

Dimensions of IoT features

As the input of the clustering strategy, xi is a d-dimension vector xi(xi,1, xi,2, ...xi,u, ..., xi,d),

where xi,u presents the value of the uth feature for the ith packet; the parameter d is

the number of the features that contribute to the performance of the IoT application.

The features extracted from the packets can be categorized into two classes:

• Features identified from the header of the flows by using a monitor probe, e.g.,

the IP address and the protocol type.

• Additional features extracted from the IoT sensors, e.g., the sensor location,

monitoring values, and the sensor type.

In addition, some statistical features in a certain time interval, including the packet

number and the packet size, are treated as conjunct features for network flows and IoT

sensors. The categories of the features are summarized and shown in Table 6.1. The

features summarized in Table 6.1 are some examples of each category. The feature

selection is all up to the demands of applications. Investigation of feature extracting

has been done by using machine learning, such as decision tree and neural network

[144, 145]. The chosen features jointly contribute to the importance estimation. After

clustering, IoT sensor features can be mapped to network flow features. This mapping
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Table 6.1: Categories of features extracted from traffic

Network flow features IoT sensor features
addr: src_ip, dst_ip sen_inf: longitude (x)

src_mac, dst_mac atitude (y)
src_port, dst_port monitoring sensor value

protocol_type: sensor_type:
RTSP, RTP, RTCP CCD camera
FTP, HTTP air temperature sensor (ATS)
TCP, UDP wearable devices

packets_num, packets_size

process can reduce complexity of matching the flow entries and save the storage space

at switches.

Number of samples

The huge number of packets is a challenge for sampling for practical IoT networks.

Fortunately, two of the main advantages of this k-means approach are the fast conver-

gence and the easy-to-implement nature in large-scale networks. Some preliminaries

and data cleaning methods, such as data normalization, can be used by imposing

scikit-learn [146]. To maintain an adequate equilibrium between computational bur-

den and accuracy, the number of samples needs to be carefully designed. A large

number of samples can inevitably result in a high accuracy when extracting features

from samples, albeit with a loss of computational efficiency and long processing time.

6.1.2 Coupling Relation among IoT Flows

The IoT flows with similar features are coupled, and the flows corresponding to the

same cluster tend to have the same importance status for QoS management. A metric

function is required to describe this coupling relation among the IoT flows. Regarding

the IoT flows xi(xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,d) and xj(xj,1, xj,2, ..., xj,d), the coupling relation can

be characterized by as the distance measure dist(xi,xj). The smaller the distance

measure is, the tighter the coupling relation will be. For good practicability, this
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distance measure must satisfy some conditions. First, it should have no preference

on the starting point of measurement. Second, the distance measure equals zero

only when two IoT flows are identical. Mathematically, we can express these two

conditions as

dist(xi,xj) = dist(xj,xi) (6.1)

and

dist(xi,xj) = 0 iff xi = xj. (6.2)

The Minkowski distance, as the most commonly used distance measure, satisfies both

of the conditions specified above, which is given by [147]

distMK(xi, xj) =

(
d∑

u=1

|xi,u − xj,u|P
)1/P

, (6.3)

where P is an integer constant parameter. When P = 2, the distance function reduces

to be the Euclidean distance

distED(xi, xj) =

(
d∑

u=1

|xi,u − xj,u|P
)1/2

. (6.4)

Note that the features of IoT samples are classified into the ordinal feature and the

non-ordinal feature. The location of the IoT sensor and the IP address, for instance,

are ordinal features, of which the distance can be easily calculated. The distance

between (25N, 121E) and (25N, 151E) is obviously larger that between (25N, 121E)

and (25N, 131E). As typically a non-ordinal attribute, the protocol value (VoIP or

FTP), however, is not advisable to be assessed by directly applying the Minkowski

distance. In this case, the value difference metric (VDM) is used to describe the
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coupling relation between IoT flows [148]:

VDMp(VoIP,FTP) =
k∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣mp,VoIP,i

mp,VoIP

− mp,FTP,i

mp,FTP

∣∣∣∣P , (6.5)

where mp,VoIP denotes the number of IoT flows adopting the VoIP protocol; mp,FTP

denotes the number of flows adopting the FTP protocol; mp,VoIP,k and mp,FTP,k refer

to the numbers of VoIP and FTP flows in the kth cluster, respectively.

By Equation (6.3) and Equation (6.5), we can associate the Minkowski distance

with the VDM method to process both ordinal features and non-ordinal features for

the estimation of the importance. Assume that the number of ordinal features is dc.

Then, the number of the non-ordinary features is d − dc. The distance measure can

be expressed as

MinkovDM(xi, xj)

=

(
dc∑
u=1

|xi,u − xj,u|P +
d∑

u=dc+1

VDMu(xi,u, xj,u)

)1/P

.

(6.6)

Though this association is useful, as a direct negative consequence, the comparability

principle among multiple features is violated. This is because the features of IoT

flows are with different physical significance and are distinctive in unit. Moreover,

the features are not equally sensitive to the estimation of importance status. One

possible way to solve the dilemma is to set a weighting factor wu, ∀ u = 1, 2, ..., d,

corresponding to all features with divergent importance levels. In this way, we can

write the weighted distance as

distwmk(xi, xj) =

(
n∑

u=1

wu|xi, u − xj, u|P
)1/P

. (6.7)

If some of the features have less contribution to the QoS of IoT applications, the

weights of the features are set to be lower. In this regard, the system is a general
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strategy for both network core and network edge QoS management. When the im-

portance estimation is determined by the features only related to edge IoT sensors,

the weight parameters of attribute associated with network core can be even set to

zero.

6.1.3 Clustering Process of IoT Flows

Among the traffic collected from IoT sensors, an initial set of k IoT flows x1,x2, ...,xk

are selected randomly or depending on the demands from a certain IoT application.

The selected flows are treated as the initial central flows denoted by µ(µ1, µ2, ..., µk).

Taking the smart city environment monitoring as an example. The initial central

flow can be extracted from the IoT sensors located in metropolises. The clustering

algorithm proceeds by two simple steps [149]. First, for each IoT flow, find the most

tightly coupled central flow µi. The flow is apportioned to the same cluster with

µi. To achieve this, we sum up the distance metrics between IoT flow and each

central flows. For an n-tuple vector x, we donate the minimum distance partition as

S(x) = (S1(x),S2(x), ...,Sk(x)), where Si(x) is a set containing the nearest samples

to xi [150]. Now, the objective of the clustering process is to find a proper set S(x)

so as to minimize the sum distance of IoT flows:

S∗(x) = argmin
S(x)


k∑

i=1

∑
x∈Si(x)

|x− µi|2
 . (6.8)

However, finding the solution to problem (6.8) is demanding, since it is an NP-hard

problem [151]. The greedy algorithm is a regular method to solve the problem [152].

Secondly, the optimized set S∗(x), µi obtained by Equation (6.8) is updated according

to newly coming central IoT flows µ′
i by

µ′
i =

1

|Si|
∑
x∈Si

x. (6.9)
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The iteration ends up with the indication that the discrepancy between the current

central flow and the updated central flow becomes insignificant.

The flows classified in the same cluster with a similar importance status are marked

by the same clustering label λj. Thus, the QoS guarantee of these samples should

also be set to the same level. According to the assumptions that elephant traffic

dominates the network congestion and samples with similar features enclose similar

information, setting a low QoS priority for elephant flows can reduce the network

resource consumption and improve the operating efficiency. The numbers of IoT

flows in each cluster ρi demarcate by the elephant IoT flows and mice IoT flows. The

importance function is designed to positively correlate with 1/ρi. The number of

clusters ρi, the cluster label of each IoT flow λj, and the importance function Pi are

set as the outputs of the clustering process.

Once the importance function is attained, OpenFlow entries on queue allocation

for IoT traffic are installed at switches by the controller. All traffic flows with features

matching the flow entries are partitioned into relevant queues with different QoS

guarantee levels. Data collection is accomplished by the controller or server hosts

in the same manner. For the missing information due to the drop of packets, the

interpolation method is employed to estimate the information and restore the lost

information offline [153]. Simultaneously, the IoT traffic is also collected by the

controller for analytical purposes. The number of samples in the cluster with higher

priority grows faster, since the possibility of transmitting these samples is higher. In

every time slot, the QoS priority rules need to be updated to avoid the over-guarantee

of mice flows. By adopting this adaptive strategy, the priority level decreases along

with an increasing number of the flows in the relevant cluster. This adaptive system

can avoid an undesirable situation, in which certain IoT flows belonging to the low-

priority clusters are always dropped.
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6.2 System Implementation

In this section, we evaluate effectiveness and efficiency of ICAQ using a typical 5G

and beyond smart city environment monitoring IoT application. We consider an

open sensor dataset that contains the measured data of temperatures and locations,

including latitude and longitude, sensor IDs, and measuring time [154]. Without

loss of generality, latitude, longitude, and temperature are bundled as a three-tuple

vector input in our example. The data set with UDP packets was collected from 256

distributed IoT sensors. We utilized traffic flows sampled in an one-hour time frame as

the training data. The clustering algorithm was trained offline in the controller. Once

the training process is completed, the forwarding rules are implemented at switches

by the controller. In this clustering algorithm, data normalization is necessary since

the units of temperature and location features are different. The hyper-parameter

of the k-means clustering algorithm, i.e., k, is set to be 5 corresponding to five QoS

guarantee policies: the default forwarding (DF) policy, three expedited-forwarding

(EF1, EF2, EF3) policies, and the assured-forwarding (AF) policy.

For simplicity, the values of importance functions for different clusters are given

by P1 = 1, P2 = 0, P3 = 2, P4 = 3, and P5 = 4. The higher the value of the

importance function is, the better the QoS guarantee should be assigned to the queue

corresponding to the cluster. The IoT flows marked as green hexagrams constitute

Cluster 5 with the highest priority, and thus are assigned to the queue guaranteed

with the AF policy. On the other hand, IoT flows pertaining to Cluster 2 are discerned

as elephant flows that are allocated to the queue with the QoS policy of best effort

forwarding, i.e., the DF policy. The other three clusters are allocated to the queues

with the EF1, EF2, and EF3 policies, respectively.

The testbed used in this chapter consists of a Mininet simulator, a Ryu controller,

the OpenFlow south protocol, and the Open vSwitch (OVS). Scapy and Wireshark

are also used for message packing and traffic capture. We first construct a typical
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linear structure using the Mininet simulator. 256 distributed IoT sensors send data

to the server via OVSs. As an interaction-friendly SDN controller, Ryu provides

plenty of application programming interfaces (APIs) for customer programming. We

modify the simple_switch API to activate the QoS ensuring functionality. Then,

we execute rest_qos, qos_simple_switch_13, and rest_conf_switch APIs by

the Ryu controller. The QoS settings are configured by installing the flow entries into

OVSs. The traffic apportion is realized by keywords matching, and the traffic shaping

is performed by limiting the transmission rate. We map the IoT sensor features, i.e.,

locations of the sensors, to the network flow features, i.e., IP addresses of the hosts, for

simplicity. In this way, a small set of features are used for flow entries matching, which

reduces the computational complexity and save the storage space. The hierarchical

token bucket (HTB) protocol contributes to the utilization of bandwidth, since the

IoT flows with lower priority utilize the resource only if the bandwidth is not occupied

by transmission tasks of high-priority IoT flows.

6.3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system, we carry out the experiments

and compare the performance of ICAQ with classic tail dropping strategy. In the

experiments, open datasets generated in the time frames from 1:00 am, Sept. 7th,

2019 until 2:00 am, Sept. 7th, 2019 are selected as test data. 2825 packets are poured

into the network topology simulated by the Mininet simulator. We impose restrictions

on the bandwidth with 200 kbit/s, 190 kbit/s, 180 kbit/s, 170 kbit/s, and 149 kbit/s,

resulting in the traffic loss of 0.57%, 3.76%, 10.23%, 13.77% and 25.63%, respectively.

The Python module Scapy is used to sniff the traffic at the server host. The priority

rules are regularly updated by the controller. The updating time interval is flexible

and depends on the end-user requirements of the IoT application.

With the aforementioned settings, we first present the clustering results for the
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Figure 6.2: Clustering results for the environment monitoring IoT application.

environment monitoring IoT application in Figure 6.2. The dropped traffic under

the network condition with 3.76% loss, corresponding to the bandwidth with 190

kbit/s, is depicted in Figure 6.2 by small black points. To assess the performance,

we restore the data by interpolation fitting. The results regarding the traditional tail

dropped method shows that the IoT flows with higher priority are totally lost. Also,

the restored data by the nearest interpolation fitting method have a large number of

errors. Taking the sample located at (166.6N, 19.3E) as an example, the estimated

value is far from the actual value. When implementing ICAQ, interpolated data

concentrates upon elephant flows, by which information can be extracted from the

nearest IoT flows.
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Figure 6.3: RMSE comparison between ICAQ and the classic tail dropping strategy.

Based on the clustering results, we are able to compare the root mean square

error (RMSE) of the data obtained by ICAQ and the classic tail dropping strategy

under the same network configurations. RMSE represents the standard deviation of

the residuals (prediction errors). It is an instinctive measure of how far the estimated

data are from the actual data. In the contexts of clustering and QoS management,

the RMSE value is negatively related to the precision of the information received. In

this regard, RMSE for our experiments can be defined as

RMSE =

(
1

n

∑
i

|T (xi)− T ′(xi)|2
)1/2

, (6.10)

where T (xi) and T ′(xi) represent the measured value and the estimated value of

IoT flow xi. We present the RMSE comparison between ICAQ and the classic tail

dropping strategy in Figure 6.3. The experimental results in Figure 6.3 verify the

performance superiority of ICAQ over the benchmark method under various traffic-

loss settings. In the worst case of 25.63% traffic loss, ICAQ is still able to reduce

RMSE by 80%.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel QoS management system named ICAQ. This

system employs a k-means clustering algorithm to classify IoT flows and identify both

elephant and mice flows. By the clustering process, the importance function can be

determined for each cluster, and the QoS guarantee is achieved by feature matching

and traffic shaping with the support of flow entries. We also verified the effectiveness

and efficiency of ICAQ by an IoT application for smart city environment monitoring.

Experimental results have shown a significant performance improvement brought by

ICAQ is attained, which leads to a reduction of RMSE by 80% compared to the classic

tail dropping method.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

7.1 Summary

In this thesis, we applied learning-based approaches to solve problems in the next-

generation intelligent network. The categories include reinforcement learning, ad-

vanced supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. In the first part, we demon-

strated the emphasis on aerial communication networks and implemented reinforce-

ment learning to track the optimization problems in intelligent aerial networks. We

proposed an energy-efficient trajectory optimization scheme for UAV by adopting

action-confined on-policy and off-policy reinforcement learning algorithms. Then, we

designed an intelligent offloading scheme for heterogeneous traffic in space-air-ground

integrated networks by introducing a deep reinforcement learning algorithm. Later

on, we investigated the traffic prediction problem. We utilize advanced supervised

learning approaches such as federated learning and meta-learning to train a sensitive

global model that can quickly adapt to new tasks located at local clients. In the last

part, we reached unsupervised learning and designed a high QoS system application

by implementing clustering algorithms to capture the hidden characteristics of traffic

flows in the communication networks. We compared the proposed systems and al-

gorithms with commonly used benchmarks. Extensive experiments were conducted

to reveal the effectiveness of the proposed approaches and verify the capability of

learning-based management of adaptive communication networks.
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7.2 Future Work

In this thesis, we use learning-based approaches to enhance the performance of 6G

networks. However, the network conditions, such as the channel gain, the routing

strategy, and the network architecture, also impact the training of learning algo-

rithms. For example, communication cost is the most significant bottleneck in feder-

ated optimization, while uplink is of utmost importance in communication network

systems. Therefore, in the future, we will investigate the impact of network status

on the training performance of learning approaches. The detailed introduction and

the potential structure design are attached in B. Furthermore, the convergence rate

of the potential solution supposes to be given in the future.
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APPENDICES

A Appendix A: Lessons from the Commercial Failure of

Project Loon for 6G Research Roadmap Design

A.1 Introduction

Since the end of 2019, researchers in communication sciences have paid great attention

to the design of the 6G communication research roadmap [25, 155, 156]. A consensus

among the research community is that aerial telecommunication infrastructures will

play crucial roles in 6G communications. The much higher aerial base stations (BSs)

in the stratosphere than their terrestrial counterparts and the easy-to-deploy nature

make stratospheric communications a promising candidate technology for boosting

transmission capacity, enlarging coverage, and enhancing network reliability, as well

as, finally, democratizing the benefits of information and communications technology

(ICT) between urban and rural areas [157]. Such aerial infrastructures can also be

utilized to form supplementary networks for emergency communications, and other

special needs [158]. Overall, communications over the aerial layer relying on uncon-

ventional infrastructures and apparatuses, e.g., floating balloons, UAVs, and airships,

are advantageous compared to classical terrestrial communications and satellite com-

munications. The research pertaining to non-terrestrial communications has become

one of the hottest topics in communications networks and attracted researchers’ great

attention in recent years [159].

In line with the enthusiastic research activities industrial operations and commer-
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cialization of aerial telecommunication infrastructures have also been carried out si-

multaneously by renowned companies, e.g., Project Loon by Google, Facebook Aquila,

the ABSOLUTE Project, and the Matternet project [156]. However, when both

academia and industry had high hopes for the success of stratospheric communica-

tions in the 6G era, sudden news released on The Verge in January 2021 that Alpha-

bet, the parent company of Google, is shutting down Project Loon casts a shadow

over this high-profile technology. As one of the most important projects related to

stratospheric communications and has been widely acknowledged as a firm supporter

of the bright future of stratospheric communications in academic papers, the failure

of Project Loon becomes ironic and has soon caused explosive controversy regarding

stratospheric communications in both academia and industry.

Regardless of being constructive or destructive, the commercial failure of Project

Loon will yield profound impacts on the current 6G research roadmap design and even

make a great shift, which will affect the goals of 6G communications for the entire

human society in the 2030s. Due to such importance, we analyze the commercial

failure of Project Loon by public information from reliable sources and summarize a

series of important lessons for the 6G research roadmap design. In particular, we aim

to provide preliminary answers to the following questions in this Appendix:

• What are the factors that result in the commercial failure of Project Loon?

• What should researchers learn from the commercial failure of Project Loon and

how should the current 6G research roadmap be adjusted accordingly?

• Are research topics related to stratospheric communications still worth study-

ing?
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Table A.1: Project Loon’s chronology

2011 • Project Loon was founded by Google Alphabet.

2013 • An empirical pilot test was conducted by launching about 30
balloons in New Zealand.

2014 • Tested the balloon-powered Internet in Brazil, marking its first
LTE experiments and launch near the equator.

2015 • Google signed an agreement with officials of Information and
Communication Technology Agency (ICTA) to launch the
technology on a mass scale.

2016 • Achieved a stable laser communication connection between two
balloons over a distance of 100 km.

2017 • Supported basic communications and Internet services in Puerto
Rico after Hurricane Maria.

2018 • Projects Loon left the nest and became an independent company
under Google’s parent company Alphabet

2019 • Re-directed a group of balloons serving LTE to users in Peru after
an earthquake.

• Reached one million hours of stratospheric flight between the
balloon fleet.

2020 • Deployed Internet connectivity balloons in Kenya for the first
commercial service launch.

• Claimed a record-duration flight of 312 days for a balloon.

2021 • The final flight of the Loon balloon.

A.2 Project Loon: Past and Present

Connecting the unconnected is one of the core concerns in the 6G network blueprint.

Although admitted as a risky venture at the launching stage, Project Loon took the

responsibility to pave the way for connecting the last billion unconnected communities

rather than the next billion. The project was funded in 2011 and unveiled in 2013

as one of the most hyped endeavors of X, Alphabet’s incubator for lofty “moonshot”

technologies. By managing a fleet of helium balloons sailing in the stratosphere and

beaming Internet access to remote areas, Project Loon tried to provide a radical

solution for the challenges of connecting these unconnected areas with behindhand
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terrestrial infrastructure and/or in poverty [157].

Different from our conventional perception, Google’s balloons are made of polyethy-

lene plastic and stand 15 meters wide by 12 meters tall when fully inflated, with

built-in signal transceivers, solar panels, the global positioning system (GPS), etc. In

general, the balloon flies in the stratosphere at a distance of 20 kilometers from the

ground where the speed and direction of the wind are relatively stable. By imple-

menting predefined algorithms, a number of floating balloons constitute a hierarchical

communication network. Customers of the service connect to the balloon network

using special Internet interfaces constructed on their buildings, which avoids using

expensive fiber cables that would have to be installed underground. A transmitted

signal travels through the balloon network, then to a ground-based station connected

to an Internet service provider (ISP), and finally gets into the global Internet.

After nine years of exploring and exploiting, Project Loon walked into a bone-

yard of costly terminations but left a legacy. Indeed, Project Loon boasted several

groundbreaking technical achievements over the past few years, like precisely navigat-

ing balloons in the stratosphere, creating a mesh network in the sky, and developing

balloons that can withstand the harsh conditions of the stratosphere for more than

a year. In the view of application launching, Project Loon provided Internet services

to areas affected by natural disasters, such as Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria in

2017 and Peru after an earthquake in 2019. Moreover, the first commercial Internet

service in Kenya launched by Project Loon in 2020, comprised of a fleet of about

35 balloons that covered an area of around 50,000 square kilometers. In the view

of academia, Project Loon proposed a deep reinforcement learning-based approach

for autonomous navigation of stratospheric balloons [160]. From the commercial per-

spective, Project Loon’s free-space optical communication technology is provided as

a patent and has been extended as another project supported by Google X, Tarra,

which aims to expand global access to a fast and affordable Internet with the support
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of light beams. The chronology of Project Loon is given in Table A.1

A.3 Analysis of the Failure of Project Loon

Although Project Loon has played an important role and brought a number of break-

throughs in both academia and industry. Its failure yields an even more profound

impact on this field and becomes satirical, especially when a vast amount of literature

refers to Project Loon as a solid proof of the technological feasibility of stratospheric

communications. Therefore, it is worth investigating the failure of Project Loon and

identifying the possible factors leading to this failure.

Internet penetration and the development of a certain technology are normally

beyond the technology per se but depend on a series of complex factors, including

the average income per capita of the targeted end users as well as the country’s risk

(a collective measure of political, security, economic, legal, tax, and operational risk

ratings) [161]. Due to the complexity of the socio-economic nature of Project Loon,

we analyze its failure by employing the PESTEL framework, which encompasses the

political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal aspects. In partic-

ular, the PESTEL framework is chosen herein because it can provide in-depth insights

into the development of technology by different categories and has been proven effec-

tive by many practical case studies. The PESTEL framework is also widely recognized

by technologists as a powerful qualitative analytical tool that helps to think out-of-

the-box. For clarity, we pictorially summarize the PESTEL framework for analyzing

the failure of Project Loon in Fig. A.1 and expatiate on each of these aspects infra.

A.3.1 Political Factors

For any large-scale infrastructure construction project, political factors matter. Project

Loon faced mainly two political hurdles: spectrum license limitation and information

security issues. When piloting the project in India, the spectrum band required for
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Figure A.1: PESTEL framework for analyzing the failure of Project Loon.

the airwaves transmission (700 to 900 MHz) is occupied by telecommunication service

providers and is prohibited to use by the local policy. Although the struggle to obtain

clearances from civil aviation and defense ministries for approvals, whether or not in-

terfering with the local spectrum is still another one of the biggest concerns around

the project. In addition, an even bigger political challenge will be getting various

national governments and regulators to agree to support an international broadband

network, as well as getting dedicated access from multiple countries to a harmonized

spectrum band or unlicensed airwaves. Information security also becomes a major

political concern when deploying Project Loon, as its reliability is of high importance,

and an uncontrollable airborne network can lead to catastrophic consequences when

natural disasters, wars, and cyberattacks happen.

A.3.2 Economic and Social Factors

Economic and social factors are directly related to the commercial development of

technology. Unfortunately, Astro Teller, the CEO of X and the Chairman of Project
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Figure A.2: Net present value versus monthly subscription fee by deploying balloons
over rural areas of the three considered countries: : Saudi Arabia, Angola, and
Tanzania.

Loon’s board said in his blog post that despite finding a number of willing partners

along the way and ground breaking technical achievements, the Loon team “haven’t

found a way to get the costs low enough to build a long-term, sustainable business.”

Various costs are incurred in the balloons, such as polyethylene plastic for the

envelope, solar panels, and 4G equipment. By adding up the costs of all parts, the es-

timated capital expenditure (CAPEX) is up to $17,870 per balloon [162]. Apart from

CAPEX, operating expenditure (OPEX), helium refill, for example, is also costly.

Thus, Project Loon was faced with high up-front costs, and it was a great challenge

to reclaim the revenue over the next several years. Our argument can be validated

by Fig. A.2, which depicts the net present value as a function of the user’s monthly
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subscription fee. In Fig. A.2, three countries are considered: Saudi Arabia, An-

gola, and Tanzania. To obtain this figure, each country’s geographical information

and the number of unconnected users are firstly obtained from Internet World Stats

[163]. Then the number of balloons needed and the corresponding CAPEX can be

calculated. Two assumptions are adopted here: 1) the OPEX mainly involves helium

refill plus a surcharge; 2) a balloon can operate typically five years and needs main-

tenance for every 100 days. Based on these two assumptions, the net present value

is obtained by subtracting the CAPEX and OPEX from the income by charging a

monthly subscription fee for each user.

We can observe from Fig. A.2 that the net present value increases consistently

with the increase of the subscription fee. A major consideration for this project is

whether to charge the public for access and if so, how much it shall be charged.

To get a positive revenue, the monthly subscription fee of each user is supposed to

be higher than or equal to $7.5, $5.1, $2.5, for Saudi Arabia, Angola, and Tanzania,

respectively. The subscription fee for Saudi Arabia looks normal as the gross domestic

product (GDP) per capita is relatively high, and most users can afford it. However,

for users in Angola and Tanzania, such prices might not be affordable without proper

incentives or third-party support.

Emphasizing an idealist bent and the humanitarian potential of bringing the con-

nection to the farthest reaches of the developing world, Project Loon was criticized

by Bill Gates about whether the poor population living without sufficient basic needs,

e.g., medicine and food, would require social networking and streaming videos. Some

other concerns were raised that the particular radio frequencies (RF) emitted and re-

ceived by the balloons in question could have detrimental effects on human, animal,

and plant health, especially for the targeting area of Project Loon, where neither

economy nor legislation is supportable for regular health examinations.
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A.3.3 Technological Factors

Connectivity between aerial and terrestrial nodes is dominated by the line-of-sight

(LoS) transmission link. Such a requirement brings new technological challenges.

Generally, the probability that a LoS link exists for an aerial communication network

is estimated based on the commonly used models which are built and refined through

data-driven learning strategies or Monte Carlo methods [164]. On the other hand,

collecting these channel related data is a nontrivial task in rural areas due to the

lack of telecommunication infrastructure. Also, the terrain and other geographical

conditions in rural areas are diverse and relatively volatile compared to those in

urban areas. Even with sufficient data, researchers and engineers must ponder the

options of propagation models to process these data. These uncertain factors make

the channel estimation and modeling even harder and complicate the aerial network

planning.

Notwithstanding the technological challenges with channel modeling and network

planning, the deployment of aerial nodes is also faced with meteorologic and aerody-

namic difficulties. With the coverage over an area of 40 km in diameter, the balloons

are designed to provide Internet penetration dynamically and seamlessly by taking

the advantage of the wind currents to change the moving direction. In this regard,

precisely weather prediction and self-adaptive trajectory design are indispensable.

Authors in [160] provide the solution of autonomous navigation for stratospheric bal-

loons using reinforcement learning. However, the solution only focuses on one-agent

optimization whose ability is too limited to provide large coverage of network for

rural areas. Multi-agent reinforcement learning and game theory are expected to be

implemented for the analysis of the balloons’ cooperation but are still lacking. Even

though equipped with appropriate algorithms, partial-observation, sparse-rewards,

and agent-level communication stability are still remaining problems and need more

efforts from academia and industry to solve.
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A.3.4 Environmental Factors

Loon balloons are made of polyethylene, which is one of the most common plastics.

A polyethylene sheet showed only partial degradation and negligible weight loss when

kept in moist environments for 12–32 years [165]. Although promised that Project

Loon employed a fairly sophisticated mission control system and the locations of all

balloons were known by GPS in real time, balloon wreckage was occasionally found off

the shores of New Zealand in 2013, and some of the balloons launched from Tekapo

in the South Island were even lost over the sea. These occasional accidents cause

environmental pollution and deteriorate the global marine ecosystem. Therefore,

strict review of the impacts of deploying aerial communication nodes on the natural

environment is inevitable and can become a distraction.

Power shortage would be another environmental factor resulting in Project Loon’s

commercial undesirability. Each Loon balloon sports four photo-voltaic panels, which

provide electricity to power the on-board computers, navigation system, and commu-

nications hardware. Without a reliable power supply, energy outage is nevertheless a

threat under extreme weather conditions. To reduce energy consumption, the Loon

balloon uses very low-power electronics. Each of the three identical on-board comput-

ers runs on one-tenth of the power of a regular laptop, which indicates a much lower

computational capability compared with standard laptops. In this manner, the algo-

rithms requiring high-performance computing, e.g., on-line/on-policy algorithms, are

not feasible for being used at the balloons, which poses a constraint on its commercial

application.

In terms of consumables, each balloon devours a dozen of bottles of 5.55-cubic-

meter compressed helium. As Project Loon’s ambition was to launch thousands of

balloons to provide global coverage around the whole world, there would not be

enough helium resources to sustain such an ambitious goal. This forms another envi-

ronmental obstacle for implementing Project Loon.
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A.3.5 Legal Factors

According to the United States Code, balloons have the right-of-way if there is an

encounter with any other aircraft. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), in contrast,

are regulated strictly by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), which obliges

all civilian use of UAVs subject to government exceptions. Whether the Project

Loon can be cataloged as balloons is still controversial. Unmanned free balloons are

usually defined as “lighter-than-air aircraft" using buoyancy instead of an engine.

Regarding Google’s claims about the navigability and the remote control of Loon

balloons, the Loon balloons could be classified into the categories of drones or UAVs.

In fact, the laws are dramatically unprepared for the vague demarcated balloons with

unprecedented proprietary technologies, such as data collection, GPS augmentation,

intelligence gathering, and persistent surveillance. Furthermore, the deployment of

flying nodes in the stratosphere could be out of the four classes of controlled airspace

in the United States. As a consequence, the right of jurisdiction with respect to Loon

balloons still remains unclear, which could lead to legal risks and thereby dampen

investors’ confidence in Project Loon.

Not only existing at the national level but legal risks can also be raised inter-

nationally. In fact, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) gives the

discretion to the sovereign nations for legitimizing stratospheric wireless communi-

cations. As mobile nodes, aerial communication apparatuses and stations deployed

closed to borders can trigger legal and diplomatic disputes or even military conflicts

among countries without bilateral or multilateral treaties. Also, because of the large

coverage provided by aerial BSs, it is rather difficult to strictly prohibit data ser-

vices from coming across borders, which further brings about lawsuits among the

telecommunication operators in neighboring countries.
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A.4 Lessons for 6G Research Roadmap Design

Although failed, Project Loon has pointed out the correct progressing directions for

connecting the unconnected population and provided novel and constructive insights

for all stakeholders involved in the eco-system of stratospheric communications. The

closed loop from a theoretical conception to a commercialized product has been com-

pleted by Project Loon and accumulated extensive experience for researchers. To

avoid a similar commercial failure for another future attempt, we summarize a series

of key lessons based on the results from the PESTEL analysis for the 6G research

roadmap design. These learned lessons are also of great importance for realizing

global connectivity in the 2030s. Details are given as follows.

A.4.1 Technology Cannot Stand Alone without Considering

Non-Technological Factors

Advanced aerial communication technologies provide a premise for the future 6G com-

munications with the requirements of reliability, global availability, and responsiveness

after disasters. It naturally triggers the insight that the failure of the high-tech project

is due to technological reasons. However, the non-technological factors, such as poor

project management, lack of executive support, and low user involvement, indeed

influence the commercial failure of the project and therefore cannot be neglected.

Wide discussions of the technological and non-technological factors including the

legacy of past practices and accidents can assist academia and the industry with the

development, implementation, maintenance, and continuous improvement of strato-

spheric communication systems. Besides technical reports, risk analysis and aversion

by implementing strategic frameworks, such as PESTEL, are necessary. Additionally,

different analytical tools should be adapted corresponding to specific scenarios. The

classical return on investment (ROI) strategy, for example, is not viable for analyzing

communication networks in rural areas since the users living in low-income areas tend
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Figure A.3: ICT statistics over the three considered countries: Saudi Arabia, Angola,
and Tanzania.

to pay less for Internet connection compared to the high-income users in urban areas.

Therefore, the diminishing ROI of aerial communication networks is not attractive to

the private operators in rural areas where the connection of the unconnected popula-

tion is the most urgent. In fact, the Internet is a primary need that could be provided

by the government or the community rather than private operators.

A.4.2 Demand is the Key of Success

Project Loon was supposed to provide much broader network coverage to rural or

low-income areas. Nevertheless, providing network access does not mean there will be

network users or that users are willing to spend their limited income on accessing the
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network. In rural areas, particularly those of low-income countries, such as Tanzania,

ICT facilities are scarce. These places do not even have electricity, let alone mobile

phones. Even if Project Loon can provide network coverage, whether or not the locals

need Internet access remains a question.

Fig. A.3 shows the ICT statistics over three considered countries: Saudi Arabia,

Angola, and Tanzania [166]. Four indicators are included in this figure, and all of

them are scaled in the range of [0, 100] for comparison purposes. The infrastructure

indicator examines the quality and breadth of available infrastructure required for

access and the levels of Internet usage, such as BSs, power supply, and backbone

networks. The affordability indicator examines the cost of access relative to income

and the level of competition in the Internet marketplace. The consumer readiness

indicator examines the capacity to access the Internet, including ICT skills, cultural

acceptance, and supporting policies. The content and services indicator examines the

existence, availability, and extent of the content of local languages. From Fig. A.3

we can see that the four indicators differ a lot among different countries and seem

positively related to each country’s economic development. Compared to Saudi Ara-

bia, Angola and Tanzania have fewer infrastructure resources, lower affordability, and

their people are unwilling to pay for network access and are not strongly demanding

the Internet. To ensure the commercial success of future cognate projects, on-demand

and personalized network deployments are suggested.

A.4.3 Mismatch between Academia and Industry Needs to be

Bridged

The mismatch between academia and industry generally exists since both of them

operate following their own rules. The academics judge a piece of work in terms

of advanced technologies, rigorous theoretical derivation, and the number of pun-

ishments. On the other hand, R&D researchers and engineers in the industry are
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arbitrated by the stock market and the ability to maximize commercial profits. En-

couraged by their own feedback and speaking their own language, academia and

industry are mismatching each other with the great gap that is urgently querying

bridged for long-term symbiosis.

Cooperation and communication between academia and industry are essential.

The emerging open source development tools significantly facilitate the sharing of

information, datasets, and even the developing progress. Obviously, Project Loon

did not take the advantage of incorporating and sharing the intellectual properties

with others. Rather than providing more legislative illustration, the proposed balloon

communication system tried to escape the aforementioned scrutiny, inducing serious

legal, diplomatic, and government tensions, which Google might not pay sufficient

attention to deal with. The project is so secretive that many employees do not even

know the lab’s existence at the beginning. For commercial reasons, Google locked the

experiments away from the research institutions, other industries, and the interna-

tional community. This results in a big gap between the announced information and

Project Loon’s ultimate vision.

Last but not the least, the 6G network standards are appropriated to be derived

together by academia and industry. Generally, academia presents results at technical

conferences, while industry comes up with ideas at the standards meetings. As a

result, there are fundamental communication and information sharing issues. The 6G

network standards and the entire standardization process should be more accessible

to researchers from both academia and industry.

A.4.4 Relevant Research Activities Should be Adjusted rather

than Being Suppressed

Doubts and suppression of the relevant research activities of stratospheric communi-

cations are raised associated with the commercial failure of Project Loon. Without a
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rigorous investigation and analysis, the commercial failure of a project cannot convict

the failure of technology and lead to the termination of relevant research activities.

First, the extensive mathematical tools developed by the research activities help the

technological incubation and guides the future launching directions. From the current

analysis of the commercial failure of Project Loon as detailed above, non-technological

factors play dominant roles, and therefore, the relevant research activities regarding

the technological aspects should not be suppressed. However, adjustments to research

strategies are imperative and should be taken into considerations by researchers when

carrying out relevant research activities. First, the direct products from research ac-

tivities, as tools implemented in industry, should be prospectively straightforward

and user-friendly. That is, the theoretical design guidelines are not expected to be

provided along with the obscure derivation but can assist the development of complex

systems in practice. Second, theoretical research is supposed to involve more practical

constraints and specific application scenarios. It is normally seen nowadays that to

achieve generic and elegant performance, researchers do not pursue exact expressions

but approximate bounds and asymptotic expressions under extreme conditions.

In the meantime, the failure of Project Loon validates the dilemmas in providing

ubiquitous and pervasive communication networks. Due to the lack of terrestrial ac-

cess network coverage and the economic deprivation, the challenges of connecting the

unconnected population in rural areas, such as the last mile infrastructure and low af-

fordability, indeed exist and should not be taken into consideration when carrying out

research related to network integration. Consequently, instead of being suppressed,

more efforts are required to reinforce the relevant research to understand and address

the existing problems in rural communication networks. More importantly, with the

technological advances by research, it is highly expected that the costs of stratospheric

communications would be reduced and become much more affordable in the near fu-

ture, which will remove the biggest obstacle to the implementation of stratospheric
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communications.

A.5 Summary

Based on the analysis and lessons summarized above, not only to those working on

stratospheric communications, we convey the following messages to all researchers in

communication networks:

• The determinants of the success of any communication technology are com-

plex, which encompass both technological and non-technological factors; as no

technology can be implemented without considering non-technological factors,

these non-technological factors should also be integrated into the technolog-

ical research in certain ways. Value engineering and the PESTEL analytic

framework would be powerful tools to close the gap between technological and

non-technological research.

• The commercial failure of Project Loon indicates that there indeed exists a mis-

match between academia and industry. Therefore, to bridge such a mismatch,

the 6G research roadmap design should be tailored to focus on more practical

issues for implementing communication technologies, rather than purely math-

ematical derivation and optimization. More emphasis should also be placed on

the justification of application scenarios of studied communication technologies.

System-level prototyping and testing are going to become common and even im-

perative in 6G academic research, instead of being optional and supplementary

to computer-based simulations.

• The technological research activities for achieving practically feasible strato-

spheric communications in the 6G era should be adjusted but not be sup-

pressed just because of the demise of Project Loon. The commercial failure

of Project Loon was resulted by various factors, which does not imply that such
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a technological conception per se is hyped, rather, remains researchers of the

imperfection and insufficiency of the current research activities pertaining to

stratospheric communications.

The aerial communication network is the innovative trend for paving the way

for next-generation intelligent communication networks. However, the application

of aerial communication networks also introduces new challenges such as trajectory

design, traffic offloading, and communication resource allocation. In this regard,

learning-based approaches, especially reinforcement learning algorithms, provide the

solutions for the optimization problems in aerial communication networks. In the fol-

lowing two chapters, we introduce innovative reinforcement learning methods to pro-

vide energy-efficient trajectory design for UAVs and effective traffic offloading schemes

satisfying various requirements from different types of traffic.
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B Appendix B FedEdge: Communication-Efficient Federated

Learning for Edge Computing.

B.1 Introduction

Massive machine learning models are commonly trained and conducted at the data

center. However, storing and conducting the whole data at a single node is undesirable

with the increasing amount of data. Transmitting the raw data from the edge users is

neither practical nor effective due to privacy and communication constraints. Hence,

it is increasingly attractive to move computation from the cloud to the edge where the

local dataset is accessible and send the local models back to the server for aggregation.

Federated learning consequently has been proposed [167] as an alternative approach

for training a high-quality global model without ever sending raw data to the cloud.

Communication cost is the most significant bottleneck in federated optimization,

while uplink is of utmost importance in communication network systems. The typ-

ically upload bandwidth is limited by 1 MB/s or less. The uplink communication-

efficient structure is in desperate need of a federated learning system. On the other

hand, any single on-device dataset is small compared to the total dataset size. To

achieve personalized federated learning and obtain a sensitive global model that can

quickly adapt to the test set, the local dataset can be split as the support set and the

query set for better training performance. Data-efficient federated learning system in

this scenario is of great importance.

In the context of 6G communications, massive machine nodes, e.g., distributed

sensors, operating in the Internet of Things (IoT), are with simple structures and of

limited complexity and energy, which might not well support multi-band transmission
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and sophisticated encoding/decoding [25]. Therefore, simpler multiple access schemes

are usually preferred in these application scenarios. Following this rationale, we adopt

the dynamic time-division multiple access (TDMA) for enabling multiple access by

distributed nodes for uploading their local training models to the data center through

a shared wireless medium. In particular, each node intending to upload its local

training model will be allocated a specific time slot with a fixed-length [168]. Finally,

multiple and non-overlapping time slots comprise an uplink transmission frame with a

dynamic duration jointly depending on the maximum allowed frame duration and the

number of participating nodes. TDMA is a proper workaround for communication

scenarios under the complexity and energy consumption constraints but, on the other

hand, increases the network latency that is proportional to the number of participating

nodes for federated optimization.

This appendix lists the potential research objectives:

• Proposed a novel federated learning framework that provides communication-

efficient and data-efficient federated learning approaches. The framework is

theoretically compatible with federated averaging and personalized federated

algorithms.

• Joint consider the model accuracy and the communication characters. Based on

the communication latency, the edge users conduct the transmission to either

the nearby user or the base station.

• Compare the algorithms under the proposed system with commonly used fed-

erated learning benchmarks. Adopt realistic traffic prediction paradigms to

evaluate the performance of the framework.
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B.2 Related Works

A variety of approaches have been proposed to address the challenges in federated

learning. Authors in [169] proposed the federated averaging algorithm (FedAvg) to re-

duce the communication rounds by replacing stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with

multi-updates of the local models. [170, 171] tackled heterogeneity problem in fed-

erated learning by adding regular term. [170] theoretically provided the convergence

guarantees for non-identical distributions dataset, while [171] utilized Moreau en-

velopes as edge user’s regularized loss functions to obtain personalized model and

proved that the convergence rate of the proposed framework achieved quadratic

speedup for strongly convex and sublinear speedup of order 2/3 for smooth non-

convex objectives. Multiple approaches have been proposed to achieve a personalized

model in FL. Authors in [172] proposed an algorithm in terms of L2GD, which com-

bined the optimization of the local and global models. [173] studied a personalized

variant of the FedAvg algorithm to obtain an initial shared model that users can eas-

ily adapt to their local dataset by performing one or a few steps of gradient descent

concerning their own data. The above-mentioned investigations aim to enhance com-

munication efficiency by controlling strength of local model optimization, however,

ignored the physical communication dependencies.

B.3 Problem Formulation and System Design

B.3.1 Federated Learning Model

The objective function of federated learning is:

min
w∈Rd
{f(w) :=

I∑
i=1

pifi(w)} (B.1)
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where w represent the global model. The aggregation weight corresponding to the

local objective function fi is represented as pi = ni

n
, where n =

∑
ni is the total

number of the data points. fi(w) : Rd → R, i = 1, · · · , I denotes the objective

function over the data distribution Di of the user i:

fi(w) = Exi∈Di
[fi(w;xi)] (B.2)

At each communication round t, the central server transmit the latest global model

w to all clients via downlink broadcast. Then, after all clients complete the local

updates, the server collect the latest local models from a uniformly sampled subset

St of clients to perform the model aggregation. The baseline algorithm, FedSGD,

provides the update process such as:

wt+1 = wt − η
I∑

i=1

ni

n
∆fi(w

t) (B.3)

FedAvg provides a equivalent update wt+1
i = wt

i − η∆fi(w
t
i) and add more com-

putation to each user by iterating the locl update multiple times before the global

averaging. In this manner, the parameter E is defined to tune the number of training

passes each user makes over the local datset before each communication round.

B.3.2 System Model

We consider the federated learning process with one base station as the server and

across I wireless users, each with its own local dataset. The local models are trained

based on the users’ own dataset, and can be sent to the server directly via uplink or

relaid by other users via the D2D links. The uplink rate of user i is given by

cU
i = BU

i Ehi

(
log2

(
1 +

PU
i hi

IU +BUN0

))
, (B.4)
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where BU
i and PU

i are the bandwidth and the transmit power allocated to the uplink

channel, respectively. hi = oid
−2
i is the channel gain between user i and the central

server with di representing the distance between user i and the central server and oi

being the Rayleigh fading parameter. IU is the interference caused by other users

occupying the same bandwidth as the user we are considering. N0 is the noise power

spectral density.

The data rate of the D2D channels are calculated as

cD
i,j = BDEhi,j

(
log2

(
1 +

PDhi,j

ID +BDN0

))
, (B.5)

where BD and PD are the bandwidth and the transmit power allocated to the D2D

channel, respectively. hi = oi,jd
−2
i,j is the channel gain between user i and the user

j with di,j representing the distance between user i and user j and oi,j being the

Rayleigh fading parameter. ID is the interference caused by other users occupying

the same bandwidth as the user we are considering. N0 is the noise power spectral

density.

The transmission delays between user i and the central server over uplink and

the transmission delays between user i and use j over the D2D links are respectively

specified as

lUi (ri, Pi) =
Z (wi)

cU
i

, (B.6)

lDi,j =
Z (wi)

cD
i,j

, (B.7)

Z(w) in the unit of bits is the size of the model w to be transmitted via wireless

links. In particular, Z(wi) represents the number of bits that each user i requires

to transmit local FL model wi to either the BS or the other users. Here, Z(w) is

determined by the type of implemented FL algorithm. Generally, w remains the same
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Figure B.1: System of FedEdge for communication efficient FL

structure for all the users, hence Z(wi) is uniform among the transmission between

the user to the BS and to other users.

We consider the non-orthogonal multiple access techniques while collecting the

updated local models, where the models are sequentially transmitted due to the de-

modulation of the shared communication resources. The total communication latency

of one iteration is expressed as:

Ltx =
I∑

i=1

li (B.8)

where li = min{lUi , lDi,j} is the transmission latency of user i.

The global model is aggregated after completing the transmission of all the local

models. Therefore, the updated models with total latency that exceed the threshold

will not contribute to the aggregation process.

B.4 Communication-Efficient FedEdge

To achieve communication-efficient training, the users suppose to be smart to choose

where to transmit their updated local models. We reformulate problem (B.1) by
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jointly considering the model accuracy and the communication efficiency.

min
w∈Rd
{f(w) :=

I∑
i=1

pifi(w) + Ltx}, (B.9)

fi(w) = Exi∈Di
[fi(w;xi)] + µLC

i (w −w0), (B.10)

where LC
i (w − w0) = Ki∆Ti(w − w0) represents the overhead of the local model

updating, and µ is a penalty parameter that control the strength of the model caring

about the latency. Ki is the optimization steps of user i and ∆T (w − w0) as the

function of w reveals the interval of each step. The value of ∆T varies by users due to

the variable computing device conditions, and w0 is the baseline global mode received

from the server at each iteration.

FedEdge provides a intuitive solution to determine the strength of w to the local

model. The basic idea is allowing the user to tune the local optimization step by

considering the transmission dependencies. The updating step Ki is quantified as:

Ki = min{E
(
lUi
li

)
, Emax}, (B.11)

where Emax represent the largest local optimization steps. The intuition is that the

lower transmission latency reserves more time intervals for local optimization. More-

over, since the the users are randomly selected at each global iteration, the user should

take the advantage of the low transmission latency at currant iteration. In the ex-

treme case, when li = min{lUi , lDi,j} = lDi ≪ lUi , the ratio between lUi and li is infinite

large, then the local optimization step Ki should be bounded by the maximum steps

Emax. On the other hand, when lDi is larger than lUi which means that the li = lUi ,

then the local optimization step Ki equals to the normal updated step E which is the

pre-setted hyper-parameter.
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